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1.

Members' Interests
To receive from Members any declarations of interest.

2.

Public Participation
To receive any questions, statements or deputations from members of the
public in accordance with the Procedure as set out in Part A4 of the
Constitution.

Reports
Item
3.

Subject
Determination of Statutory Proposals to Extend the Age
Ranges of Lancot Community Lower School in Dunstable,
Kensworth CE VC Lower School in Kensworth, Ashton St
Peters CE VA Lower School in Dunstable and Manshead CE
VA Upper School in Caddington
The report sets out the representations received to the statutory
proposal published by the Council to extend age range of a
Community Lower School in Dunstable, and to statutory
proposals published by the Governing Bodies of a Voluntary
Controlled Lower School in Dunstable, a Voluntary Aided Lower
School in Dunstable and a Voluntary Aided Upper School in
Dunstable.
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Meeting:

Delegated Decision by the Executive Member for Children’s
Services on School Age Range Proposals

Date:

13 August 2013

Subject:

Determination of statutory proposals to extend the age
ranges of Lancot Community Lower School in Dunstable,
Kensworth CE VC Lower School in Kensworth, Ashton St
Peters CE VA Lower School in Dunstable and Manshead
CE VA Upper School in Caddington.

Report of:

Edwina Grant, Deputy Chief Executive/ Director of Children’s
Services
The report sets out the representations received to the statutory
proposal published by the Council to extend age range of a Community
Lower School in Dunstable, and to statutory proposals published by the
Governing Bodies of a Voluntary Controlled Lower School in Dunstable,
a Voluntary Aided Lower School in Dunstable and a Voluntary Aided
Upper School in Dunstable. Each of these proposals has been subject
previously of statutory consultation and a further representation period
has now concluded requiring the Council to determine the outcome of
the proposals.

Summary:

Advising Officer:

Edwina Grant, Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s
Services

Contact Officer:

Pete Dudley, Assistant Director for Learning, Commissioning
and Partnerships

Public/Exempt:

Public

Wards Affected:

Dunstable Watling, Caddington, Dunstable Central, Dunstable
Manshead

Function of:

Executive

Key Decision

Yes

CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS
Council Priorities:
The report supports Central Bedfordshire’s Medium Term Plan: Delivering your priorities
– Our Plan for Central Bedfordshire 2012-2016 and the specific priority of Improved
Educational Attainment.
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Financial:
1.

If approved, the implementation of the proposal to extend the age range at
Lancot Community Lower School in Dunstable requires approximately £115k
capital investment to provide two additional class spaces for September 2014.
This will be funded from the school’s own reserves. Further class spaces will
be needed from September 2015 and these will be funded from the school’s
budget making additional use of the capital loan scheme established under
terms and conditions set out in the Scheme for Financing Schools.

2.

In publishing statutory proposals for Kensworth Lower, Ashton St Peters Lower
and Manshead Upper School, the Governing Body of each school therefore
carries the duty to implement the proposed change of age range if it is
approved. At the point of determination of the proposals the Council as decision
maker must be satisfied, that each school is able to implement the decision.
The implementation of the proposal to extend the age range at Kensworth CE
VC Lower will require capital funding of £6.4k. Likewise the Governing Body of
Manshead CE VA Upper School has indicated a capital cost of £250k whereas
the Governing Body of Ashton St Peters CE VA Lower does not envisage
significant capital costs in implementation of their proposal.

3.

The day to day running costs of expanded provision are met through revenue
funding which is made available to each school as part of the dedicated schools
grant, calculated on a per pupil basis. Nationally, School and Academy revenue
budgets are set in line with the School and Early Years Finance Regulations
2013 which uses October school census data of pupil numbers accommodated
at that moment in time to calculate the budget for the following financial year, for
Council maintained schools, and the following academic year for Academies.

4.

This funding ‘lag’ can have a significant impact on those schools and academies
that are implementing changes in age range and retaining or admitting pupils
into new year groups in the following September without the corresponding
revenue funding that should ordinarily follow the child which only begins to flow
into the schools budget in the following April, or September in the case of
Academies. Likewise, this can also result in an overpayment to schools that are
impacted by a corresponding reduction in pupil numbers as a result of
admissions preferences made by parents and carers.

5.

The Council has therefore requested approval in principle from the Secretary of
State to vary the School and Early Years Finance Regulations 2013 and
disapply the use of October census for specific schools affected by changes of
age range in the Dunstable and Houghton Regis area with the intention to more
accurately and timely reflect pupil numbers in those schools and academies
during the financial year 2014-15 in the calculation of the basic entitlement
funding of those schools. It is proposed to similarly apply for future financial
years where schools and academies are in the transition of age range changes.
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6.

If approved, the calculation would be aligned to the principle of funding following
the child, throughout the period of change. Clearly, whilst this will protect
receiving schools, this may also have a significant, negative effect on those
schools which are likely to lose pupils or which may have a reduced intake. In
the case of Middle Schools reductions in Year 5 admissions as a result of pupils
staying on at their former Lower School and simultaneous reductions in Year 7
pupils as a result of transfers to the new admission point in Secondary provision
could result in significant financial reductions over a short period of time. If this
variation is not approved by the Secretary of State each school or Academy that
is approved to change its age range will need to consider the financial viability of
its proposals as a result of the inevitable shortfall in revenue during the transition
period.

Legal:
7.

The main legislation governing school organisation is found in sections 7-32 of
the Education and Inspections Act 2006, The School Organisation
(Establishment and Discontinuance of Schools) (England Regulations 2007 and
the School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Mainstream Schools)
(England) Regulations 2007.

8.

The Department for Education produces guidance which provides information
on the procedures established by this legislation containing both statutory
guidance (i.e. guidance to which local authorities and governing bodies have a
statutory duty to have regard) and non-statutory guidance, on the process for
making changes to the upper age limit of a maintained mainstream school.

9.

The Executive Member for Children’s Services is authorised, under delegated
authority, to exercise the Council’s duty to determine proposals to alter the
upper and lower age range of pupils in schools. As decision maker the Council
must be satisfied that the proposals have followed due process and must also
have regard to statutory guidance.

10.

As decision maker for the statutory proposals reflected in this report the
Executive Member for Children’s Services must determine whether to:
•
•
•
•

reject the proposals
approve the proposals
approve the proposals with a modification (e.g. the implementation
date)
approve the proposals subject to them meeting a certain condition (e.g.
planning permissions, acquisition of land etc).

In any case the proposals must be determined within two months of the close
of the determination period, otherwise the proposals will be referred to the
schools adjudicator.
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11.

The following bodies may appeal against a Council decision on the proposals
in this report:
•
•
•

The local Church of England diocese.
The bishop of the local Roman Catholic diocese.
The Governors and Trustees of a voluntary school that is subject to the
proposals.

Any appeals must be submitted to the Council within 4 weeks of the decision
and the Council must refer the matter to the schools adjudicator.
Risk Management:
12.

Each of the proposals set out in this report has been developed and evaluated
against the key criteria for decision makers that are outlined in guidance.
Likewise the proposals have followed the procedures set out in regulation. This
mitigates the risk on the Council of failing to comply with the relevant statutory
requirements.
Key risks mitigated by the process that has been followed include:

13.

•

Failure to discharge legal and statutory duties/guidance.

•

Failure to deliver the Council's strategic priorities.

•

Reputational risks associated with the non delivery of required school
places.

•

Financial risks, including significant capital commitment to the Council, and
the consequential additional running costs that will be borne by the schools.

If approved, the Governing Body of each school will develop and implement
change management plans that will include risk assessment and management
criteria to ensure the effective delivery of the objectives set out in the proposal
documents. Any contract and construction risks will be overseen through the
schools and Diocese project management of agreed projects.

Staffing (including Trades Unions):
14.

Staff and Trade Unions at all four schools have been consulted throughout the
statutory process and responses, where given, have been recorded in the
minutes to staff and stakeholder meetings attached at Appendices A to D.

15.

The Diocesan Board of Education of the Church of England Diocese of St
Albans has been engaged in the consultations and has expressed support for
the proposals brought forward by the Governing Bodies of Manshead CE VA
Upper School and Ashton St Peters CE VA lower School, who are employers of
the staff in each school. The Diocese has similarly expressed support for the
proposal brought forward by the Governing Body of Kensworth CE VC Lower
School.
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16.

In addition to the Council’s statutory responsibilities as employer of staff in
Community and Voluntary Controlled Schools, schools should ensure that they
will have the support of their Human Resources provision where any proposals
require changes in school staff structures or to terms and conditions of
employment. The Council, in undertaking its statutory responsibilities, will have
a role to ensure correct procedures have been undertaken where procedures
may lead to dismissal.

Equalities/Human Rights:
17.

Public authorities have a statutory duty to promote equality of opportunity,
eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and to foster
good relations in respect of the following protected characteristics: age,
disability, gender re-assignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
This statutory duty includes requirements to:

18.

•

Remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by people due to their
protected characteristics.

•

Take steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups where these
are different from the needs of other people.

•

Encourage people from protected groups to participate in public life or in
other activities where their participation is disproportionately low.

As Decision Maker for these proposals, the Executive Member acting on behalf
of the Council has considered that there are no race or disability discrimination
issues that arise from the changes being proposed. All of the schools have
carefully considered these issues and where the proposals impact on provision
for children with special educational needs and disabilities appropriate reference
has been made in the proposal documents that have been published with the
statutory notices. Similarly each school has made a commitment to provide
access to a range of opportunities which reflect the ethnic and cultural mix of
their local communities, while ensuring that such opportunities are open to all.
Where the proposals impact on extended school services this is also outlined in
the proposal documents attached to this report.

Public Health:
19.

The schools currently provide a range of extended schools services including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transition support for pupils, schools and families.
Combined clubs and after school activities.
Promotion of inter school sports and other activities.
Holiday activities.
Breakfast and after school clubs and activities.
Support for vulnerable pupils and families i.e siblings group and young
carers.
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Community Safety:
20.

The Council has a statutory duty to consider community safety implications in
undertaking its delivery of core services. It is also acknowledged that schools
have an important role in working alongside a range of other agencies to ensure
safety in their local communities. Extending the age ranges of the schools in this
report will require the Council to work to ensure that the community safety impact
has been assessed and appropriate measures to mitigate any risk have been
implemented. Complaints regarding noise, litter, young people and general anti
social behaviour are higher in areas surrounding schools. Increasing the
numbers accessing school sites has the potential to further increase complaints.
The impact on travel and access has been considered, and the Council will need
to work with the schools to ensure that the wider community safety impact is
considered and appropriately addressed.

Sustainability:
21.

Whilst there may be additional costs in order to meet sustainability objectives for
any new build and/or expansion of existing schools, these will be contained
within the costs identified for each individual project and informed by the
Council’s Schools Sustainable Design Brief. These measures would contribute
to reduced running costs through better energy and resource efficiency,
alongside creating a better learning environment for the pupils.

Procurement:
22.

The Council’s Procurement Team will continue to provide support for any
scheme of planned capital investment to implement the proposals set out in this
report, funded by the schools. This will ensure that value for money is secured
and a range of potential procurement routes are considered.

Overview and Scrutiny:
23.

This matter has not been considered by Overview and Scrutiny.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Executive Member for Children’s Services is asked to:
1.

note that the procedures established by The Education and Inspections
Act 2006 (EIA 2006) and The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations
to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended by The
School Organisation and Governance (Amendment) (England) Regulations
2007 and The School Organisation and Governance (Amendment)
(England) Regulations 2009, have been complied with in bringing forward
the proposals outlined in this report;

2.

consider the representations received to the statutory notice as set out in
Appendix A, issued on the 3 June 2013 under Section 19(3) of the
Education and Inspections Act 2006 in respect of the Ashton St Peters CE
VA Lower School proposal;
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3.

consider the representations received to the statutory notice as set out in
Appendix B, issued on the 3 June 2013 under Section 19(3) of the
Education and Inspections Act 2006 in respect of the Kensworth CE VC
Lower School proposal;

4.

consider the representations received to the statutory notice as set out in
Appendix C, issued on the 3 June 2013 under Section 19(1) of the
Education and Inspections Act 2006 in respect of the Lancot Community
Lower School proposal;

5.

consider the representations received to the statutory notice as set out in
Appendix D, issued on the 6 June 2013 under Section 19(3) of the
Education and Inspections Act 2006 in respect of the Manshead CE VA
Upper School proposal; and

6.

determine the statutory proposals to extend the age ranges of the
following schools with effect from September 2014 subject, by 1 February
2014, to the grant of any necessary planning permissions under Part 3 of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and Secretary of State consents
for the change of use of any necessary areas of school playing fields
under Section 77 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998:
i.

Ashton St Peters CE VA Lower School to provide 210 places in the
main school for pupils aged 5-11, with a published admission number
of 30.

ii.

Kensworth CE VC Lower School to provide 105 places in the main
school for pupils aged 5-11, with a published admission number of
15, plus provision for 20 part time nursery places.

iii.

Lancot Community Lower School to provide 420 places in the main
school for pupils aged 5-11, with a published admission number of
60, plus provision for 80 part time nursery places and 6 places for
pupils with Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties.

iv.

Manshead CE VA Upper School to provide 1350 places in the main
school for pupils aged 11-19, plus 8 places for pupils identified with
Autistic Spectrum Disorder, with a published admission number of
210.

Reason for
Recommendations:

To determine the outcome of the statutory proposals for Ashton
St Peters CE VA Lower School, Kensworth CE VC Lower
School, and Lancot Community Lower School following the
close of the representation period for the proposals on the 15
July 2013.
To determine the outcome of the statutory proposal for
Manshead CE VA Upper School following the close of the
representation period on the 18 July 2013.
If the Council were to fail to decide these proposals within
2 months of the end of the representation period it must forward
proposals, and any received representations, to the schools
adjudicator for decision.
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Executive Summary
24.

The purpose of this report is to provide the Executive Member for Children’s
Services with sufficient information and guidance to enable him to determine the
proposals to extend the age ranges of Ashton St Peter CE VA Lower School,
Kensworth CE VC Lower School, Lancot Community Lower School and
Manshead CE VA Upper School.

25.

The report will set out the background to the proposals and the process that they
have followed to date, aligned with the statutory requirements set out in
legislation and Department for Education guidance for proposals of this nature.

26.

The report concludes with a recommendation to determine the proposals to
change the age ranges at these four schools, with an implementation date of
September 2014.

Background
27.

Central Bedfordshire’s guidance for maintained schools proposing changes to
age ranges was published on the Council’s website, in Central Essentials and
Governors Essentials and in the Members Bulletin in September and October
2011. A notification regarding the availability of the guidance was repeated in
the same publications in September and October 2012. The guidance was
created using Department for Education statutory guidance for decision makers
as its basis.

28.

A proposal from the Governing Body of Lancot Community Lower School to
become a 3-11 Primary school from September 2014 was received and
acknowledged by the Council in January 2013. The proposal was considered
and subsequently approved by the Deputy Chief Executive / Director of
Children’s Services on 4 March 2013 to proceed to statutory consultation.

29.

Separately, the Governing Bodies of Ashton St Peters CE VA Lower School,
Kensworth CE VC Lower School, and Manshead CE VA Upper School
determined, as they are able to do as Voluntary Schools, to undertake statutory
consultation on their proposals to change age ranges. Although the Governing
Bodies of these schools are able to propose to change age ranges, to consult
and to publish statutory notices for the purpose, the Council is the eventual
decision maker in the process.

30.

The statutory consultation periods for Ashton St Peters CE VA Lower and
Kensworth CE VA Lower School commenced on 29 January 2013 to 26 March
2013. The statutory consultation period for Manshead CE VA Upper School
commenced on 25 March to 20 May 2013. The statutory consultation period for
Lancot Community Lower School commenced on 8 March to 3 May 2013. Each
school was supported to ensure that the process followed that set out in
Department for Education guidance and regulation.

31.

The Governing Body of Lancot Community Lower School submitted its
consultation materials, minutes of public meetings and copies of all responses
received, to the Council at the conclusion of the statutory consultation period.
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32.

The Governing Body of Lancot Community Lower School also prepared a
summary of the responses received, setting out those made in support and
objection to the proposal and also providing additional comment where relevant.
The Governing Body also formally confirmed their continuing support for the
proposal and requested that the Council approve the publication of statutory
notices.

33.

The school’s consultation materials, minutes of public meetings and copies of all
responses, including the school’s own response to issues raised is attached at
Appendix C to this report.

34.

On the 17 May 2013 Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children’s Services, in
consultation with the Executive Member for Children’s Services, considered the
outcome of the statutory consultation and the statement of the Governing Body
of the school and approved the publication of statutory proposals, under Section
19(1) of the Education and Inspections Act 2006, for the school to change its
age range to become a Primary School catering for pupils aged 3-11 with effect
of September 2014.

35.

The Governing Bodies of Ashton St Peters CE VA Lower School, Kensworth CE
VC Lower School, and Manshead CE VA Upper School also considered the
outcome of their statutory consultations and determined to progress with the
publication of statutory proposals under Section 19(3) of the Education and
Inspections Act 2006 to change their age ranges with effect of September 2014.

36.

Each of the statutory proposals were published in line with Department for
Education guidance along with evidence of the previous statutory consultations
and other information prescribed by regulation inviting further comment or
objection to the proposals by the end of a representation period. Copies of the
Statutory Notices and the prescribed information for each of the proposals are
attached at Appendices A to D.

37.

If the Council were to fail to decide these proposals within 2 months of the end
of the representation period it must forward proposals, and any received
representations, to the schools adjudicator for decision.

Determination
38.

The Executive Member for Children’s Services is authorised, under delegated
authority, to exercise the Council’s duty to determine proposals to alter the
upper and lower age range of pupils in these schools. As decision maker the
Council must be satisfied that the proposals have followed due process and he
must have regard to guidance issued by the Secretary of State.

39.

Before judging the respective factors and merits of the statutory proposals, the
Executive Member for Children’s Services must consider four key issues. These
are:
•
•
•
•

Is any information missing?
Do the published notices comply with statutory requirements?
Have statutory consultations been carried out prior to the publication of
the notices?
Are the proposals “related” to other published proposals?
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40.

The statutory proposals were published on 3 and 6 June 2013, as outlined
earlier in this report, with information prescribed by regulation and supplemented
with significant additional content explicitly outlining the objectives of each
school, in bringing the proposals forward. The information was complete, clear
and complied with statutory requirements. Evidence that the initial consultation
was carried out before the statutory notices were published was provided to the
Council and each proposal is independent and capable of being determined
without preventing or undermining the implementation of others in this report.

41.

The Department for Education guidance for decision makers is issued by the
Secretary of State and contains a number of key factors to be considered
when they make a decision on proposals of this nature. The guidance is clear
that these factors should not be taken to be exhaustive and all proposals
should be considered on their individual merits.

42.

The key factors outlined in guidance include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The effect on standards and school improvement
School characteristics
The need for places
Funding and land
Special Educational Needs Provision
Views of interested parties

43.

Each school has reflected these factors in the objectives of their proposals,
throughout the consultation process and in the proposal documents produced
to support the process. These are attached to the report in Appendices A to D.
The purpose and potential impact of the proposals in relation to some of these
factors have been questioned by respondents, both in the statutory
consultation phase and the final representation period.

44.

The most significant issue has been the potential impact of the proposals on
standards and school improvement. The Governing Bodies of each school
have provided a further response where these issues have been raised
throughout the process. These are also attached to the report in Appendices A
to E.

45.

The need for places is one factor where the Council’s statutory duty to ensure
sufficient school places is in particular focus. The impact of these proposals on
the supply of places in the Dunstable and Houghton Regis area and the need to
retain clarity of admissions choices for parents and carers are both essential
roles for the Council.

46.

The Council’s School Organisation Plan is refreshed on an annual basis to take
account of the supply and demand for school places. It is informed by data on
school capacity and forecasts of pupil numbers as a result of changes in birth
rate, housing development and parental preferences. The pattern of provision in
Central Bedfordshire is also reflected in the Plan and it is traditionally a three tier
area of lower, middle and upper schools and Academies.
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47.

From September 2013 there will also be 11 primaries serving the 5-11 age
range (Hawthorn Park, Thornhill, Tithe Farm, Thomas Whitehead, Houghton
Regis, St Marys, Eaton Bray, Hadrian, St Christophers, Barnfield Vale and St
Vincents), a middle deemed primary serving the 5-13 age range (Caddington
Village), 2 secondaries serving the 11-19 age range (Houghton Academy and All
Saints Academy) and a University Technical College serving the 14-19 age
range, all within the Dunstable and Houghton Regis area.

48.

This change to the historical pattern of provision, which has concentrated largely
on the Houghton Regis area to date, is as a result of previous Council and DfE
decisions to change existing age ranges in a number of schools and Academies,
fundamentally towards a more traditional primary/secondary pattern of provision.

49.

Within the geographical area of Dunstable and in addition to these schools and
academies and the Council maintained schools reflected in this report, a further
3 Academies currently serving the Lower School age range (Lark Rise, St
Augustine’s and Ardley Hill) received DfE approval on the 30 July 2013 to
become 4 -11 Primaries. Likewise, Priory Academy currently serving the Middle
School age range has also been approved by the DfE to become a 9-16 school
and Queensbury Academy currently serving the Upper school age range has
been approved by the DfE to become a 11 – 18 Secondary from September
2014.

50.

Of the remaining schools in the area, Brewers Hill Middle and Beecroft Lower
have indicated an intention to change age range to become Primaries following
Academy conversion and Dunstable Icknield, Watling, Studham and Slip End
Lower Schools are developing partnership arrangements with other schools and
Academies in the area to ensure their existing age range and traditional point of
transfer is retained.

51.

Ashton Middle, Streetfield Middle and Totternhoe Lower schools are continuing
to consider and evaluate their options although it is undeniable that the
proposals contained within this report, if approved, will add further pressure on
the local pattern of provision to align in a primary/secondary model as former
lower schools retain children into Years 5 and 6 and the traditional transfer point
at the end of Year 8 will disappear after September 2015.
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52.

The following table illustrates the size of each school year group cohort currently
in schools and academies in the Dunstable and Houghton Regis area (May
2013 School Census data).
Year

R

1

Total
897
number of
pupils

2
822

3
819

4
793

5
750

6
675

7
686

8
648

9
656

10

11

610 576 663

The local impact of the rise in birth rate which is significant at a National level,
can be seen in the data, although historical analysis of pupil journeys in the area
also reflects traditional patterns of the transfer of pupils to Roman Catholic
Secondary provision in Luton and to other schools in neighbouring authorities
and areas of Central Bedfordshire. There is however a significant increase in
pupil population in schools and academies in the Dunstable and Houghton
Regis area which will need to be accommodated in future years.
53.

In school place planning terms a minimum number of 840 places in each year
group would currently allow for parental preferences to be accommodated while
also balancing the negative impact of inefficient over supply of places across the
area. This does not take account of new school provision which will be needed
as a result of the proposed North Houghton Regis extension which will provide
required additional education infrastructure as part of that development.

54.

The following table illustrates the number of school places that will be available
across the area if the proposals outlined in this report are approved.

Year
School
planning
need
Number
of
places
%
surplus/
Deficit
places

R

1

2

3

4

5
840

6

8

840

840

840

840

987

987

987

987

987 1336 1336 1382 1382 802 877 877

+18

+18

+18

+18

+18

+59

840

10 ** 11**

9

840

+59

840

7

+65

840

+65

840 840 840

-5

+4

+4

** this includes an assumed 75 places at the UTC for pupils who may wish to
transfer at the end of Yr 9
55.

This analysis does not account for the intentions of a number of schools set out
in Section 50 of this report which would further exacerbate the over supply of
places across the Primary age range. It does however illustrate that available
capacity in Years 9 to 11 would be at or below desired levels (i.e +/- 5% noting
that 75 places have been included as available through the University Technical
College in the figures above) as a result largely of the proposed reduction in the
published admission number from 270 to 210 reflected in the proposal of the
Governing Body of Manshead CE VA Upper School.
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56.

If the proposals set out in this report are implemented, the Council will be
required to commission additional school places in the future simply to
accommodate the growth in pupil numbers that are already in the local school
system through capital investment or by reorganising existing provision.

57.

The significant surplus of places at Years 5 to 8 is indicative of the duplication of
these year groups in the existing and proposed Primary and Secondary
provision across the area and Middle School provision that has traditionally
accommodated these year groups. This surplus is likely to reduce as schools
and academies referred to in sections 47 and 50 of this report convert to
accommodate the Primary age range.

58.

However, there is a significant risk for both Ashton CE VA Middle and Streetfield
Community Middle Schools that have yet to align with the Primary/Secondary
pattern of provision that they will become financially and educationally unviable
as a result of admission numbers to Year 5 and transfers to Secondary at their
admission point of Year 7, resulting in the corresponding withdrawal of funding
as outlined in Sections 4 to 6 of this report.

59.

A key factor for the decision maker is the views of interested parties. The
Department for Education guidance is clear that the decision maker should
consider the views expressed during the statutory consultation and the
representation period, following publication of statutory public notices. In doing
so he should not simply take account of the numbers of respondents expressing
a particular view but instead give the greatest weight to representations from
stakeholders likely to be most directly affected by the proposals.

60.

The analysis of the responses to the initial consultation is attached with the
Statutory Notices for each school at Appendices A to D. Each of these
Appendices is structured to provide:
The school’s original proposal and consultation document
A report of responses received and the outcome of the statutory consultation
The Statutory Notice of the full proposal and prescribed information
Responses received within the representation period
Response of each Governing Body to the issues raised
Appendix E to this report sets out responses received within the representation
period that did not necessarily relate specifically to any one of the proposals but
were more generic in nature.

Decision
61.

As set out in Section 10 of this report, in considering the proposals the
decision maker may decide to reject, approve or to approve with modifications
(e.g. the implementation date) the proposals set out in this report. In either
case, the reasons for the final decision must be carefully recorded indicating
the main factors considered and the reasons for the decision. A copy of the
final decision must be forwarded to a range of bodies specified in guidance.
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62.

Whilst the determination of the proposal relating to Lancot Lower School will
be binding as it is a Community School, there is provision within the legislation
for the Governing Body, Trustees and Diocese to appeal the decision in
connection with each of the proposals relating to Ashton St Peters CE VA
Lower School, Kensworth CE VC Lower School, and Manshead CE VA Upper
School by reference to the Office of the School Adjudicator.

63.

Having followed the procedure required by regulation and in consideration of
the key issues and factors for decision makers set out in guidance it is
recommended that the proposals to extend age ranges at the four schools as
set out in this report and published by Statutory Notices issued on 3 June
2013 for Lancot Community Lower School, Kensworth CE VC Lower School
and Ashton St Peter CoE VA Lower School and on 6 June 2013 for
Manshead CE VA Upper School, be determined.

Appendices:
Appendix A - Consultation document, Report on outcome of initial consultation,
Statutory Notices and prescribed information, Representations received, Response of
the School’s Governing Body for Ashton St Peters CE VA Lower School
Appendix B - Consultation document, Report on outcome of initial consultation,
Statutory Notices and prescribed information, Representations received, Response of
the School’s Governing Body for Kensworth CE VC Lower School
Appendix C - Consultation document, Report on outcome of initial consultation,
Statutory Notices and prescribed information, Representations received, Response of
the School’s Governing Body for Lancot Community Lower School
Appendix D - Consultation document, Report on outcome of initial consultation,
Statutory Notices and prescribed information, Representations received, Response of
the School’s Governing Body for Manshead CE VA Upper School
Appendix E – Generic representations received
Background Papers: (open to public inspection)
Statutory Notice and Prescribed Alteration Documents
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Original proposal and consultation document
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Extend the Age Range of
Ashton St Peter’s
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Original proposal and consultation document

CONSULTATION ON OUR PROPOSAL TO EXTEND THE AGE RANGE OF
ASHTON ST PETER’S CHURCH OF ENGLAND VA LOWER SCHOOL, LEIGHTON
COURT, DUNSTABLE, BEDS, LU6 1EW TO A SINGLE PHASE PRIMARY
PROVISION FOR 2014/2015
The Purpose of the Consultation Document
The purpose of this document is to provide information on a proposal to extend the upper age range
of Ashton St Peter’s Lower School from 9 years to 11 years, to create a full primary provision. This
will mean that the school will take children from age 4 (Reception Class) to age 11 (Year 6)
1. Background
Ashton St Peter’s VA Lower School is part of the Ashton Schools Foundation that also includes
Ashton VA Middle School and Manshead VA Upper School. All schools are within the Church of
England Diocese of St Albans.
Our vision is to extend the excellent performance of Ashton St Peter’s Lower School for an
additional two years, thus enabling us to build further on our identified strengths and caring
ethos for the benefit of all our pupils and the wider community.
Ashton St Peter’s Lower School performs significantly higher than the National average in most
areas and local data shows that our pupils are high achievers at the end of Year 4. National data
shows that changing school during Key Stage 2 impacts negatively on pupils’ progress. The
transition of pupils at age 9 in the middle of their Key Stage 2 primary schooling results in a lack
of continuity in curriculum understanding and assessment agreement.
2. Contextual position
There is much change within the area of Houghton Regis and Dunstable, with a significant
number of schools now being Academies and a general move towards what appears to be a
two-tier system of education. The following points demonstrate these particular trends:
•

All of the Lower Schools in Houghton Regis have been granted permission by the Local
Authority to change their age range from 4-9 to 4-11 for September 2013.

•

St. Mary’s Catholic Lower School has also received confirmation that they are able to raise
their age range to 11 from September 2013.

•

Hadrian Academy and St Christopher’s Academy were granted Primary (4-11) status from
October 2012 and will each start retaining children in Year 5 from September 2013.
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•
•

Barnfield Vale Academy (formerly Mill Vale Middle School) will admit children into Years R
to 5 from September 2013.
Ardley Hill and Lark Rise Academies are consulting to extend their age range from 4-9 to 411 from September 2014.

•

A number of other Dunstable Lower Schools are considering similar proposals.

•

All Saints Academy, a 13-18 Upper School, has been granted permission by the Secretary of
State to extend its age-range from 11-18 and will admit the first cohort of students into Year
7 in September 2013.

•

The Sponsors of Houghton Regis Academy have made clear their intention to become a
secondary school with an expected initial implementation date of September 2014.

•

The Sponsors of Queensbury Academy, a 13-18 Upper School are consulting on changing its
age-range to become an 11-18 secondary school, admitting its first cohort of students into
Year 7 in September 2014.

•

The other Ashton Foundation schools are actively considering the options open to them and
we will work with the Ashton Foundation Trustees, the other Foundation schools and the
Diocese of St Albans to ensure that there is coherence as to what is being offered to our
children and families who wish to progress through these Church of England schools.

The chief aim of our proposal is to raise standards for pupils and still allow for parental choice.
In implementing this proposal we would support parents opting for their children to stay at
Ashton St Peter’s Lower School or transferring to Middle School at Age 9.
With these changes in mind, Ashton St Peter’s Lower School will continue to seek partnerships
with other local schools and beyond in order to raise outcomes for pupils still further.
3. Proposal
We believe that our children would benefit from a primary school setting that is designed to
meet the learning needs of the Upper Key Stage 2 child.
The change proposed would provide stability and a continuity of learning and, also, reflect the
changing face of schooling in Dunstable, Houghton Regis and Luton.
To summarise, our objectives are:
•

To continue to promote the vision and ethos of the Church of England as a fundamental
basis for Christian education in our school.

•

To provide for continuation of the curriculum, whereby each phase of education
(Primary and Secondary) teaches two full Key Stages and are mutually able to support
progress by reducing the number of transition points
Appendix A
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•

To engage in greater collaborative working between and among phases with a view to
enhancing the sharing of specialist provision.

•

To sustain high standards of education and maintain the nurturing and well-being of
children by offering them only one change of school, thereby enabling sustained
progress in all areas.

•

To offer children in Years 5 and 6 an exciting and innovative curriculum provision that
meets their needs and supports them to achieve their full potential.

•

To improve parental choice with regard to the variety of options and opportunities that
are being offered.

You are invited to meetings as part of this consultation – please see the attached schedule.
4. Details of the Proposed Arrangements for 2014-2015
The Ashton St Peter’s Lower School Governing Body will make a submission to the Local
Authority, subject to the outcome of the consultation process, to extend the upper age range of
Ashton St Peter’s Lower School from 9 years to 11 years, to create a full primary provision. This
will mean that the school will take children from age 4 (Reception Class) to age 11 (Year 6)
Implementing age phase changes 2014-15 onwards
We are seeking to offer continuity of learning throughout the primary stage of schooling, and in
particular to maintain our excellent levels of provision through the entire National Curriculum
phase known as Key Stage 2. The stage encompasses years 3, 4, 5 & 6.
Currently, pupils in this locality have to change school mid way through this vital Key Stage. Our
proposal to keep pupils at Ashton St Peter’s Lower School until age 11, would bring us in line
with the national norm and reflect what many of the local lower schools are proposing.
Proposal
From
September 2014
September 2015

Action
Year 4 pupils remain at Ashton St Peter’s Lower School and move into
Year 5
Year 5 pupils remain at Ashton St Peter’s Lower School and move into
Year 6

Numbers on Roll – changes from September 2014 onwards

Reception

September
2013
30

September
2014
30

September
2015
30
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Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Totals

30
30
30
30

30
30
30
30
30

150

180

30
30
30
30
30
30
210

30
30
30
30
30
30
210

Accommodation
Ashton St Peter’s Lower School is a well-resourced school with excellent accommodation. The
school will continue to ensure that all pupils have the highest standard of educational environment
possible.
The School‘s present facilities accommodate pupils in a well-resourced environment, with a
dedicated Early Years Foundation Stage area, computer suite, library, and outdoor garden areas.
The school already has sufficient spare classroom capacity in order to accommodate Years 5 and 6,
and in the longer term the Governing Body will continue to consider appropriate ways to develop
the building facilities still further for the benefit of all pupils across the whole age range.

Admissions
Ashton St Peter’s Lower School does not have a catchment area and hence children come from
Dunstable and the surrounding area. Ashton St Peter’s Lower School is a very popular church school,
and in past years has had more applications than places in the Reception Class. We currently have
children on our waiting list.

There are no plans to change the admission criteria as a result of this proposal (outlined below). We
will continue to maintain a 30 pupil entry each year
CURRENT CRITERIA
1

All ‘looked after’ children or children who were previously ‘looked after’

2

Children who have siblings in the school when they enter the reception class

3

Children of practicing parent/guardian of the Church of England whose
attendance is verified by the signature of the priest on the application form.

4

Children of practicing parent/guardian of other Christian churches whose attendance is
verified by the signature of the priest or minister on the application form.
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5

Children of parent/guardian of other faiths whose attendance is verified by the signature
of the faith leader on the application form.

6

Children whose applications do not fall within Categories 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 but who have very
exceptional medical needs which only Ashton St Peter’s Lower School can adequately
meet, supported with written evidence from a consultant doctor at the time of
application. The Governors reserve the right to seek further information in order to
determine whether it is essential for a child to be admitted to the preferred school on
medical grounds.

7

Any other children

Process of Consultation
In order to engage in meaningful and informed consultation, we will be holding a number of
consultation events to engage with all stakeholders, as well as providing the opportunity for
individuals and institutions to make written submissions about the proposals. All of this evidence
will be collated into a Consultation Report that the governors will consider prior to deciding whether
to progress to the second part of the process and publish statutory notices regarding the proposal.
At the end of the statutory notice period, the governors will decide whether to make a submission
to the Local Authority. What follows is the full timetable, but processes after March 2013 will only
be actioned if the governors decide to proceed based on the feedback from this consultation
process.
Timeline
Action

Start Date

Informal consultation

Tuesday 29th January 2013

Meeting with Ashton St
Peter’s Lower School Staff
Meeting with Ashton St
Peter’s Lower School Parents

Monday 11th February 2013

Meeting with Ashton St
Peter’s Lower School Parents
Meeting with members of
the community and other
stakeholders
Governors decide whether to
proceed to the publication of
statutory notices
Publication of statutory
notice
(Formal publication of the

Wednesday 13th February
2013 at 6.30pm at the
school
Thursday 14th February 2013
at 2.30pm at the school
Tuesday 26th February 2013
at 6.30pm at the school
By Thursday 28th March 2013

Monday 3rd June 2013
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proposal)
Representation
(Opportunities for interested
parties to make their views
known)
Decision made by Central
Bedfordshire Council
Proposed implementation

Tuesday 4th June 2013

August 2013
1st September 2014
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29th January 2013
Dear Parent/Staff/Member of the local community
Ashton St Peter’s VA Lower School – Meetings for parents, staff, members of the community and
other stakeholders
Action

Start Date

Informal consultation

Tuesday 29th January 2013

Meeting with Ashton St Peter’s
Lower School Staff
Meeting with Ashton St Peter’s
Lower School Parents
Meeting with Ashton St Peter’s
Lower School Parents
Meeting with members of the
community and other
stakeholders

Monday 11th February 2013

Completion date

Tuesday 26th March 2013

Wednesday 13th February
2013 at 6.30pm at the school
Thursday 14th February 2013 at
2.30pm at the school
Tuesday 26th February 2013 at
6.30pm at the school

The Governing Body of Ashton St Peter’s Lower School has decided that it should further investigate
and consult on the proposal to extend the age range to a single phase Primary provision for 201415. You are invited to attend a meeting as detailed above.
We will be considering and inviting comments on the proposed age phase changes for Ashton St
Peter’s Lower School from 2014/2015
If you have any questions or would like to express your views, I would be grateful if you could
submit these in writing to myself or email to ashton-st-peters@cbc.beds.sch.uk by 11th February
2013 so that they can be addressed at the appropriate meeting. There will also be opportunities to
raise questions during the meetings.
The final decision on any proposed changes is made by the Local Authority.
We look forward to seeing you.
Yours sincerely

Ruth Banton
Chair of the Governing Body
Ashton St Peter’s Church of England VA Lower School
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CONSULTATION ON PROPOSAL TO EXTEND THE AGE RANGE TO A SINGLE PHASE PRIMARY
PROVISION 2014-2015
Please take the time to read our Consultation outline and complete this questionnaire. Your
feedback is important to us. Please email completed questionnaires to
ashton-st-peters@cbc.beds.sch.uk, hand in at the school office or send by post to:
Ruth Banton, Chair of Governors, Ashton St Peter’s Church of England VA Lower School, Leighton
Court , Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 1EW
Or enter your feedback via the school’s website
All responses must be received by 3.30 pm on Tuesday 26th March 2013 please.
Proposal
From September 2014 – Year 4 pupils should remain at Ashton St Peter’s Church of England VA
Lower School and move into a year 5 class and then into year 6 in 2015.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Comment
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Response to the consultation document on a proposal
to extend the upper age range of Ashton St Peter’s Church of England
Voluntary Aided Lower School from 4-9 years to 4-11 years.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide information and report on the informal consultation
relating to the proposal to extend the age range of Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary
Aided Lower School from 4-9 years to 4-11 years to create a full primary school, with effect from
September 2014.

OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSAL

•

To continue to promote the vision and ethos of the Church of England as a
fundamental basis for Christian education in our school.

•

To provide for continuation of the curriculum, whereby each phase of education
(Primary and Secondary) teaches two full Key Stages and are mutually able to
support progress by reducing the number of transition points.

•

To engage in greater collaborative working between and among phases with a view
to enhancing the sharing of specialist provision.

•

To sustain high standards of education and maintain the nurturing and well-being of
children by offering them only one change of school, thereby enabling sustained
progress in all areas.
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•

To offer children in 5 and 6 an exciting and innovative curriculum provision that
meets their needs and supports them to achieve their full potential.

•

To improve parental choice with regard to the variety of options and opportunities
that are being offered.

PROCESS OF INFORMAL CONSULTATION
Informal consultation period ran from 29th January 2013 to 26th March 2013. The consultation
consisted of a consultation document, two meetings with Ashton St. Peter’s Church of England
Voluntary Aided Lower School staff on Monday 11th February 2013, two meetings with parents on
Wednesday 13th February 2013 and Thursday 14th February 2013 and one public meeting on
Tuesday 26th February 2013.

Consultation documents were sent to the following people:
Parents/Guardians of children currently attending Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary
Aided Lower School
Staff at Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School
The Chair of Governors of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
The Head teacher of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
The Diocese of St Albans Board of Education
The Ashton Foundation
Dunstable Town Council
Central Bedfordshire Councillors
Members of Parliament for South West Bedfordshire and Luton
All relevant Trade Unions for both Teaching and Support staff
Church leaders within Dunstable
Director of Children’s Services, Central Bedfordshire Council
Head of Early Intervention and Prevention, Central Bedfordshire Council
Head of School Support, Central Bedfordshire Council
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The consultation document was also available on the Central Bedfordshire Learning Portal, the
school website and publicised in Central Essentials.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
A total of 90 responses were received for the Proposal using the pro forma on the consultation
document, two written responses were received from bodies associated with the school, namely the
Trustees of the Ashton Foundation and the Diocesan Board of Education of St. Albans, and several
verbal questions were asked and responses given at three public meetings and two staff meetings.
For the substantive proposal, there will be an indication of the responses received in graphical form,
derived from the specific feelings that respondents made, ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly
Disagree.
In summary, of all the responses received:

77% Strongly Agree
14% Agree
6% Neither Agree nor Disagree
2% Disagree
1% Strongly Disagree

The report details:
•
•
•

Positive response statements
Areas of concern
The school governors’ responses to comments raised through the consultation process

DETAILED RESPONSES
The written comments from the consultation are either set out verbatim from the responses or are
contained within the detailed minutes of the meetings held. The responses are categorised by the
grouping that made those responses (Parents, Governors, Staff, other Professionals/Schools,
Unknown) and for each category there is a list of positive comments, areas of concern and the
governors’ response to those areas of concern if applicable.
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Parental Responses

Positive Responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have brought all my children through this school and they have all benefitted from it.
I feel one change for a child is better than two.
I am really happy for [my child] to remain at Ashton for a further 2 years – and fully endorse
the proposal.
I think this is a fantastic school and I am delighted that my children can spend an extra two
years here J
Wonderful school. Very excited for my two younger children to go into year 5 and 6.
I wish for my child to continue to learn and develop within this school’s environment.
Grandparent – this is the way to go.
I fully endorse this proposal and feel reassured that the children will benefit from being
given the opportunity to grow and extend their learning path at Ashton Lower (also
governor).
Would be very happy for the school to become Primary; it is a lovely school and my
daughter would get to stay there for longer – what’s not to like?
We are very happy this is happening. Fully support the school in this. It would have been
fantastic if it could have happened for current Yr 4.
Will benefit my child by giving her continuity without the anxiety of moving schools and
making new friends. Will benefit her academic work as at the moment she is getting good
education at Ashton St Peter’s.
I fully support this proposal to move to a Primary school. It will enhance the children’s
Appendix A
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

learning journey through school and will create better continuity for each child.
I am delighted at the proposal to extend Ashton to a Primary school. I think that 9 years old
is too young for children to be changing schools and deal with such disruption to their
schooling. Also I am hoping that my son …… will be joining Reception in Sept 2014 and this
will mean that both my children will be in the same school which of course is convenient but
more importantly they will be so happy to be at the same school together. I think it is
wonderful and if my children can benefit by staying an extra two years then this will give
them a great start in their lives.
Really excited about this! We love the idea though and think it will be lovely for the children
to stay in one place for longer!
I strongly agree, I think my two children will benefit from this hugely.
I do think it is a shame to make a change given the benefits of the middle school. However
in the current situation within the town I totally agree that this is the right thing to do (also
governor).
We are very happy with this proposal!
Sounds like an exciting opportunity for our children J
We as parents are very happy for this proposal to go ahead [concerns listed below] but
overall extremely happy.
Ashton St Peters Lower School is an environment where as parents we would love our
children to stay for as long as possible. The caring and personal touch it projects is
reassuring and conducive to development both socially and educational. Thank you for all
your hard work that you are putting achieving this fabulous goal.
I think it will benefit the children, less disruption moving from school to school.
I am satisfied with all the information I had from this meeting. It now leaves me with a clear
understanding how this change would help improve our children learning foundation. I am
pleased because the whole concept why the school is doing this is in line to supporting our
children learning.
I would love my child to continue into year 6. He has settled in this lovely school, just sad my
elder son missed the opportunity to stay on here too!
The school has such a wonderful community feel and does so well to develop children, the
longer they stay, the better!
I love the three tier system but if all schools are changing to the primary system then I
would be happy for my children to stay at this lovely school.
This would be good for my granddaughter as the friendships she has made will help to settle
into primary school years and so be more prepared for senior school.
I do believe it is very good to keep this school to a single phase primary as keeps the
continuity of the brilliant education that they have.
Ashton St Peter’s is a lovely school which I think the children would benefit from being here
longer.
I am in full support of having Ashton St Peter’s to extend the school into year 6 teaching age
as I believe this would encourage my son to continue learning without any upset.
Yes please!! Can you also do a nursery please!!
I have been very happy with my children’s education in both Ashton Lower and Ashton
Middle.
Personally speaking, it’s just a pity it couldn’t happen a year sooner.
Am happy for my daughter to stay at Ashton St Peter’s for a further 2 years. Ashton Middle
is potentially going to a Primary school so therefore would prefer to keep her here. Fully
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•
•
•

•
•

•

support proposal.
I just wish my older son … could of had this.
Fantastic!
Although my son was very young in comparison to when he reaches year 5, he found the
transition from Westfield to Ashton St Peter’s extremely difficult. After 7 months he is only
just stopped asking about his friends he left. I feel this is an incredibly difficult age/stage to
leave for a middle school and wholeheartedly agree to remain at Ashton St Peter’s until year
7 and sincerely hope it happens.
Fantastic news!
As a parent of a year 3 child I am more than happy for him to stay at Ashton St Peter’s Lower
School for an extra two years. The school provides a safe and caring environment in which
he has and will continue to thrive in. The Christian ethos is very important as I think this
gives the children morals and a sense of belonging.
I just wish this was happening for my son who will be leaving in September. I am very happy
for my two other children to go through this new system.

Areas of Concern

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

I worry about the space.
Hope children will not loose out on space.
Hope the school will continue to have a family feel even though it will expand.
Would like to see extended car park and not staggered home times.
Our only concern would be over the size of the grounds, esp. the playground and having Yr
1’s mixing with much older children at playtimes & lunchtimes.
Only worry is what guarantees are there that the school will be fully equipped to teach the
new Year 5 to the standard of the middle schools?
Also what measure will be taken to give year 5/6 more independence/responsibility?
Will there be any sex education? The boys/girls will be asking questions at that age.
Need to review safety of road crossings for school into/from home especially with the
ridiculous removal of the only crossing point.
Would like clarification that if consultation to expand year 5 is given that this would
definitely extend to include year 6 the following year.
My only concern would be the space requirement. Do you have the option to extend the
school? Is the playground/playing area sufficient space for 210 children? Can you extend this
area?
Only concerns are that we have enough room to accommodate everyone.
I am quite satisfied with the 3 tier system. I am concerned that this school would not be able
to accommodate extra classes and extra facilities i.e. science labs, art room, cookery, textiles
etc. The hall is very small and has too many uses.
What will happen to the middle schools?
Concerns about whether there will be suitable facilities i.e. science lab, computers, art and
library.
Concerns about size of school?? Extension??
More information needed.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

My only concern is the lack of room and how all pupils will fit, for example, during lunch
times and during assembly in the school hall.
My reservations are due to the uncertainty of Ashton Middle School and the timing of my
child’s education. There is going to be a fair amount of disruption of us as a family when this
goes through. If my child was in Yr 1 I would strongly agree, but for selfish reasons the
whole transformation is going to be problematic for us.
I am concerned that children may suffer without subject specific teachers
What will happen to Ashton Middle?
We believe that there are not the facilities at Ashton Lower School that are available at
Middle Schools e.g. science labs, geography Dept’s, language classes. Pupils at Middle
School experience different classes, teachers and this helps them to grow in confidence and
helps them grow in preparation for their next school.
Also parking is a big problem and this will make things worse.
I’m still in two minds I understand its less upheaval for the child but what about free after
school clubs, etc but more importantly at middle school you have hour lessons of each
subject they also learn a new language with a specialised teacher, would they get an hour
lesson learning a new language also their be sets for the more able and more challenging
work etc also would their be enough funding to have more TA’s and more support and goals
for the less able!

School Response to Areas of Concern

Accommodation
Sufficient space is available to accommodate 2 further classes and all facilities comply with the DFE
Standards for School Premises Regulations (School Facilities) 1999 (Part 2). There is sufficient space
for the whole school to meet for Collective Worship and lunch and break times will be staggered as
necessary. The outside space, too, is more than sufficient, although staggered lunch and play times
may be introduced.

Curriculum: Subject Areas, Facilities and Skills of Teachers
There is no dictate in the primary curriculum for specialist facilities. The school is already looking at
sharing specialist teachers for subjects such as French, Science and PE with other local schools in the
Learning Partnership. These teachers would come to the school, but there would also be scope for
our pupils to travel to other schools to take advantage of specialist equipment as and when needed.
The Government is keen for schools to work in partnership with each other and to pool resources,
and this is what we are currently doing within our Learning Partnership and will continue to do so.
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All Ashton St Peter’s teachers are trained in primary education and two have experience of
teaching years 5 and 6. The school is aiming to employ an experienced upper KS2 teacher to be in
post by Easter 2014, allowing a full term to ensure a seamless transition.
We will continue to plan and teach to meet the objectives for KS1 and KS2 pupils specified in the
National Curriculum Document.
Travel and Parking
The Governors have met with Local Authority representatives as well as Amey Construction and are
perusing ‘Safer Routes to School’. Consideration is also being given to car parking solutions. A
further meeting is planned for 26 June 2013 between Cllr Murray, the Chair of Governors and Head
teacher to discuss a crossing patrol system to facilitate safer routes to school. This will have a
positive impact on the older children being able to walk to school and reducing traffic around the
school locality. Some children will already have siblings in the school, which will mean one journey
rather than two for the time they are both at Ashton St Peter’s. This will ease congestion as well as
pollution in the local area.
Transition
Pupils will be supported in transition to another school at any stage in their learning journey.
Governor Responses
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Positive Responses
This is obviously the best course of action – to keep Y4 to Y6 following a good faith journey and
maintaining the high academic achievements they have.
Fantastic news! It’s just a shame that my own children did not get the opportunity to stay longer at
this wonderful school!!
To bring Ashton in line with other schools in the area.
To continue the high standards of the school and to allow for parental choice.
Areas of Concern
None expressed.
Staff Responses

Positive Responses
All three of my children attended Ashton St Peter’s. I am just sorry the proposal did not come earlier
for them, as I believe strongly it would have benefited them greatly to continue into year 5 then
year 6 at Ashton St Peter’s. It is definitely the way forward in my opinion.
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I believe the continuity of care and fantastic teaching provided by Ashton St Peter’s can only be
beneficial to the children for the extra two years they will be attending.
Areas of Concern
None expressed.

Other Professional Bodies, Stakeholders and Schools Responses

Positive Responses
There were positive written responses from the Diocese of St Albans indicating that the Board of
Education Strongly Agreed with the proposal to extend the age-range to become a full Primary
School. The Trustees of the Ashton Foundation also made a written response in which it said that it
agreed with the proposal.

The Governing Body of All Saints Academy fully supports the proposal for Ashton St Peter’s Church
of England Voluntary Aided Lowe School to become a full Primary school.
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I fully support the change of age range for Ashton St Peter’s. The change would be good for the
community due to the fact that families will feel fully supported from schools that know them well
in those early years of a child’s learning journey. Children will be more ready to make the transition
at 11 into a secondary model of education. Fewer changes will ensure that children feel safe and
confident in environments they know well. Primary schools will have ownership of KS2 and will be
able to fully monitor and track children and intervene at appropriate times using the expertise they
have in developing children’s basic skills of reading, writing and maths.
The changing landscape in Dunstable dictates that lower schools need to respond.

Areas of Concern
None expressed.
Unknown Respondents

Positive Responses
It will benefit the school and as well the pupils in extending the age range within the school.
Due to the changing climate in the region’s schools, change seems to be a necessity. I think the
children will benefit from this change, they have less disruption.
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Areas of Concern
None expressed.
Nil responses
Consultation documents were sent to the following people and no response was received:
The Chair of Governors of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
Dunstable Town Council
Central Bedfordshire Councillors
Members of Parliament for South West Bedfordshire and Luton
All relevant Trade Unions for both Teaching and Support staff
Director of Children’s Services, Central Bedfordshire Council

Head of Early Intervention and Prevention, Central Bedfordshire Council
Head of School Support, Central Bedfordshire Council

CONCLUSION
Alternative Options
If we are unsuccessful with this proposal the school will continue to operate as a Lower School for
pupils aged 4-9 years. Year 4 pupils will transfer into a middle school in Dunstable or transfer for two
years to a local Primary School.

The Governing Body met on 20th March 2013 and 15th May 2013
to look at the responses and discuss the report on informal consultation.
Extract from Minutes of full Governing Body Meeting held on 20th March 2013
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Report of responses received and the outcome of the initial consultation
‘Mrs Banton was pleased to inform governors that a good number of responses to the
consultation process had been received, the overwhelming majority of which strongly
agreed or agreed to the proposals. A handful of responders were unsure and one disagreed,
although nobody strongly disagreed.

Mrs McGinty asked for the governing body’s permission to move forward to the business
planning stage once the consultation has ended, assuming the outcome is still favourable.
Mrs Banton proposed that this permission be given, Mrs Leadbeater seconded and the
proposal was carried unanimously’.

Extract from Minutes of full Governing Body Meeting held on 15th May 2013

‘Mrs Banton updated the governing body on the meetings held locally over the last few
weeks to discuss the changes. She had mentioned the proposals to Andrew Selous MP
when she met him in passing and he expressed an interest in visiting the school. He visited
last week and had been very positive about the experience, asking about possible changes
to accommodate primary school status and commenting on the very well behaved children.

The consultation for primary status has now closed and 90 responses were received as
follows:

91%

Strongly agree/agree

6%

Neither agree nor disagree

3%

Disagree/strongly disagree

1.1% = 1

respondent

The overwhelmingly positive response was noted, and the governors asked whether reasons
had been given on the disagree/strongly disagree returns. Mrs McGinty said that only one
had included comments and these were that the parent concerned did not feel the school
had the facilities that Middle Schools have and that parking was also an issue.
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There were no further questions and Mrs Banton proposed that the governing body move
forward to the next stage of the process. All were in favour.

The business planning sub-group is meeting tomorrow and the governing body were happy
to delegate authority to them without further reference for writing the document and
sending it to the LA for checking. The final document will therefore be brought to the
governing body meeting in July’.
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Statutory Notice of the full proposal and representation period

Ashton St. Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School
Proposal to extend the age range of Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided
Lower School from 4 - 9 years to 4 - 11 years to create a primary school.
Notice is given in accordance with section 19(3) of the Education and Inspections Act 2006
that The Governing Body of Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower
School intends to make a prescribed alteration to Ashton St Peter’s Church of England
Voluntary Aided Lower School, Leighton Court, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 1EW from 1
September 2014.
The proposal is to change the age range of Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary
Aided Lower School by extending it from a 4 – 9 years lower school to a 4 – 11 years primary
school.
This is to be implemented in two stages:
September 2014 – Year 4 children will be retained at the school and become a new year 5.
September 2015 – Year 5 children will continue at the school and become a new year 6.
The current capacity of the school is 150 and when the proposals are implemented the
proposed capacity will be 210.
The current admission number for the school is 30 for year groups R – Y4. The proposed
admission number will remain the same. Total capacity for September 2014 is expected to
be 180. Total capacity for 2015 is expected to be 210.
This Notice is an extract from the complete proposal. Copies of the complete proposal can
be obtained from: The Information Manager, Central Bedfordshire Council, Room DC2,
Watling House, High Street North, Dunstable, Beds, LU6 1LF. It can also be viewed on the
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Statutory Notice of the full proposal and representation period
Council’s website at www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/publicstatutorynotices and the school
website www.ashtonstpeters.ik.org
Within six weeks from the date of publication of this proposal, any person may object to or
make comments on the proposal by sending them to The Deputy Chief Executive/Director of
Children’s Services, Central Bedfordshire Council, Priory House, Chicksands, Shefford,
Bedfordshire, SG17 5TQ.
Signed: Mrs Ruth Banton
Chairman of the Governing Body
Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School
Publication Date: 3 June 2013
Explanatory notes
It is proposed that extending the age range of Ashton St. Peter's Church of England
Voluntary Aided Lower School from 4 – 9 years to 4 – 11 years to create a primary school will
provide improved standards in years 5 and 6 and therefore at the end of Key Stage 2.
National data shows that changing school may impact negatively on pupils’ progress and
may result in a lack of curriculum understanding, continuity, and assessment agreement. This
proposal will remove the transition at the end of year 4. The school has sufficient spare
classroom capacity in order to accommodate Years 5 and 6, and in the longer term the
Governing Body will continue to consider appropriate ways to develop the building facilities
still further for the benefit of all pupils across the whole age range.
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Prescribed information which accompanied the Statutory Notice

PROPOSALS FOR PRESCRIBED ALTERATIONS OTHER THAN
FOUNDATION PROPOSALS: Information to be included in a
complete proposal
Extract of Part 1 of Schedule 3 and Part 1 of Schedule 5 to The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools)(England) Regulations 2007 (as amended):
In respect of a Governing Body Proposal: School and governing body’s details

1. The name, address and category of the school for which the governing body are publishing
the proposals.

Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School
Leighton Court
Dunstable
Bedfordshire LU6 1EW

In respect of an LEA Proposal: School and local education authority details

1. The name, address and category of the school.
N/A
Implementation and any proposed stages for implementation

2. The date on which the proposals are planned to be implemented, and if they are to be
implemented in stages, a description of what is planned for each stage, and the number of
stages intended and the dates of each stage.

Implementation to take place in September 2014

•
•
•

Two stages of implementation
September 2014 – Yr 4 children to remain in current setting and move in to Yr 5
September 2015 – Yr 5 children to remain in current setting and move in to Yr 6
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The school has no plans to reintegrate pupils who are already at local middle schools but will take
children who have moved to the area from another school or who do not have school provision,
providing the school does not exceed their admission number.

Objections and comments

3. A statement explaining the procedure for making representations, including—
(a) the date prescribed in accordance with paragraph 29 of Schedule 3 (GB
proposals)/Schedule 5 (LA proposals) of The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), by which
objections or comments should be sent to the local education authority; and
(b) the address of the authority to which objections or comments should be sent.

(a) 15.07.2013
(b) The Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children's Services, Central Bedfordshire Council,
Priory House, Chicksands, Shefford, Beds, SG17 5TQ.

Alteration description

4. A description of the proposed alteration and in the case of special school proposals, a
description of the current special needs provision.

The current upper age range would be extended from 9 to 11 years old (upper year would change
from Yr 4 to Yr 6).

Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School would change from a Lower
School to a Primary School.
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School capacity

5.—(1) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1 to 4, 8 , 9 and
12-14 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/paragraphs 1-4, 7, 8, 18, 19 and 21 of Schedule 4(LA
proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended), the proposals must also include—
(a) details of the current capacity of the school and, where the proposals will alter the
capacity of the school, the proposed capacity of the school after the alteration;

The current capacity of the school is 30 per year group (Yrs R – 4) i.e. 150.
The proposed capacity after the alteration will remain at 30 per year group (Yrs R – 6) but there will be 7
year groups making the roll number 210.

(b) details of the current number of pupils admitted to the school in each relevant age group,
and where this number is to change, the proposed number of pupils to be admitted in
each relevant age group in the first school year in which the proposals will have been
implemented;

•

The current capacity of the school to remain at 30 per year group (Yrs R – 6)

•

No capacity change per year group

(c) where it is intended that proposals should be implemented in stages, the number of
pupils to be admitted to the school in the first school year in which each stage will have
been implemented;

•

Stage1: No change to the expected number of admissions, increase in overall roll is by pupils in year
4 remaining for year 5. The first stage of the proposal will mean we will have 180 on roll. We will
then have Yr R - Yr 5, age 4 to 10 yrs

•

Stage2: No change to the expected number of admissions, increase in overall roll is by pupils in year
5 remaining for year 6. The second stage of the proposal will mean that the number on roll will be
210. We will then have Yr R-Yr 6, age 4 to 11yrs
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(d) where the number of pupils in any relevant age group is lower than the indicated
admission number for that relevant age group a statement to this effect and details of the
indicated admission number in question.

Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Totals

September
2013
30
30
30
30
30

September
2014
30
30
30
30
30
30

150

180

September
2015
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
210

September
2016
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
210

(2) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1, 2, 9, 12 and 13of
Schedule 2 (GB proposals) /paragraphs 1, 2, 8, 18 ands 19 of Schedule 4 (LA proposals)toThe
School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007
(as amended), a statement of the number of pupils at the school at the time of the publication of
the proposals.

There are 151 pupils at the school at the time of the publication of the proposal.

Implementation

6. Where the proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary controlled school a statement as to
whether the proposals are to be implemented by the local education authority or by the
governing body, and, if the proposals are to be implemented by both, a statement as to the
extent to which they are to be implemented by each body.
N/A
Additional Site

7.—(1) A statement as to whether any new or additional site will be required if proposals are
implemented and if so the location of the site if the school is to occupy a split site.
N/A
(2) Where proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary school a statement as to who will
provide any additional site required, together with details of the tenure (freehold or leasehold)
on which the site of the school will be held, and if the site is to be held on a lease, details of the
proposed lease.
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N/A
Changes in boarding arrangements

8.—(1) Where the proposals are for the introduction or removal of boarding provision, or the
alteration of existing boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of Schedule 2
(GB proposals)/7 or 14 of Schedule 4toThe School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to
Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended) —
9.Schedule 4toThe School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools)
(England) Regulations 2007 (as amended) —
(a) the number of pupils for whom it is intended that boarding provision will be made if the
proposals are approved;
N/A
(b) the arrangements for safeguarding the welfare of children at the school;
N/A
(c) the current number of pupils for whom boarding provision can be made and a description
of the boarding provision; and
N/A
(d) except where the proposals are to introduce boarding provision, a description of the
existing boarding provision.
N/A
(2) Where the proposals are for the removal of boarding provisions or an alteration to reduce
boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/7 or
14 of Schedule 4(LA proposals)to the School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained
Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended) —
(a) the number of pupils for whom boarding provision will be removed if the proposals are
approved; and
N/A
(b) a statement as to the use to which the former boarding accommodation will be put if the
proposals are approved.
N/A
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Transfer to new site

10. Where the proposals are to transfer a school to a new site the following information—
(a) the location of the proposed site (including details of whether the school is to occupy a
single or split site), and including where appropriate the postal address;
N/A
(b) the distance between the proposed and current site;
N/A
(c) the reason for the choice of proposed site;
N/A
(d) the accessibility of the proposed site or sites;
N/A
(e) the proposed arrangements for transport of pupils to the school on its new site; and
N/A
(f) a statement about other sustainable transport alternatives where pupils are not using
transport provided, and how car use in the school area will be discouraged.
N/A
Objectives

11. The objectives of the proposals.

Objectives
•

To continue to promote the vision and ethos of the Church of England as a fundamental
basis for Christian education in the school.

•

To provide for continuation of the curriculum, whereby each phase of education
(primary and secondary) teaches two full Key Stages and are mutually able to support
progress by reducing the number of transition points.

•

To engage in greater collaborative working between and among phases with a view to
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enhancing the sharing of specialist provision.
•

To sustain high standards of education and maintain the nurturing and well-being of
children by offering them only one change of school, thereby enabling sustained
progress in all areas.

•

To offer children in Years 5 and 6 an exciting and innovative curriculum provision that
meets their needs and supports them to achieve their full potential.

•

To improve parental choice with regard to the variety of options and opportunities that

•

are being offered.

Principles
•

To maintain the excellent relationships between the school and its families.

•

Increasingly, the school believes that their children would benefit from the stability of a primary
school environment, its organisation and its Christian ethos.

•

Current key stage planning is geared around the structure used by the majority of
schools in the UK. This means that the key stage boundaries align with the two tier
system.

•

The need for transition between each tier, particularly in the middle of Key Stages can result in lack
of curriculum understanding, continuity, assessment agreement and ownership of Key Stages.

•

Continuity of provision will ensure that there is no repetition within the curriculum and
this would be further enhanced through close liaison with secondary schools.

•

Primary / secondary provision will reduce the number of times a child needs to move schools, it also
makes transition and curriculum continuity easier because it sits at the
end of a key stage, the natural transition for the vast majority of schools in the country.

•

Schools should be based around communities and their needs.

•

As shown in Appendix A, the schools’ parents are overwhelmingly supportive of this proposal,
therefore the school is meeting their needs.

•

By providing appropriately for the needs of the primary child through a primary
curriculum delivery and a familiar environment that has knowledge of the individual
child and their families.

•

The school works in close cooperation with the local church community, and this is an opportunity
to extend this for an additional 2 years.

•

This proposal would meet the needs of local parents who prefer their children to stay in
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a smaller school setting until age eleven.
•

Work collectively in partnership between primary and secondary phases enabling
staffing flexibility across schools.

•

Secure “best value” by sharing resources, engaging in joint training and identifying
shared priorities for school improvement.

•

The 2006 EIA amendment to the Education Act places duties on local authorities to
secure diversity in the provision of schools, and increase opportunities for parental
choice. This proposal supports this amendment by increasing parental choice, and
diversity of educational provision.

Effect on school standards and school improvements
Leadership and Management
Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School has good and confident leadership and
the professional capacity and skills to drive forward the proposed changes, through:
•

Working closely with local schools in the Learning Partnership

•

Collaborative work on curriculum initiatives, building on the good practice that already exists in
years 3 and 4

•

Sharing the expertise and experience of upper key stage 2 that already exists within the Learning
Partnership
The school believes that a full primary school provides greater career development
opportunities for new and existing staff than lower schools, and may be more attractive to new applicants.

Curriculum
The school believes that curriculum delivery is paramount to enable all pupils to have opportunities to
become successful learners, confident individuals and responsible citizens. This will be achieved
through an engaging, challenging and purposeful primary curriculum that better meets the
learning styles and needs of the pupils. The school acknowledges there will be a significant
impact on the school in the delivery, resourcing and teaching of some specialist subject areas,
and the school appreciates that the curriculum for Yrs 5 and 6 will need careful planning.
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The school will do this by:
•

Appointing an experienced upper KS2 teacher, ideally in the Summer term, to allow time for
planning, resourcing and familiarisation with the policies and procedures and Christian ethos of the
school. This will be done with the full support of the senior leadership team

•

Following the national curriculum that sets out clearly the core knowledge and understanding that
all children should be expected to acquire in their later primary years

•

Visiting other good/outstanding primary provision to observe good practice, planning, teaching,
learning and pastoral care

•

Exploring joint training and curriculum planning for KS2

•

Benefitting from 2 existing members of staff who have experience of teaching and
assessing upper KS2

•

Continuing to set targets and monitor individual pupil’s progress and attainment

•

Continuing to implement a range of assessment for learning strategies across the
school to develop teaching and learning even further

•

Continuing to moderate with other practitioners across the Learning Partnership.

The school has a strong commitment to Values Education, PSHCE and RE within a Christian environment.
The safety and well-being of the children is paramount.

Parents and community
The school will continue to work closely with their parents and the community in a range of ways including:
•

Engaging parents in their children’s learning

•

Continuing to seek views from parents and stakeholders via regular questionnaires

•

Working hard to engage parents and ensure they feel informed and confident in their children’s
learning

•

Using an open door policy allowing parents and carers the opportunity to discuss any issues or
concerns.

Initial research shows that parents are overwhelmingly in favour of primary schooling which will promote
increased confidence within the local community that the education system is geared
to local need and reflects parental wishes.
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Behaviour
Evidence from Ofsted reports, SIP reports and LA exclusion data show that behaviour is very
well managed in the school. The strategies in place are successful for the following reasons:
•

The school has clear policies and procedures in place which ensures a consistent
approach to behaviour management that is shared and understood by all

•

The implementation of the whole school ‘Values Education’ programme and positive Christian
ethos, encourages and supports positive pupil behaviour

•

The school has in depth knowledge of the children and their families and the school
makes it a priority to build excellent relationships, especially with more vulnerable
families

•

The school uses a wide range of support mechanisms

•

A familiar environment and favourable staffing ratio means that the school can continue to meet
the needs of their children and maintain positive behaviours and attitudes

Transition
Transition is a major key to successful lifelong learning. In order to achieve successful transition for all, there
needs to be effective communication between different settings.
Good transition is fundamental to the success of this proposal; the school is fully committed to work with all
future providers having agreed processes for transfer at age 11so that the
learning journey becomes seamless. In order to achieve this seamless transition the school will ensure that
there is :
•

A shared curriculum, teaching, support, expertise and delivery as a two way process

•

The sharing of data, target setting and assessments where there is a mutual trust of
judgements and information

•

A commitment to joint working over transition periods including post transition

•

Leadership of transition

•

Pupil involvement in their planned transition

•

Less transition points in pupils’ learning journey.
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SEND
The school feels that changing the age range will have a positive impact for pupils with SEND
and for vulnerable learners, building on the current good practice already established in the
school.
•

The school believes that their professional knowledge of how children learn will enable
the school us to continue to provide effective intervention.

•

The school benefits from a highly skilled, experienced SENCo. The school will continue
with the good and supportive SEND provision already in place and pupils will benefit
from this for a further two years.

•

Excellent work with families is already established to support all vulnerable children,
SEND and LAC.

•

Over the years, the school has established excellent relationships with other
professionals in order to support pupils with SEND and their families and will continue
this for upper Key Stage 2 pupils

•

The school will continue to share expertise with other schools

•

The school will continue to support Gifted &Talented pupils within the school

•

The two way sharing of information at transition will support positive outcomes for pupils with
SEND and vulnerable learners
Extended Services
This proposal will provide the opportunity to develop extended school provision reflecting the needs of the
community. The school will work to provide a range of extended services:
•

Transition support for pupils and families

•

Shared training for parents and staff

•

Early Birds breakfast club

•

A range of clubs and after school activities

•

Promotion of inter school sports and other activities for the community

•

Workshops to support adult learning and encourage family learning

•

Support for vulnerable families and pupils
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•

Support for families in areas such as relationships and health and safety

Consultation

12. Evidence of the consultation before the proposals were published including—
(a) a list of persons who were consulted;
(b) minutes of all public consultation meetings;
(c) the views of the persons consulted;
(d) a statement to the effect that all applicable statutory requirements in relation to the
proposals to consult were complied with; and
(e) copies of all consultation documents and a statement on how these documents were
made available.

(a) A list of the people and organisations that were consulted with is in the attached Appendix A.
(b) The minutes of the staff, parent and public meetings are in the attached Appendix B
(c) The view of the persons consulted are summarised in the attached Appendix A
(d) All applicable statutory requirements in relation to the proposals to consult were complied
With.
(e) A copy of the consultation document is attached at Appendix C. This consultation document
was made available to all people listed in Appendix A and was also publicised via Central
Bedfordshire Council’s publication ‘Central Essentials’ which is emailed weekly to head teachers
and chairs of governors within Central Bedfordshire.

Please note the public meeting held on 26 February 2013 was publicised within the local press
and Central Essentials. Two parent consultation meetings were held on 13 and 14 February
2013 and the consultation document was made available on the school website, hard copies
were sent to families, it was also emailed and reminders of the meetings were sent via the
school newsletter.

Project costs

13. A statement of the estimated total capital cost of the proposals and the breakdown of the
costs that are to be met by the governing body, the local education authority, and any other
party.

No capital costs are envisaged at this stage.
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14. A copy of confirmation from the Secretary of State, local education authority and the
Learning and Skills Council for England (as the case may be) that funds will be made available
(including costs to cover any necessary site purchase).
N/A
Age range

15. Where the proposals relate to a change in age range, the current age range for the school.

4 years to 9 years
Early Years provision

16. Where the proposals are to alter the lower age limit of a mainstream school so that it
provides for pupils aged between 2 and 5—
(a) details of the early years provision, including the number of full-time and part-time pupils,
the number and length of sessions in each week, and the services for disabled children
that will be offered;
N/A
(b) how the school will integrate the early years provision with childcare services and how
the proposals are consistent with the integration of early years provision for childcare;
N/A
(c) evidence of parental demand for additional provision of early years provision;
N/A
(d) assessment of capacity, quality and sustainability of provision in schools and in
establishments other than schools who deliver the Early Years Foundation Stage within
3 miles of the school; and
N/A
(e) reasons why such schools and establishments who have spare capacity cannot make
provision for any forecast increase in the number of such provision.
N/A
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Changes to sixth form provision

17. (a) Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school
provides sixth form education or additional sixth form education, a statement of how the
proposals will—
(i) improve the educational or training achievements;
(ii) increase participation in education or training; and
(iii) expand the range of educational or training opportunities
for 16-19 year olds in the area;

N/A
(b) A statement as to how the new places will fit within the 16-19 organisation in an area;

N/A
(c) Evidence —
(i) of the local collaboration in drawing up the proposals; and
(ii) that the proposals are likely to lead to higher standards and better progression at the
school;

N/A
(d) The proposed number of sixth form places to be provided.
N/A

18. Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school ceases
to provide sixth form education, a statement of the effect on the supply of 16-19 places in the
area.
N/A

Special educational needs

19. Where the proposals are to establish or change provision for special educational needs—
(a) a description of the proposed types of learning difficulties in respect of which education
will be provided and, where provision for special educational needs already exists, the
current type of provision;
N/A
(b) any additional specialist features will be provided;
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N/A
(c) the proposed numbers of pupils for which the provision is to be made;
N/A
(d) details of how the provision will be funded;
N/A
(e) a statement as to whether the education will be provided for children with special
educational needs who are not registered pupils at the school to which the proposals
relate;
N/A
(f) a statement as to whether the expenses of the provision will be met from the school’s
delegated budget;
N/A
(g) the location of the provision if it is not to be established on the existing site of the school;
N/A
(h) where the provision will replace existing educational provision for children with special
educational needs, a statement as to how the local education authority believes that the
new provision is likely to lead to improvement in the standard, quality and range of the
educational provision for such children; and
N/A
(i) the number of places reserved for children with special educational needs, and where
this number is to change, the proposed number of such places.
N/A

20. Where the proposals are to discontinue provision for special educational needs—
(a) details of alternative provision for pupils for whom the provision is currently made;
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N/A
(b) details of the number of pupils for whom provision is made that is recognised by the local
education authority as reserved for children with special educational needs during each
of the 4 school years preceding the current school year;
N/A
(c) details of provision made outside the area of the local education authority for pupils
whose needs will not be able to be met in the area of the authority as a result of the
discontinuance of the provision; and
N/A
(d) a statement as to how the proposer believes that the proposals are likely to lead to
improvement in the standard, quality and range of the educational provision for such
children.
N/A

21. Where the proposals will lead to alternative provision for children with special educational
needs, as a result of the establishment, alteration or discontinuance of existing provision, the
specific educational benefits that will flow from the proposals in terms of—
(a) improved access to education and associated services including the curriculum, wider
school activities, facilities and equipment with reference to the local education authority’s
Accessibility Strategy;
(b) improved access to specialist staff, both educational and other professionals, including
any external support and outreach services;
(c) improved access to suitable accommodation; and
(d) improved supply of suitable places.
N/A
Sex of pupils

22. Where the proposals are to make an alteration to provide that a school which was an
establishment which admitted pupils of one sex only becomes an establishment which admits
pupils of both sexes—
(a) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the provision of
single-sex education in the area;
N/A
(b) evidence of local demand for single-sex education; and
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N/A
(c) details of any transitional period which the body making the proposals wishes specified
in a transitional exemption order (within the meaning of section 27 of the Sex
Discrimination Act 1975).
N/A

23. Where the proposals are to make an alteration to a school to provide that a school which
was an establishment which admitted pupils of both sexes becomes an establishment which
admits pupils of one sex only—
(a) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the provision of
single-sex education in the area; and
N/A
(b) evidence of local demand for single-sex education.
N/A
Extended services

24. If the proposed alterations affect the provision of the school’s extended services, details of
the current extended services the school is offering and details of any proposed change as a
result of the alterations.
N/A
Need or demand for additional places
25. If the proposals involve adding places—
(a) a statement and supporting evidence of the need or demand for the particular places in
the area;

Please see the objectives of the school’s proposal and Appendices A, B & C
(b) where the school has a religious character, a statement and supporting evidence of the
demand in the area for education in accordance with the tenets of the religion or
religious denomination;

The Governing Body of Ashton St Peter’s Church of England Voluntary Aided Lower School are
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passionate in their vision of realising a learning journey that is experienced in Christian schools.
Ashton St Peter’s Lower School should become a full primary school, shaped by Christian
principles, to ensure each child is provided with a continuous church based education structured around
stability, consistency and continuity of learning. The impact of the school’s values on
pupils and the school community is a strength and this would continue to be a strength if
Ashton St Peter’s was to extend its age range.

The Diocese of St Albans and the Trustees of the Ashton Foundation are fully supportive of the proposal for
Ashton St Peter’s becoming a primary school. They are very excited about, and are looking forward to, the
opportunities this will give the school and church to continue to work together.

(c) where the school adheres to a particular philosophy, evidence of the demand for
education in accordance with the philosophy in question and any associated change to
the admission arrangements for the school.

Please see the objectives of the school’s proposal in Section 10 and Appendices A, B & C
26. If the proposals involve removing places—
(a) a statement and supporting evidence of the reasons for the removal, including an
assessment of the impact on parental choice; and
N/A
(b) a statement on the local capacity to accommodate displaced pupils.
N/A
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5 July 2013
Dear Edwina
I am writing to you to express my support for Lancot Lower School, Kensworth
Lower School and Ashton St Peters Lower School in respect to the proposals that
are out for public consultation to extend their age range to become full primary
schools.
The schools mentioned above are just three of the many schools in Dunstable and
Houghton Regis who have already changed or hope to change to a two-tier system.
I support this change and believe that standards of education within our area will not
improve until we have a properly accountable school system that genuinely secures
the best learning journey for children and young people. There are several reasons
why I feel Councillor Mark Versallion should look upon these proposals favourably at
the determination meeting to be held on 13th August 2013.
There is increasing evidence that the current three-tier system operating in Central
Bedfordshire is not achieving results that compare well with our neighbouring local
authorities. The current progress measure for value added progress from key stage
2 to 4 is just one indication that we need to do something different. The average
value added score from key stage 2 to 4 in Central Bedfordshire last year was 988 –
only two upper schools achieved a score of more than 1000. In Milton Keynes the
average score was 1014 and in Luton 1020. I appreciate that this might be
considered a crude judgement but it remains an uncomfortable fact that these two
neighbouring authorities (both have similar numbers of upper/secondary schools)
are out performing Central Bedfordshire by a considerable margin.
Perhaps it is not a coincidence that progress between these two measuring points is
so different between the three neighbouring authorities. At the moment the
accountability for progress from age 11 to age 16 is split between two phases of
education – the middle schools and the upper schools. There is a much heard
argument that upper schools believe that middle schools spend all of their time
preparing the pupils for SATs in year 6 and therefore do not deliver in year 7 and 8.
The middle schools believe they do deliver in year 7 and 8 and the lack of onward
progress is down to the upper schools.
From listening to middle and lower school colleagues discussing progress from Key
stage 1 to 2 there are similar arguments raised. We know that split accountability for
progress through the key stages is at best unhelpful but is also responsible for
developing mistrust in the system which in turn has a negative impact upon the
progress that children make. I think that a primary/secondary model will go some
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way to removing this mistrust and in doing so improve the transition and progress of
students.
I have now been Head teacher at Manshead for 7 years. During this time I was
convinced that I would be able to achieve two things. First, I thought I would be able
to transform teaching and learning to mean that by the time the students reached
key stage 4, they would have reached the required level of progress, no matter what
their previous experience. Seven years on, and although monitoring by Ofsted and
other external validation suggests that teaching is consistently good; that attitudes to
learning are good; attendance is improving and the quality of leadership and
management is good, results at key stage 4, are still not yet good enough. At key
stage 5 results are excellent – proof perhaps of what we can do with students when
we work with them for longer? The second thing I thought I could achieve was to
develop a network of local schools that worked together to achieve seamless
transition; that secured excellent pupil progress from age 4 to 19 and in the process
negated the need to discuss the wearisome three-tier to two-tier argument. We
achieved part of this goal. The Learning Partnership has been established and it
remains a strong coalition of schools focussed on improving teaching and learning
and in securing the pupil journey through a group of schools that have a common
link with Manshead. Much had been achieved but the real benefits of true
partnership working will not be realised until some schools within the partnership
engage in discussion to commit to more formal links - a key part of successful,
sustainable collaboration. As we cannot achieve this across all schools in the
partnership then our aims of securing outstanding progress will be limited.
I hope that this personal perspective illustrates an important point. When I was
asked, 7 years ago, by colleagues who had been in the authority longer than I,
whether I thought two-tier was better than three, I would have replied “no”. I saw no
compelling argument that would make it sensible to change or even that the number
of tiers made a great difference. Seven years on, despite the huge improvements
that many schools have made, my view is that the system must now change as the
evidence that three-tier works is increasingly difficult to find.
The context in which schools are now working has also changed dramatically in this
period that at times has caused uncertainty and anxiety. It is clear that the new
political environment in which we work, delivers greater freedoms and flexibilities for
school leaders to develop an education system that they believe provides the very
best for the children and families that they serve. For a number of Lower Schools,
including those that I write in support of, this means a belief that the needs of the
children and families are best served by offering a full primary education up to the
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end of year 6. The natural consequence of this is to continue the education journey
to a secondary school of their choice.
I believe there is now a compelling argument to allow schools to move towards a
two-tier, primary/secondary model of education in Dunstable and Houghton Regis.
Accountability for pupil progress is much clearer when a school has the opportunity
to deliver two full key stages and I believe, as a consequence, pupil progress will
accelerate. Removing a transition point will also help to secure better pupil progress
and enable schools to act more quickly to intervene with any child or young person
who falls behind. It is clear that standards of education attainment and achievement
are falling short of our neighbours and as a consequence we are putting our young
people at a disadvantage in a very competitive world beyond school.
The proposals that a number of schools are making will enable us to adopt a two-tier
system that will lead to better education outcomes for our community. I support the
applications that Lancot, Kensworth and Ashton St Peters are making to become
primary schools as I believe this change will make the difference needed.
Manshead, as you know, has ambitions to become a secondary school so that we
can play our part in continuing the education journey for the children who live in
Dunstable, Houghton Regis and the surrounding area. I appreciate that the decision
to agree to the proposed changes is a difficult one and that there will be great
challenges ahead for the schools involved and the Local Authority. I really believe
that this is the right time to allow schools to design a structure that they believe
works best for the children and young people that they serve. This is why I urge you
to support the proposed changes.
Yours sincerely

Jim Parker
Head teacher
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
11 July 2013

Dear Edwina
Kensworth CE VC Lower School
Ashton St Peter’s CE VA Lower School, Dunstable
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I am writing on behalf of the Diocesan Board of Education to offer full support for the
proposed changes to Kensworth VC Lower School and Ashton St Peter’s VA Lower
School to become primary schools from September 2014, as set out in the Statutory
Notices published on 3 June 2013. The governing bodies of these two schools have
consulted widely and the Board is in agreement with their plans which are, in our
belief, in the best interests of the children of the area.
Yours sincerely

Jon Reynolds
Diocesan Director of Education

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Ashton St Peter’s Church of England VA Lower School, Leighton Court, Dunstable,
Beds, LU6 1EW
16th July 2013
Dear Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s Services
Re: Consultation regarding proposed age range changes for Ashton St Peter’s
Church of England VA Lower School
There have been 20 submissions to the Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s
Services following the publication of the statutory notice regarding the school’s proposal.
In Favour
The first is from John Reynolds, Diocesan Director of Education and is extremely positive.
He states that the Diocesan Board is in agreement with the plans and considers them to be
in the best interests of the children of the area.
Numerous meetings and discussions between the three Ashton Foundation schools have
already taken place, and will do so going forward. The Ashton Foundation sent in a letter of
support of the proposal during the initial consultation stage, and again during this
consultation.
The second response is from Jim Parker, Head teacher of Manshead Upper School, and is
fully supportive of our proposal.
Concerns Raised
The other responses raise concerns and these have been reviewed by the governing body
of Ashton St Peter’s. Many of the issues raised within these submissions are covered within
the governing body’s original proposal, but those that are not are addressed below.
Consultation Process
The governing body has followed due process in relation to the consultation and open
meetings were held for parents on 13 and 14 February and for members of the community
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and other stakeholders on 26 February. This gave them the opportunity to be fully informed
and ask questions.
Faith Education Places
In response to the concerns about the reduction of faith provision places in Dunstable,
Ashton St Peter’s has no plans to reduce its Published Admissions Number (PAN) which will
remain at 30. In addition, the application of St Augustine’s Academy to become a primary
school increases the number of faith places within our proposed age range.
Curriculum and ICT
With respect to the concern expressed over the housing of ICT facilities and the provision of
ICT teaching, we can confirm that the ICT equipment (laptop computers) will continue to be
accessed by the children within their own classroom setting to provide enhanced learning
across the curriculum. The level of access for each child will remain the same.
Transport and Parking
Two concerns relate to parking in the school locality. Whilst we acknowledge that parking
can be an issue on occasions, we have been in close liaison with representatives from the
Local Authority and Councillors and have secured a crossing patrol on Chiltern Road
commencing September 2013. This will ensure a safer pedestrian journey to school for our
pupils and should encourage more parents and children to walk to school rather than drive.
Parking facilities are provided on site for parental use.
The school will be pursuing negotiations with the Highways Agency to secure parking
restrictions in Leighton Court and is fully supportive of the implementation of these.
Conclusion
Since the beginning of the informal consultation the majority of parents and stakeholders,
including the Ashton Foundation, have been in overwhelming favour of Ashton St Peter’s
becoming a primary school and providing additional parental choice, improved standards
and continuity of faith-based education for primary age children within Dunstable. The staff,
governing body and vast majority of parents are extremely keen to move the school forward
in this way.
Yours sincerely

Ruth Banton
Chair of Governors
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Executive Determination meeting 13 August 2013

Proposal to change age range of Kensworth Voluntary Controlled Lower School
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KENSWORTH VOLUNTARY CONTROLLED LOWER SCHOOL

Common Road, Kensworth,
Bedfordshire,
LU6 3RH
Tel 01582 872336
Mrs Annelore Kentish B.EdHons
29th January 2013

CONSULTATION DOCUMENT ON A PROPOSAL TO EXTEND THE UPPER RANGE OF
KENSWORTH VC LOWER SCHOOL, COMMON ROAD, KENSWORTH, BEDFORDSHIRE,
LU6 3RH TO A SINGLE PHASE PRIMARY PROVISION FOR 2014/15
The Purpose of the Consultation Document
The purpose of this document is to seek your views on a proposal to extend the upper range of
Kensworth VC Lower School from 3 – 9 years to 3 – 11 years. Extending our age range would create a full
primary provision.
Background
Kensworth VC Lower School provides well for its pupils. Our vision is to extend the ‘Good’ performance of
Kensworth into years 5 and 6 enabling us to build further on our identified strengths and caring ethos
for the benefit of all our pupils and the wider community.
Kensworth VC Lower School consistently performs higher than the national average in all areas at Key
Stage 1.
At present pupils transfer from Kensworth at the age of 9, (Year 4), in the middle of their Key Stage 2
primary schooling. This can affect their curriculum understanding, school continuity, and educational
assessment.
We believe y/our children would benefit from the stability of a primary school setting organised to meet
the specific learning needs of the upper Key Stage 2 child.
We also believe children and families in Kensworth and the surrounding area should have the same choice
as – for example – those in Houghton Regis from 2013.
The Governing Body of Kensworth has therefore asked Central Bedfordshire Council to consider a
request to change the school’s age range to enable it to provide primary schooling for pupils up to age 11.
Contextual position
There is much change within the area of Houghton Regis and Dunstable, with a significant number of
schools now being Academies and a general move towards what appears to be a two-tier system of
education. The following points demonstrate these particular trends:
• All the Lower Schools in Houghton Regis have been granted permission to change their age range
from 4 – 9 to 4 – 11 from September 2013.
• St. Mary’s Catholic Lower School, Caddington has also received confirmation that they are able
to raise their age range to 11 from September 2013.
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Original proposal and consultation document
Hadrian Academy and St Christopher’s Academy, whose children eventually tend to feed into
Queensbury Academy, have been granted primary (4 – 11) status from October 2012 and will each
start retaining children in Year 5 from September 2013.
Barnfield Academy (formerly Mill Vale Middle School) will admit children into Years R to 5 from
September 2013.
All Saints Academy, a 13 – 18 Upper School, has been granted permission by the Secretary of
State to extend its age-range from 11 – 18 and will admit the first cohort of students into Year 7
in September 2013.
The sponsors of Houghton Regis Academy have signalled their intention to become an 11 –18
secondary school, with an expected initial implementation date of September 2014.
The sponsors of Queensbury Academy, a 13 –18 Upper School, have declared their intention to
consult on changing its age range to become an 11 – 18 secondary school, admitting its first
cohort of students into Year 7 in September 2014.
The Governors of Manshead Upper School, a 13 – 18 Upper School, have also made clear their
intention to consider a change to their age range in 2014.
The Governors of Lark Rise and Ardley Hill Academies, both at present Lower Schools, are
looking at extending their age ranges to become primary schools from September 2014.

With these changes in mind, Kensworth will continue to seek partnerships with other local schools and
beyond in order to raise outcomes for pupils still further.
Proposal
The Governing Body of Kensworth VC Lower School is seeking your comments on the proposal to extend
the age range to become a full primary school. These can be recorded on the form attached and returned
to the school by post or by email to the Chair of Governors (kensworth@cbc.beds.sch.uk)
It is proposed that there would be two stages of implementation starting in September 2014:
• September 2014 – Year 4 pupils would remain in current setting and continue to Year 5
• September 2015 – Year 5 pupils would remain in current setting and move into Year 6
We believe y/our children would benefit from a primary setting designed to meet the desired learning
needs of the upper Key Stage 2 child.
The change proposed would provide stability and continuity of learning and would also support the
changing face of schooling in the Dunstable and Houghton Regis area.
However, in implementing this proposal we would fully support parents/carers who chose to :
• Keep their child(ren) at Kensworth School until the end of Year 6
• Transfer their child(ren) to middle school at the end of Year 4
Objectives of the Proposal
• To provide stability, consistency and continuity for pupils in their primary years
• To provide continuity in the curriculum, whereby each phase of education (primary and
secondary) teaches two full key stages and each is mutually able to support progress by reducing
the number of transition points
• To facilitate the continuity of Christian education
• To engage in greater collaborative working between phases with a view to enhancing the sharing
of specialist provision
• To sustain high standards of education and maintain the nurturing and well-being of pupils by
offering them only one change of school, thereby ensuring sustained progress in all aspects of
their education
• To ensure that we offer a broad, balanced and cohesive curriculum which meets the needs of all
pupils
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To offer pupils in Years 5 and 6 a specialised curriculum through the sharing of expertise and
resources with other partnership schools.
To improve parental choice with regard to the variety of options and opportunities offered.
To ensure our school continues to focus on the needs of the local community.

You are invited to meetings as part of this consultation – please see attached schedule for consultation
School Capacity
The current capacity of Kensworth Lower School is 75 children from Reception – Year 4 and a 15-place
4+ unit mornings only. We also have a 20-place Pre-school (Rising 3s – 4 years) on site.
The proposed capacity is 105 children from Reception - Year 6, and will then continue with the same
provision for our early years. The pre-school provision will remain unchanged.
The school has enough available classroom space to cater for an extended upper age range.
There would be no requirements for building work at present apart from replacing some toilets and
buying new tables and chairs. The cost for this work has been budgeted for in the 2013 – 2014 Budget.
SEND (Special Educational Needs and Disabilities)
Extending the School’s age range will have a positive impact for pupils with special educational needs and
disabilities and other vulnerable learners, which will build on the current good practice already
established in our school. This is because:
• We have the expertise in early intervention, resources and teaching methodologies to support
children who find learning hard
• We are able to provide effective intervention strategies
• We will continue with the effective SEND provision already in place and pupils will benefit from
this for a further two years
Working with other Schools
Kensworth VC Lower School is fully committed to working with schools in the Learning Partnership, and
other schools in the local area, to establish a shared vision based on providing the very best outcomes
for our children and their families. We aim to provide a range of collaborative opportunities which will
ensure the continuity of provision for children and their families. We will continue to work in partnership
to secure value for money by sharing suppliers, joint training, sharing professional expertise and
identifying shared priorities for school improvement.
Process of Consultation
In order to engage in meaningful and informed consultation, we will be holding a number of consultation
opportunities to engage with all stakeholders, as well as providing the opportunity for individuals and
organisations to make written submissions about the proposals. All of this evidence will be collated into a
Consultation Report that the governors will consider before making the decision to submit a proposal to
the Local Authority.
The alteration of a school’s age range must follow a set decision making process. The following table sets
out the timetable to change the age range of Kensworth VC Lower School. The processes after March
2013 will only be actioned if the governors decide to proceed based on the feedback from this
consultation process.
Action

Start date

Completion date

Informal consultation

29th January 2013

26th March 2013

Meeting with school staff

Monday 11th February 2013
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Lower School parents
Meeting with members of
the community and other
stakeholders
Publication
Formal publication of the
proposal
Decision made

Monday 11th February 2013
6.30pm in the school hall
Friday 1st March 6.30pm in
the school hall

Proposed implementation

1st September 2014

Monday 3rd June 2013
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Monday 16th July 2013

August 2013

Consultation Response Form
Please read the consultation document and tell us what your views are.
If you prefer not to use this form, you can also put your views in a letter.
Letters and forms should be sent to the address at the bottom of this form, or responses can be sent by
e-mail to : kensworth@cbc.beds.sch.uk
All responses must be received by 26th March 2013
Proposal
It is proposed that, from September 2014, the Year 4 pupils at Kensworth Lower School will be given the
opportunity to remain at the school and move into Year 5; then into Year 6 in 2015. The age range at
Kensworth would change from 3+ - 9 years to 3+ - 11 years.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Q
Comment

For the purpose of analysis, please detail which group you represent (e.g. parent, carer,
local resident, church official, etc.)
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Please return form to:
Mrs Annelore Kentish
Head teacher
Kensworth VC Lower School
Common Road
Kensworth
Beds
LU6 3RH
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Kensworth V.C. Lower School

Response to the consultation document on a proposal to extend the
upper age range of Kensworth VC Lower School from 3-9 years to 311 years.
In January 2013 after many discussions at Governing Body meetings it was agreed to submit a
proposal to extend the upper age of Kensworth VC Lower School to become a full primary
school. The Governing Body of Kensworth Lower School believes that the children of Kensworth
should have the same choice as families in Houghton Regis and parts of Dunstable who can
choose to send their children to a primary school. We have received very supportive comments
from parents, stakeholders and other interested parties during the consultation period.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide information and report on the informal
consultation relating to the proposal to extend the age range of Kensworth VC Lower
School from 3-9 years to 3-11 years to create a full primary school.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSAL

•

To provide stability and continuity for pupils in their primary years

•

To provide continuity in the curriculum, whereby each phase of education (primary and
secondary) teaches two full key stages and each is mutually able to support progress by
reducing the number of transition points

•

To facilitate the continuity of Christian education

•

To engage in greater collaborative working between phases with a view to enhancing the
sharing of specialist provision
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To sustain high standards of education and maintain the nurturing and well-being of
pupils by offering them only one change of school, thereby ensuring sustained progress
in all aspects of their education

•

To ensure that we offer a broad, balanced and cohesive curriculum which meets the
needs of all pupils

•

To offer pupils in Years 5 and 6 a specialised curriculum through the sharing of
expertise and resources with other partnership schools

•

To improve parental choice woth regard to the variety of options and opportunities
offered

•

To ensure our school continues to focus on the needs of the local community

PROCESS OF INFORMAL CONSULTATION
Informal consultation period ran from 29th January to 26th March 2013. The consultation
consisted of a consultation document and meetings for parents and stakeholders.
Consultation documents were sent to the following people:
•

Parents/Guardians of children currently attending Kensworth Lower School

•

Parents/Guardians of children currently attending Kensworth Pre School

•

Staff at Kensworth VC Lower School

•

The Diocese of St. Albans

•

The Chairs of Governors of local schools

•

The Head teacher’s of local schools

•

Central Bedfordshire Council

•

Member of Parliament for Central Bedfordshire

•

Dunstable Library

•

Kensworth Parish Council

•

All relevant Trade Unions for both teaching and support staff

The consultation document was also available on our school website and was published in
Central Essentials.
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RESPONSES TO INFORMAL CONSULTATION
Raw Data Collected From the Consultation Document
•

Raw data collected:

•

46 families received consultation forms

•

33 responded – 73%

•

100% agreed with the proposal

•

32 out of 33 strongly agreed – 96%

What some parents said:
•

We very much feel that our son would benefit from the proposed school age increase at
Kensworth School.

•

Almost every parent in the village that we have discussed this with are also in full
support of the change.

•

We think the children will benefit from staying at Kensworth until the age of 11,
bringing the age range in line with the rest of the country.

•

I feel this would be a fantastic move to sustain the children’s potential for high
attainment and confidence and social esteem.

•

I think this is an excellent idea. The school has excellent standards and has brought out
the best in my daughter. I will be extremely happy if she is able to stay at this well
performing, community spirited and friendly school until the age of 11.

•

I am a parent of a Year 2 child and would like to express my delight in hearing that the
age range may be extended at Kensworth Lower.

•

I whole heartedly agree with the proposed change. The current three tier system is
disruptive and absurd.

Minutes were recorded at the public meetings. Parents have been fully consulted, the proposal
has in fact been parent/carer driven.
The ‘Friends of Kensworth’, the school’s PTA, have discussed the details of the proposed
change of age range and are strongly in favour of the proposal.
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School staff commented that the pupils, school and local community would benefit from having
upper Key Stage 2 pupils within the school.
Positive responses were received by several local Headteacher’s who felt the change in age
range would benefit the whole area.
Responses from interested parties were all in favour of the proposal.
Andrew Selous the local MP supports the proposal - “I recognise that this move is necessary to
adjust to the conversion of Queensbury and Manshead, as well as All Saints to full secondary
schools.
Richard Stay CBC Councillor representing Kensworth attended the parents meeting to give his
full support to the proposal.
Support has also been given by the local Parish Council – one councillor wrote, “The proposal, I
feel, will strengthen the school’s presence in the village by creating a more vibrant community
of which the school plays a major part.”
The Education Board at the Diocese of St. Albans has also given their support to the proposal.
The school has received no response from the Unions.
Responses to points raised throughout the consultation
Minutes were recorded at both public meetings. All points raised were positive.
Would specialist MFL, PE, DT and Science teachers visit the school to provide these
lessons or would this be covered all or part by the class teacher?
Specialist staff for areas such as PE and MFL would be employed. Other areas such as Science
and DT would be taught by the class teacher. Many staff already at Kensworth have experience
of teaching at upper Key Stage 2. Specialist teachers from Manshead could also be used during
the Summer Term when many of their pupils are on study leave.
Would the school be able to provide PE/sports facilities?
We would look to use the facilities of other local schools in order to provide an extended ?
range of opportunities for all Key Stage 2 pupils.
Would there be sufficient expertise to stretch and challenge pupils?
Many staff in the school already have experience in upper key Stage 2. We would seek to
employ a suitably experienced teacher with appropriate expertise. There would also be
opportunities to share expertise and resources from the Learning Partnership to ensure that
all pupils are able to fulfil their potential.
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How would the school hall accommodate assemblies and lunchtimes with more children?
Mrs Kentish assured everyone that assemblies could be split into KS1 and KS2 and that we
already operate a 2 sitting system at lunchtime. The proposal does not exceed the number of
pupils that have attended the school in the past.
How the new pupils were going to be accommodated?
In her presentation Mrs Kentish was able to show a floor plan of the new layout.
This was well received, some parents commented that the proposed changes were sensible and
would improve the school as a whole.
What some parents said after the presentation
“Just a note to say how impressed I was with the meeting in regard to the proposed changes of
age range at Kensworth Lower School. All questions were answered and suggestions taken on
board. It would be fantastic if this could happen and by September 2014.”
“After attending the consultation evening I think the change to primary status and age range
would be a real benefit to the children of Kensworth. My husband and I are delighted that the
change would be implemented in time for our boys to stay within the school.”
Review of Original proposal in the light of the consultation
In light of the information received from the consultation we believe that progressing with our
proposal to extend the age range of Kensworth VC Lower School to become a primary school is
what parents want. All the respondents were clearly in favour of the change and believe their
children will continue to make progress if they remained at Kensworth to complete Key Stage 2.
Parents also feel that by completing their primary education at one school their children will
benefit both emotionally and academically. The proposal outlines clearly how the change of age
range will be managed and strongly promotes the benefits to our pupils. The school has the
capacity to enable this to happen. Our transition work will continue to ensure that there is a
support network for children moving on to their next school. Kensworth will continue to have an
active role in the ‘Learning Partnership’ as we see shared practice as important in the future of
our pupils learning journey.
We feel that schools should be based around local communities and their needs, and comments
at the public meetings indicate clearly that our parents want that to continue for their children
beyond Year 4. We will continue to work closely with local schools to ensure the close working
relationships continue.
Governing Body Statement
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The Governing Body met on Tuesday 30th April to look at the responses and discuss the report
on informal consultation. The following statement was written by the Governing Body and was
unanimously agreed.
We (The Governing Body of Kensworth VC Lower School) fully support the proposal to extend
the age range of Kensworth lower School to become a Primary School. The Governing Body
plays an active role in the school and is fully aware of the excellent achievement and progress
made by the pupils in the school, and the contribution of the school’s leadership and of the
school’s staff to this achievement and progress.
We feel very strongly that children up to the end of Year 6 should have a primary education.
We will ensure the curriculum is delivered by highly qualified and skilled primary teachers and
will meet the needs of all children. We believe that Kensworth can offer an excellent and
exciting curriculum to pupils in Years 5 and 6. This is what our parents want and we are
committed to ensure that this happens in 2014 and beyond.

CENTRAL BEDFORDSHIRE EDUCATION SERVICE
KENSWORTH VC LOWER SCHOOL

Consultation Meeting with parents re: Proposed Change of Age Range to Kensworth VC Lower
School
Monday 11th February 2013 at 6.30pm in the School Hall.
Present:
Mrs P Frazer
Mrs A Kentish
Mr J Parker (Head Teacher of Manshead School)
Councillor Richard Stay (part)
Parents (see attached sign-in sheet)
Teachers
Governors
Mrs K Frazer (Clerk)

Introduction
Polly Frazer introduced Anna Kentish who presented what a change of age range would mean for
Kensworth VC Lower School and then asked parents for their questions and comments.
Before the question session began, Councillor Richard Stay announced that he would give his full
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support to Kensworth School in changing the age range and also to Manshead and wished both
schools the best of luck with their application.
Parent Questions;
What were the original advantages of being a 3 tier system?. He mentioned that he would be in
support of the 2 tier system as this was the one he was familiar with. Anna Kentish said that the best
answer would come from a middle school but suspects that it was because of the specialist provisions
that they offered.
(Anna Kentish had mentioned her presentation that our Years 5/6 would be provided with specialist
teachers for certain subjects such as Science, Sport, Foreign Language at Kensworth Lower School).
Jim Parker (Head Teacher of Manshead School) stepped up to explain Manshead’s position and that
it was due to consult shortly to extend it’s age range to house pupils from 11-18 years. And while
there is no 100% guarantee that it will happen, there have been no rejections so far for schools that are
already ahead in the process. Jim emphasised how important it will be to look after those pupils in the
transition phase and by forging strong relationships with the Primary schools, things should go
forward seamlessly.
How will all the children fit onto the site? Jim Parker replied that they may have to reduce numbers
per year group.
Could Kensworth expand the year group number?. Anna Kentish replied that this would be a
decision made by the Local Authority. Expanding would mean needing extra buildings and the
money to build them but she would like very much for this to happen.
How can we be assured that the children would be getting the specialist subjects into our
school? Jim Parker said that Upper Schools have quiet months where children are off-site studying
and this is when they could invite pupils from Primary schools in to do the activities. This would be
similar to how things work with Streetfield school at the moment.
What’s going to happen to Streetfield school? The answer was that at the moment, the future is
unsure. Some Middle Schools may remain as they are to accommodate pupils from Lower Schools
who do not wish to become Primary schools.
What would happen if Manshead’s application was turned down and Kensworth’s wasn’t?
Where would the Year 6 pupils go to? It was explained that Kensworth and Manshead will find out
the answer (before the end of this year’s Summer term), at the same time. It was suggested that as the
same person would be responsible for making the decision, it is likely that the schools would have the
same outcome. Jim Parker said that as Queensbury school was expecting to be granted a change to
their age range, it would be strange if Manshead were rejected.
While very keen to keep her child at Kensworth until Year 6, a parent was concerned that he
would be a ‘guinea-pig’ and would the first Year 5 get the dedicated teacher to themselves? The
answer was yes, the first Year 5 wouldn’t share a teacher.
Concerned by the ‘enormous’ jump from Kensworth school to Manshead in terms of size. Jim
Parker assured everyone that all schools will be feeling the same whether they come from a class size
of 15 or 30 and to make sure that they adjust without too much discomfort, familiarity with the school
and staff is key. It was also commented that leaving at Year 6, the pupils will be more mature and
therefore may be able to cope with a move much better than leaving to go onto somewhere at Year 4.
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Could our children have a problem getting into Manshead as it will be taking on more pupils.
Jim Parker couldn’t see this being a problem as the ‘new’ Houghton Regis secondary schools are
taking in more pupils and therefore will free up some spaces in Manshead initially.
How would the school hall accommodate assemblies with more children? Anna Kentish assured
everyone that this wouldn’t be a problem as assemblies could be split into KS1 and KS2 and if
necessary, the Village Hall could be used for bigger productions.
Could after-school provisions could be set up as numbers increase. Anna Kentish said that this
was a strong possibility.
Comment from parent - having put 2 older children through the 3 tier system, she would welcome a
2 tier system for her youngest child.
Jim Parker stressed that whilst the 2 tier system would reduce the transition problem it is not a
‘magic bullet’ and that close working relationships are what will make it successful.
Parents were reminded to complete the Consultation Feedback form and those that had already done
so were thanked.
Parents were invited to stay to look at various documents relating to the Change of Age Range.
The meeting ended at 7.25pm.

Appendix A (2)

Record of Meeting with Stakeholders re: Proposed Change of Age Range to
Kensworth VC Lower School
Friday 1st March 2013 at 6.30pm in the School Hall.
Present:
Mrs P Frazer (Chair of Governors)
Mrs A Kentish (Head Teacher of Kensworth School)
Mr R Parsons (Head of school organisation and capital planning CBC)
Mr A Todd (Parent Governor)
Mr P Woods (Governor/Parish Councillor)
Mrs D Brook (Governor)
Mrs K Frazer (Clerk)
Introduction
Polly Frazer started the meeting by explaining how the Governors of the school had come to the
decision to consider the change of age range. Polly welcomed Mr Rob Parsons from CBC. Polly then
introduced Anna Kentish (Head Teacher) who presented what a change of age range would mean for
the school and how it could be implemented.
Questions and Feedback:
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Mr Parsons asked which questions had arisen from parents at the previous Consultation on 11th
February and how these were answered. Anna Kentish explained that there weren’t many questions
asked as it was felt and mentioned by parents that their questions had been covered in the
presentation. Anna reminded all that Jim Parker, Head Teacher from Manshead was present at the
last meeting and that he did a great job in assuring parents that he fully supported Manshead’s change
of age range and that Manshead would act as a “feeder”school for Kensworth in time for 2016 when
our first Year 6 would be moving on. Parents had commented that Jim Parker’s input at that meeting
was very valuable and reassuring.
Mr Parsons asked if Anna Kentish had received the latest School budget and how this would affect
any planned changes to the school. Anna explained that although the budget had been cut
significantly by £25K due to loss of deprivation and small school allowances, she has carried over
sufficient funds (£60K) to put towards the necessary building work etc. Mr Parsons offered to get an
idea of the number of children in Kensworth which may help to see how many are potential
candidates for the school.
Anna Kentish explained that the proposed changes have been met positively by everyone and hasn’t
come up against anyone who is against the idea, so far. Mr Parsons re-iterated the need for the
parents’ voice to be heard and that the gathering of feedback is essential. Anna will be giving out
parent Feedback forms to every parent at the imminent parents evenings. There has been a good
response to date in the form of e-mails and printed forms filled out.
Closing remarks
Mr Parsons wished the school Good Luck and said a decision would be made at the CBC Committee
meeting on 13th August. Legal notices are to be served as the next step and Governors need to meet,
record and review, making positive statements, before finalising the pack for submitting.
The meeting closed at 7.15pm
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Kensworth V.C. Lower School
Proposal to extend the age range of Kensworth Voluntary
Controlled Lower School from 3 to 9 years to 3 to 11 years to
create a primary school.
Notice is given in accordance with section 19(3) of the Education and Inspections Act 2006 that The Governing
body of Kensworth Voluntary Controlled Lower School intends to make a prescribed alteration to Kensworth
Voluntary Controlled Lower School, Common Road, Kensworth, Bedfordshire, LU6 3RH from September 2014.
The proposal is to change the age range of Kensworth Voluntary Controlled Lower School by extending it from
3 – 9 years to 3 – 11 years primary school.
This will be implemented in two stages:
September 2014 – Year 4 children will be retained at the school and become a new Year 5.
September 2015 – Year 5 children will be retained at the school and become a new Year 6.
The current capacity of the school is 75 with 20 part time Pre School places and when the proposals are
implemented the proposed capacity will be 105 with 20 part time Pre School places.
The current admission number for the school is 15 for year groups 4+ to Year 4 with 20 part time Pre School
places. The proposed admission number will remain the same. Total capacity for September 2014 is expected
to be 90 with 20 part time Pre School places. Total capacity for 2014 is expected to be 105 with 20 part time
Pre School places.
This notice is an extract from the complete proposal. Copies of the complete proposal can be obtained from:
The Information Manager, Central Bedfordshire Council, Room DC2, Watling House, High Street North,
Dunstable, Beds, LU6 1LF. It can also be viewed on the Council’s website at
www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/schoolconsultations and the school website www.kensworthschool.co.uk
Within six weeks from the date of publication of this proposal, any person may object to or make comments on
the proposal by sending them to The Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s Services, Central
Bedfordshire Council, Priory House, Chicksands, Shefford, Bedfordshire, SG17 5TQ
Signed: Mrs. P. Frazer
Chair of Governors, Kensworth VC Lower School
rd

Publication Date: 3 June 2013
Explanatory notes
It is proposed that extending the age range of Kensworth Voluntary Controlled Lower School from
3–9
years to 3 – 11 years to create a primary school will provide improved standards in years 5 and 6 and therefore
at the end of Key Stage 2. National data shows that changing schools may impact negatively on pupils’
progress and may result in a lack of curriculum understanding, continuity, and assessment agreement. This
proposal will remove the transition at the end of year 4. The school has enough available classroom space to
cater for an extended upper age range.
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PROPOSALS FOR PRESCRIBED ALTERATIONS OTHER THAN
FOUNDATION PROPOSALS: Information to be included in a complete
proposal
Extract of Part 1 of Schedule 3 and Part 1 of Schedule 5 to The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools)(England) Regulations 2007 (as amended):
In respect of a Governing Body Proposal: School and governing body’s details
1. The name, address and category of the school for which the governing body are publishing the proposals.
Kensworth Voluntary Controlled Lower School,
Common Road,
Kensworth,
Bedfordshire,
LU6 3RH
In respect of an LEA Proposal: School and local education authority details
1. The name, address and category of the school .
N/A
Implementation and any proposed stages for implementation
2. The date on which the proposals are planned to be implemented, and if they are to be implemented in
stages, a description of what is planned for each stage, and the number of stages intended and the dates of
each stage.
Implementation to take place in September 2014
• Two stages of implementation
• September 2014 – Year 4 children to remain in current setting and move in to Year 5
• September 2015 – Year 5 children to remain in current setting and move in to Year 6
The school has no plans to reintegrate pupils who are already at other local middle schools but
will take children who have moved to the area from another school or who do not have school
provision, providing the school does not exceed its admission number.

Objections and comments
3. A statement explaining the procedure for making representations, including—
(a) the date prescribed in accordance with paragraph 29 of Schedule 3 (GB proposals)/Schedule 5 (LA
proposals) of The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended), by which objections or comments should be sent to the local
education authority; and
(b) the address of the authority to which objections or comments should be sent.
(a)

15/07/2013

(b)
The Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children's Services, Central Bedfordshire Council,
Priory House, Chicksands, Shefford, Beds, SG17 5TQ.
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Alteration description
4. A description of the proposed alteration and in the case of special school proposals, a description of the
current special needs provision.
The current upper age range would be extended from 9 to 11 years old (upper year would change
from Year 4 to Year 6).
Kensworth would change from a Lower School to a Primary School.

School capacity
5.—(1) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1 to 4, 8 , 9 and 12-14 of
Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/paragraphs 1-4, 7, 8, 18, 19 and 21 of Schedule 4(LA proposals) to The School
Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), the
proposals must also include—
(a) details of the current capacity of the school and, where the proposals will alter the capacity of the
school, the proposed capacity of the school after the alteration;
•

The current capacity of the school is 15 per year group ( R to Year 4) 90 plus 20 part time
Pre School places

•

The proposed capacity after the alteration will remain at 15 per year group (R to Year 6)
making the new roll number 105 (plus 20 part time pre-school places)

(b) details of the current number of pupils admitted to the school in each relevant age group, and where
this number is to change, the proposed number of pupils to be admitted in each relevant age group in
the first school year in which the proposals will have been implemented;
•

No capacity change per year group

•

The current capacity of the school to remain at 15 per year group (R to Year 6) and also to
remain at 20 part time places for Pre School

(c) where it is intended that proposals should be implemented in stages, the number of pupils to be
admitted to the school in the first school year in which each stage will have been implemented;
•

Stage1: No change to the expected number of admissions, increase in overall roll is by
pupils in year 4 remaining for year 5. The first stage of the proposal will mean the school
could have 90 on roll excluding Pre School. We will then have R to Year 5, age 4 to 10 years

•

Stage2: No change to the expected number of admissions, increase in overall roll is by
pupils in year 5 remaining for year 6. The second stage of the proposal will mean that the
number on roll could be 105 excluding Pre School. The school will then have R to Year 6,
age 5 to 11 years

(d) where the number of pupils in any relevant age group is lower than the indicated admission number for
that relevant age group a statement to this effect and details of the indicated admission number in
question.
Maximum projected number on roll
Sept
2014

Sept
2015

Sept
2016

Sept
2017

Sept
2018
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Pre
School

20(part
time)

20(part
time)

20(part
time)

20(part
time)

20(part
time)

20(part
time)

20(part
time)

R

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

1

11

15

15

15

15

15

15

2

11

11

15

15

15

15

15

3

10

11

11

15

15

15

15

4

11

10

11

11

15

15

15

5

13

11

10

11

11

15

15

6

0

13

11

10

11

11

15

Total

71

86

88

92

97

101

105
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(2) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1, 2, 9, 12 and 13 of Schedule 2 (GB
proposals) /paragraphs 1, 2, 8, 18 and 19 of Schedule 4 (LA proposals)to the School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), a statement of the number of
pupils at the school at the time of the publication of the proposals.
There are 65 pupils plus 21 part time Pre School pupils at the school at the time of the publication of
the proposal.

Implementation
6. Where the proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary controlled school a statement as to whether the
proposals are to be implemented by the local education authority or by the governing body, and, if the
proposals are to be implemented by both, a statement as to the extent to which they are to be implemented by
each body.
The proposal will be implemented by the governing body of Kensworth Voluntary Controlled Lower
School with the support of St Albans Diocese

Additional Site
7.(1) A statement as to whether any new or additional site will be required if proposals are implemented and if
so the location of the site if the school is to occupy a split site.
N/A
(2) Where proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary school a statement as to who will provide any
additional site required, together with details of the tenure (freehold or leasehold) on which the site of the
school will be held, and if the site is to be held on a lease, details of the proposed lease.
N/A
Changes in boarding arrangements
8.(1) Where the proposals are for the introduction or removal of boarding provision, or the alteration of
existing boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/7 or 14 of
Schedule 4toThe School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations
2007 (as amended) —
(a) the number of pupils for whom it is intended that boarding provision will be made if the proposals are
approved;
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N/A
(b) the arrangements for safeguarding the welfare of children at the school;

N/A
(c) the current number of pupils for whom boarding provision can be made and a description of the
boarding provision; and
N/A
(d) except where the proposals are to introduce boarding provision, a description of the existing boarding
provision.
N/A
(2) Where the proposals are for the removal of boarding provisions or an alteration to reduce boarding
provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/7 or 14 of Schedule 4(LA
proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations
2007 (as amended) —
(a) the number of pupils for whom boarding provision will be removed if the proposals are approved; and
N/A
(b) a statement as to the use to which the former boarding accommodation will be put if the proposals are
approved.
N/A
Transfer to new site
9. Where the proposals are to transfer a school to a new site the following information—
(a) the location of the proposed site (including details of whether the school is to occupy a single or split
site), and including where appropriate the postal address;
N/A
(b) the distance between the proposed and current site;
N/A
(c) the reason for the choice of proposed site;
N/A
(d) the accessibility of the proposed site or sites;
N/A
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(e) the proposed arrangements for transport of pupils to the school on its new site; and
N/A
(f)

a statement about other sustainable transport alternatives where pupils are not using transport
provided, and how car use in the school area will be discouraged.

N/A
Objectives
10. The objectives of the proposals.
Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide stability, consistency and continuity for children in their primary years, through
the school’s ethos, curriculum, teaching and learning organisation
To provide a smoother transition to secondary schools with admissions from year 7
To raise standards and improve outcomes for young people particularly at age 11
To ensure that particular attention is paid to groups of children who are either
underperforming or exceeding expected progress in years 5 and 6
To provide equal access for all pupils to primary school education regardless of faith
To ensure the school is based around communities and their needs
To make working at Kensworth more attractive and help us recruit and retain good quality
staff to improve the standard of education for the children

Principles
The need to raise standards and improve outcomes for young people.
•

•
•
•

Local data shows that children achieve well in lower schools from a starting point which is
below national levels
Local data indicates that the number of students achieving 5+ GCSEs A* - C is below
national average
Increasingly, as professionals, the school believes that the children would benefit from the
stability of a primary school environment, its organisation and its ethos
The school believes that primary schools will also improve behaviour, supporting pupils for
whom coping in Years 5 & 6 with the changes associated with transition, may put them at
risk of exclusion

To ensure there is continuity of provision across the 0 – 19 age range so there is a ‘one phase’
approach to learning.
• Current key stage planning is geared around the structure used by the majority of schools
in the UK. This means that the key stage boundaries align with the two tier system
• The need for transition between each tier, particularly in the middle of Key Stages can
result in lack of curriculum understanding, continuity, assessment agreement and
ownership of Key Stages
• Continuity of provision will provide curriculum continuity avoiding repetition and curriculum
conflict
• Primary / secondary provision will reduce the number of times a child needs to move
schools, it also makes transition and curriculum continuity easier because it sits at the end
of a key stage, the natural transition for the vast majority of schools in the Country
Schools should be based around communities and their needs
• By maintaining and extending lower school provision to age eleven and developing
partnerships with good secondary education, Kensworth will be better positioned to meet
this principle
• By maintaining the excellent relationships between the school and their families
• By providing appropriately for the needs of the primary child through a primary curriculum
delivery and a familiar environment that has knowledge of the individual child and their
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•
•

families
By meeting the needs of parents and families in years 5 & 6 through the close working
relationships that have been nurtured over the years
The school works in close co-operation with the local church community, and this is an
opportunity to extend this for an additional 2 years
This proposal specifically meets the needs of local parents who prefer that their children
stay in a smaller year group setting until age eleven

New models of leadership and governance for schools should be considered
• Work collectively in partnership between primary and secondary phases enabling staffing
flexibility across schools
• Secure “Best Value” by sharing suppliers, engaging in joint training and identifying shared
priorities for school improvement
That vision should reflect recent current reform
• The curriculum is based on a primary / secondary model in line with the rest of the country
• Current primary and secondary curriculum and assessment initiative can be addressed
effectively
• The 2006 EIA amendment to the education act places duties on local authorities to secure
diversity in the provision of schools, and increase opportunities for parental choice. This
proposal supports this amendment by increasing parental choice, and diversity of
educational provision
Effect on school standards and school improvements
Leadership and Management
Kensworth has strong and confident leadership and the professional capacity and skills to drive
forward the proposed changes, through:
• Working closely with local schools in the Learning Partnership and other schools in
Dunstable
• Shared governor meetings that focus more strongly on strategic direction and to set high
expectations for schools
• Exploring more flexible approaches to school governance through sharing expertise
• Shared senior leadership that allows the school to work together to agree a vision for the
schools, raise standards and share targets for school and community improvement
• Collaborative work on curriculum initiatives for upper KS2, building on the good practice
that already exists in years 3 and 4
• Sharing the expertise and experience of upper key stage 2 that already exists within the
schools
• Working in partnership with other local schools, who have already or will be extending their
age range to 11
• Sharing a range of bought in services
The school also believes that a full primary school provides greater career development
opportunities for new and existing staff than lower schools, and may be more attractive to new
applicants.
Curriculum
The school believes that curriculum delivery is paramount to enable all pupils to have opportunities
to become successful learners, confident individuals and responsible citizens. This will be achieved
through an engaging, challenging and purposeful primary curriculum that better meets the learning
styles and needs of pupils and the school will address this in the following ways:
The school acknowledges there will be a significant impact on the school in the delivery, resourcing
and teaching of some specialist subject areas, and the school appreciates that the curriculum for
Years 5 and 6 will need careful planning. The school will do this by:
•
•

Following the national curriculum that sets out clearly the core knowledge and
understanding that all children should be expected to acquire in their later primary years
Visits to other good/outstanding primary provision to see good practice, planning, teaching,
learning and pastoral care
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Joint training and curriculum planning for Key Stage 2
Working with local Primary Schools
Curriculum leaders working together
Sharing good practice, resources, facilities and expertise with partnership feeder
schools

Teaching styles within upper Key Stage 2 will promote opportunities to further develop learning &
thinking skills and independence through an enquiry based and reflective teaching style which will
meet the needs of a range of learners. CPD will focus on innovative teaching, learning and in
giving teachers the confidence to support all children to progress.
The school will continue to update its own knowledge and understanding of assessment in line with
new government legislation. The school already benefits from the expertise of two members of staff
who have experience of teaching and assessing upper Key Stage 2.
Target setting and monitoring will continue, as a whole school approach, as this has already
proved successful. The school will moderate with other providers of Year 5 and 6. The school will
continue to build upon high standards of APP to assess learning and meet individual needs
through successful interventions. Pupils will be involved in their own self-assessment of progress
and setting learning goals for the future.
The school has a strong commitment to PSHCE within a Christian environment and keeping
children safe. The school recognises the different challenges faced by upper KS 2 pupils and has
strong links to local initiatives which will support their PSHE development e.g. SRE, Mental health.
Parents and community
Ensuring that this school system works for families by promoting the confidence of
parents and fully engaging with them and the community through:
•
•
•
•

Making the school accountable to all stakeholders
Knowledge of families and the community, meaning the school is well placed to
address parental concerns
Continuing to seek views and act on this feedback at a wider community level
Continuing the current very good practice that exists within the school
e.g. Parent/carer workshops on curriculum matters, open door policy which
encourages good communication and supporting children at home

Initial research shows that parents are in favour of primary schooling, this was confirmed in the
responses during the informal consultation. This change will promote increased confidence within
the local community that the education system is geared to local needs and reflects parental
wishes.
Behaviour
Evidence from Ofsted reports, SIP reports and LA exclusion data show that behaviour is very well
managed in the school. This is due to established behaviour management strategies that are
successful for the following reasons:
• The school has in depth knowledge of the children and families and makes it a priority to
build excellent relationships, especially with more vulnerable families
• The school uses a wide range of support mechanisms (including external agencies and
small group work)
• The school has a consistent approach to behaviour management that is known and
understood by all
• The school has positive effects on groups that tend to underperform; vulnerable learners,
low achievers etc. because they know these children well.
• A familiar environment and favourable staffing ratio means that the school can continue to
meet the needs of children, and address behaviour management
Transition
Transition is a major key to successful lifelong learning. In order to achieve successful transition for
all, there needs to be effective communication between different settings.
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Good transition is fundamental to the success of this proposal; the school is fully committed to work
with all future providers having agreed processes for transfer at age 11 so that the school journey
becomes seamless. In order to achieve this seamless transition the school will ensure that there is
:
• A shared curriculum, teaching, support, expertise and delivery as a two way process
• The sharing of data, target setting and assessments where there is a mutual trust of
judgements and information
• A commitment to joint working over transition periods including post transition
• Leadership of transition
• Pupil involvement in their planned transition
• Pupils whose parents choose to change schools at the end of year 6 to a secondary
school, may only experience one transition event before the age of 19
SEND
The school feels that changing age range will have a positive impact for pupils with SEND and for
vulnerable learners e.g. LAC, building on from the current good practice already established in the
school.
• The school believes that their professional knowledge of how children learn will enable
them to provide effective intervention
• The school benefits from a highly skilled, experienced SENCo, and will continue with the
good and supportive SEND provision already in place and pupils will benefit from this for a
further two years
• Excellent work with families is already established to support all vulnerable children, SEND
and LAC
• Over the years, the school has established excellent relationships with other professionals
in order to support pupils with SEND and their families and will continue this for upper Key
Stage 2 pupils
• The school aims to maintain and share specialist staff already employed by schools to
support SEND
• The school aims to support Gifted & Talented pupils within schools and to consider the role
played by feeder settings and transition schools
• The two way sharing of information at transition will support positive outcomes for pupils
with SEND and vulnerable learners
•
Consultation
11. Evidence of the consultation before the proposals were published including—
(a) a list of persons who were consulted;
(b) minutes of all public consultation meetings;
(c) the views of the persons consulted;
(d) a statement to the effect that all applicable statutory requirements in relation to the proposals to
consult were complied with; and
(e) copies of all consultation documents and a statement on how these documents were made available.
th

th

Informal consultation was carried out - 29 January –11 March 2013

(a) The following persons were consulted•

Parents/guardians of children currently attending Kensworth VC Lower School

•

The Diocese of St. Albans

•

The Chairs of Governors of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including academies)

•

The Head teachers of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including academies)

•

Church Schools in Central Bedfordshire
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Hertfordshire County Council

•

Luton Borough Council

•

Central Bedfordshire County Council

•

Dunstable Town Council

•

Kensworth Parish Council

•

Kensworth PCC

•

Member of Parliament for Central Bedfordshire

•

Downside Neighbourhood Centre

•

Dunstable Library

•

Pre-school provision in Dunstable

•

All relevant Trade Unions for both Teaching and Support staff
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th

(b) A consultation meeting for parents at the school was held on 11 February 2013 and a public
st
consultation meeting was held on 1 March 2013. The minutes of these minutes are attached at
Appendix A(1) and A(2)
(c) The results of the informal consultation are attached at Appendix B.
(d) All applicable statutory requirements in relation to the proposals to consult were complied with.
(e) A copy of the consultation document is attached at Appendix C. This consultation document
was made available to all people listed in section (a) and was also publicised via Central
Bedfordshire Council’s publication ‘Central Essentials’ which is emailed weekly to head teachers
and chairs of governors within Central Bedfordshire.

Project costs
12. A statement of the estimated total capital cost of the proposals and the breakdown of the costs that are to
be met by the governing body, the local education authority, and any other party.
The capital costs for the proposal total £6,400 and all costs will be by the school governors.

13. A copy of confirmation from the Secretary of State, local education authority and the Learning and Skills
Council for England (as the case may be) that funds will be made available (including costs to cover any
necessary site purchase).
N/A
Age range
14. Where the proposals relate to a change in age range, the current age range for the school.
The current age range is 3+ to 9 across the school, including Pre School provision.

Early years provision
15. Where the proposals are to alter the lower age limit of a mainstream school so that it provides for pupils
aged between 2 and 5—
(a) details of the early years provision, including the number of full-time and part-time pupils, the number
and length of sessions in each week, and the services for disabled children that will be offered;
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N/A
(b) how the school will integrate the early years provision with childcare services and how the proposals
are consistent with the integration of early years provision for childcare;
N/A
(c) evidence of parental demand for additional provision of early years provision;
N/A
(d) assessment of capacity, quality and sustainability of provision in schools and in establishments other
than schools who deliver the Early Years Foundation Stage within 3 miles of the school; and
N/A
(e) reasons why such schools and establishments who have spare capacity cannot make provision for any
forecast increase in the number of such provision.
N/A
Changes to sixth form provision
16. (a) Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school provides sixth
form education or additional sixth form education, a statement of how the proposals will—
(i) improve the educational or training achievements;
(ii) increase participation in education or training; and
(iii)expand the range of educational or training opportunities

for 16-19 year olds in the area;
N/A

(b) A statement as to how the new places will fit within the 16-19 organisation in an area;
N/A
(c) Evidence —
(i) of the local collaboration in drawing up the proposals; and

(ii) that the proposals are likely to lead to higher standards and better progression at the school;

N/A

(d) The proposed number of sixth form places to be provided.
N/A

17. Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school ceases to provide
sixth form education, a statement of the effect on the supply of 16-19 places in the area.
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N/A

Special educational needs
18. Where the proposals are to establish or change provision for special educational needs—
(a) a description of the proposed types of learning difficulties in respect of which education will be
provided and, where provision for special educational needs already exists, the current type of
provision;
N/A
(b) any additional specialist features will be provided;
N/A
(c) the proposed numbers of pupils for which the provision is to be made;
N/A
(d) details of how the provision will be funded;
N/A
(e) a statement as to whether the education will be provided for children with special educational needs
who are not registered pupils at the school to which the proposals relate;
N/A
(f)

a statement as to whether the expenses of the provision will be met from the school’s delegated
budget;

N/A
(g) the location of the provision if it is not to be established on the existing site of the school;
N/A
(h) where the provision will replace existing educational provision for children with special educational
needs, a statement as to how the local education authority believes that the new provision is likely to
lead to improvement in the standard, quality and range of the educational provision for such children;
and
N/A
(i)

the number of places reserved for children with special educational needs, and where this number is to
change, the proposed number of such places.

N/A
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19. Where the proposals are to discontinue provision for special educational needs—
(a) details of alternative provision for pupils for whom the provision is currently made;
N/A
(b) details of the number of pupils for whom provision is made that is recognised by the local education
authority as reserved for children with special educational needs during each of the 4 school years
preceding the current school year;
N/A
(c) details of provision made outside the area of the local education authority for pupils whose needs will
not be able to be met in the area of the authority as a result of the discontinuance of the provision; and
N/A
(d) a statement as to how the proposer believes that the proposals are likely to lead to improvement in the
standard, quality and range of the educational provision for such children.
N/A

20. Where the proposals will lead to alternative provision for children with special educational needs, as a
result of the establishment, alteration or discontinuance of existing provision, the specific educational benefits
that will flow from the proposals in terms of—
(a) improved access to education and associated services including the curriculum, wider school activities,
facilities and equipment with reference to the local education authority’s Accessibility Strategy;
(b) improved access to specialist staff, both educational and other professionals, including any external
support and outreach services;
(c) improved access to suitable accommodation; and
(d) improved supply of suitable places.
N/A
Sex of pupils
21. Where the proposals are to make an alteration to provide that a school which was an establishment which
admitted pupils of one sex only becomes an establishment which admits pupils of both sexes—
(a) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the provision of single-sex
education in the area;
N/A
(b) evidence of local demand for single-sex education; and
N/A
(c) details of any transitional period which the body making the proposals wishes specified in a transitional
exemption order (within the meaning of section 27 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975).
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N/A

22. Where the proposals are to make an alteration to a school to provide that a school which was an
establishment which admitted pupils of both sexes becomes an establishment which admits pupils of one sex
only—
(a) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the provision of single-sex
education in the area; and
N/A
(b) evidence of local demand for single-sex education.
N/A
Extended services
23. If the proposed alterations affect the provision of the school’s extended services, details of the current
extended services the school is offering and details of any proposed change as a result of the alterations.
This proposal will provide the opportunity to develop extended school provision reflecting the needs
of the community.
The school will work to provide a range of extended services
• Transition support for pupils and families
• Shared training for parents and staff
• Clubs and a range of after school activities
• Promotion of inter school sports and other activities for the community
• Workshops to support adult learning and encourage family learning
• Support for vulnerable families and pupils
Support for families in areas such as relationships and health and safety

Need or demand for additional places
24. If the proposals involve adding places—
(a) a statement and supporting evidence of the need or demand for the particular places in the area;

The proposal will add a total of 15 extra places in year 5 and year 6, i.e. a total of 30 extra
places. See Appendices A and B for evidence of the need and justification for the proposed
increase.
(b) where the school has a religious character, a statement and supporting evidence of the demand in the
area for education in accordance with the tenets of the religion or religious denomination;
The Governing Body of Kensworth VC Lower School is passionate in their vision of creating a
learning journey experienced in church schools. The Governing Body believes that the children
should have the same choice as families in the neighbouring town of Houghton Regis who can
choose to send their children to a primary school.
Kensworth VC Lower School should become a full primary school, shaped by Christian principles,
to ensure each child is provided with a continuous church based education structured around
stability, consistency and continuity of learning. The impact of the school’s values on pupils and the
school community is a strength and this would continue to be a strength if Kensworth was to
extend its age range.
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Please see the objectives of the proposal in Section 10.

25. If the proposals involve removing places—
(a) a statement and supporting evidence of the reasons for the removal, including an assessment of the
impact on parental choice; and
N/A
(b) a statement on the local capacity to accommodate displaced pupils.
N/A

Expansion of successful and popular schools
25A. (1) Proposals must include a statement of whether the proposer considers that the presumption for
the expansion of successful and popular schools should apply, and where the governing body consider
the presumption applies, evidence to support this.
(2) Sub-paragraph (1) applies to expansion proposals in respect of primary and secondary schools,
(except for grammar schools), i.e. falling within:
(a) (for proposals published by the governing body) paragraph 1 of Part 1 to Schedule 2 or
paragraph 12 of Part 2 to Schedule 2;
(b) (for proposals published by the LA) paragraph 1 of Part 1 to Schedule 4 or 18 of Part 4 to
Schedule 4
of the School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations
2007 (as amended).

N/A
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
5 July 2013
Dear Edwina
I am writing to you to express my support for Lancot Lower School, Kensworth Lower School
and Ashton St Peters Lower School in respect to the proposals that are out for public
consultation to extend their age range to become full primary schools.
The schools mentioned above are just three of the many schools in Dunstable and
Houghton Regis who have already changed or hope to change to a two-tier system. I
support this change and believe that standards of education within our area will not improve
until we have a properly accountable school system that genuinely secures the best learning
journey for children and young people. There are several reasons why I feel Councillor Mark
Versallion should look upon these proposals favourably at the determination meeting to be
held on 13th August 2013.
There is increasing evidence that the current three-tier system operating in Central
Bedfordshire is not achieving results that compare well with our neighbouring local
authorities. The current progress measure for value added progress from key stage 2 to 4 is
just one indication that we need to do something different. The average value added score
from key stage 2 to 4 in Central Bedfordshire last year was 988 – only two upper schools
achieved a score of more than 1000. In Milton Keynes the average score was 1014 and in
Luton 1020. I appreciate that this might be considered a crude judgement but it remains an
uncomfortable fact that these two neighbouring authorities (both have similar numbers of
upper/secondary schools) are out performing Central Bedfordshire by a considerable
margin.
Perhaps it is not a coincidence that progress between these two measuring points is so
different between the three neighbouring authorities. At the moment the accountability for
progress from age 11 to age 16 is split between two phases of education – the middle
schools and the upper schools. There is a much heard argument that upper schools believe
that middle schools spend all of their time preparing the pupils for SATs in year 6 and
therefore do not deliver in year 7 and 8. The middle schools believe they do deliver in year 7
and 8 and the lack of onward progress is down to the upper schools.
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From listening to middle and lower school colleagues discussing progress from Key stage 1
to 2 there are similar arguments raised. We know that split accountability for progress
through the key stages is at best unhelpful but is also responsible for developing mistrust in
the system which in turn has a negative impact upon the progress that children make. I
think that a primary/secondary model will go some way to removing this mistrust and in
doing so improve the transition and progress of students.
I have now been Head teacher at Manshead for 7 years. During this time I was convinced
that I would be able to achieve two things. First, I thought I would be able to transform
teaching and learning to mean that by the time the students reached key stage 4, they would
have reached the required level of progress, no matter what their previous experience.
Seven years on, and although monitoring by Ofsted and other external validation suggests
that teaching is consistently good; that attitudes to learning are good; attendance is
improving and the quality of leadership and management is good, results at key stage 4, are
still not yet good enough. At key stage 5 results are excellent – proof perhaps of what we
can do with students when we work with them for longer? The second thing I thought I
could achieve was to develop a network of local schools that worked together to achieve
seamless transition; that secured excellent pupil progress from age 4 to 19 and in the
process negated the need to discuss the wearisome three-tier to two-tier argument. We
achieved part of this goal. The Learning Partnership has been established and it remains a
strong coalition of schools focussed on improving teaching and learning and in securing the
pupil journey through a group of schools that have a common link with Manshead. Much
had been achieved but the real benefits of true partnership working will not be realised until
some schools within the partnership engage in discussion to commit to more formal links - a
key part of successful, sustainable collaboration. As we cannot achieve this across all
schools in the partnership then our aims of securing outstanding progress will be limited.
I hope that this personal perspective illustrates an important point. When I was asked, 7
years ago, by colleagues who had been in the authority longer than I, whether I thought twotier was better than three, I would have replied “no”. I saw no compelling argument that
would make it sensible to change or even that the number of tiers made a great difference.
Seven years on, despite the huge improvements that many schools have made, my view is
that the system must now change as the evidence that three-tier works is increasingly
difficult to find.
The context in which schools are now working has also changed dramatically in this period
that at times has caused uncertainty and anxiety. It is clear that the new political
environment in which we work, delivers greater freedoms and flexibilities for school leaders
to develop an education system that they believe provides the very best for the children and
families that they serve. For a number of Lower Schools, including those that I write in
support of, this means a belief that the needs of the children and families are best served by
offering a full primary education up to the end of year 6. The natural consequence of this is
to continue the education journey to a secondary school of their choice.
I believe there is now a compelling argument to allow schools to move towards a two-tier,
primary/secondary model of education in Dunstable and Houghton Regis. Accountability for
pupil progress is much clearer when a school has the opportunity to deliver two full key
stages and I believe, as a consequence, pupil progress will accelerate. Removing a
transition point will also help to secure better pupil progress and enable schools to act more
quickly to intervene with any child or young person who falls behind. It is clear that
standards of education attainment and achievement are falling short of our neighbours and
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as a consequence we are putting our young people at a disadvantage in a very competitive
world beyond school.
The proposals that a number of schools are making will enable us to adopt a two-tier system
that will lead to better education outcomes for our community. I support the applications that
Lancot, Kensworth and Ashton St Peters are making to become primary schools as I believe
this change will make the difference needed. Manshead, as you know, has ambitions to
become a secondary school so that we can play our part in continuing the education journey
for the children who live in Dunstable, Houghton Regis and the surrounding area. I
appreciate that the decision to agree to the proposed changes is a difficult one and that
there will be great challenges ahead for the schools involved and the Local Authority. I
really believe that this is the right time to allow schools to design a structure that they believe
works best for the children and young people that they serve. This is why I urge you to
support the proposed changes.
Yours sincerely

Jim Parker
Head teacher
………………………………………………………………………………………….

Dear Edwina
Kensworth CE VC Lower School
Ashton St Peter’s CE VA Lower School, Dunstable
I am writing on behalf of the Diocesan Board of Education to offer full support for the
proposed changes to Kensworth VC Lower School and Ashton St Peter’s VA Lower School
to become primary schools from September 2014, as set out in the Statutory Notices
published on 3 June 2013.
The governing bodies of these two schools have consulted widely and the Board is in
agreement with their plans which are, in our belief, in the best interests of the children of the
area.
Yours sincerely
Jon Reynolds
Diocesan Director of Education

……………………………………………………………………………………
From: Katherine Luck
Sent: 13 July 2013 14:30
To: Customer Relations
Subject: Proposed Change of Age Range for Kensworth VC Lower School

I write to express my views on the Proposal to extend the age range for pupils at Kensworth
Lower School, from September 2014. As a parent of two boys, in Pre-school and Year 2, I
would welcome the opportunity for them to stay at Kensworth school until the age of 11. I
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believe continuity and stability is very important and by changing schools at Year 4, I think
this is lost somewhat. Children seem to suffer socially when they move on so young and
education seems to suffer somewhat as evidenced in the drop in results at the surrounding
Middle Schools. I think Kensworth school could sustain it's above average results by
extending to Years 5 and 6. Kensworth school can most certainly offer the space in which
to make the change physically, and even if this means adding on buildings/playgrounds etc
in the future, I do no believe this would affect the beauty of it's rural setting. We are very
lucky to have so much space which I think is important if we are to accommodate more
children. Overall, I can only see the change being a very positive enhancement to what is
already a very vibrant, successful, modern village school.
……………………………………………………………………………….
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KENSWORTH VOLUNTARY CONTROLLED LOWER SCHOOL
Common Road, Kensworth, Bedfordshire, LU6 3RH
Telephone 01582 872336

16thJuly 2013
Central Bedfordshire Council
Priory House
Monks Walk
Chicksands
Shefford
SG17 5TQ

Dear Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s Services,
CONSULTATION REGARDING PROPOSED AGE RANGE CHANGES FOR KENSWORTH VOLUNTARY CONTROLLED
SCHOOL.
There have been 22 submissions to the Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s Services resulting
from the publication of the Statutory Notice regarding the proposal by Kensworth V.C School to change its
present age range. Nine were in favour of the proposal and 13 were against. None of the negative
respondents lives in the village of Kensworth and none specifically identifies Kensworth School – the majority
have come from parents, staff and governors of Streetfield Middle School. This supports our statement that the
parents and wider community of Kensworth are fully in agreement with the proposal. Indeed, had been
lobbying for the change for some years.
The Governing Body is committed to the view that our proposal provides increased parental choice and
is in the best interests of our pupils, their parents and the community of the village of Kensworth.
The Governing Body has reviewed all the responses received and consider most of the issues raised
are addressed in the Governing Body’s original proposal.
Several question the ability of Kensworth School to deliver the full Primary curriculum up to the end of KS2
Our plans are clearly set out in our Proposal P.6 and 7.
One asks the percentage of our current parents were consulted, the number responding and if they had been
given full details of what was involved.
Analysis of the number of parents responding can be found in Appendix B. A large number came to our
consultation meeting where they were given a comprehensive Power-Point presentation. A lively and positive
discussion ensued. Parents were encouraged to discuss the proposal and its implication raising any concerns
which were addressed at the meeting either by Anna Kentish (Head teacher of Kensworth Lower School) or
Jim Parker (Head teacher of Manshead Upper School). The support was unanimous.
One respondent suggests Kensworth School is submitting this Change of Age Range to “jump on the
bandwagon.
This is not the case. In fact the Governing Body has been considering changing the age range of our school
since the area consultation in 2006. The proposed change was fully supported by our parents at that time.
The Council voted (narrowly) against. Since that time parents have frequently asked if we have plans to
change to a Primary school and what they can do to bring this about. When several other schools in the area
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began the consultation process to change their age range the Governing body made the decision to put the
proposal out to parents for the following reasons:• Parents had regularly asked the Head teacher and Governors if it was possible to change the age
range.
• New families moving into the village were puzzled by the 3 tier system and unimpressed by the results
at the end of KS2.
• Provide greater parental choice and help improve standards for all children.
Several respondents considered changes would result in an excess of Primary places in the area
Kensworth School does not propose to change our statutory number in each year group.
Some respondents suggest standards will drop

Whilst it is true KS2 standards have risen in the area over the last two years, it is still lower than that achieved
in our geographic neighbours in a two-tier system.
Parents have been kept fully informed throughout the Consultation process. As an experienced year 6 teacher
Anna Kentish was able to give parents a true picture of the upper KS2 Curriculum.
Since we began the consultation process to change the age range of Kensworth Lower School we have had
considerably more requests to “view the School”. Numbers in School are at the highest in fifteen years. Our
Reception class is full for September 2013 and we have only two places for September 2014. Comments made
at these visits show clearly this extra interest is largely due to the prospect of Kensworth School becoming a
Primary school – i.e. the change is clearly what the parents want.
Parents in the Village are eagerly awaiting the results of the Determination Meeting in August.
We are surprised to receive the concerns and objections from the Head, staff and Governors of Streetfield
Middle School. No-one from that School attended our Stakeholders’ meeting where we were prepared and
would have been delighted to discuss our plans with them.
Kensworth School was a founder member of the local Learning Partnership and have made it clear that
our intention is to continue to work closely with other schools both within and outside the Partnership.
The main priority of Kensworth Lower School is, has always been, and will continue to be to provide
the very best learning experience – academically and pastorally – for every child who comes to our School.

Yours sincerely,

P. Frazer (Mrs)
Chair of Governors
Kensworth V.C. Lower School.
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Executive Determination meeting 13 August 2013

Proposal to change age range of Lancot Community Lower School
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LANCOT LOWER SCHOOL
Putting children first
Lancot Drive, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2AP
Telephone (01582) 667956 Fax number (01582) 477164
E-mail office@lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Website www.lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Miss H Shead: Headteacher

CONSULTATION DOCUMENT ON A PROPOSAL TO EXTEND THE AGE RANGE OF
LANCOT LOWER SCHOOL, LANCOT DRIVE, DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE, LU6 2AP
FROM 3 – 9 YEARS TO 3 – 11 YEARS

PURPOSE OF THIS CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
The purpose of this document is to provide information relating to the proposal to
extend the age range of Lancot Lower School from 3 – 9 years to 3 – 11 years to
create a full primary school and to ask for your views regarding this proposal.
BACKGROUND
Lancot Lower School is a good school which provides well for its pupils. We are a
school of choice within and beyond our local area. Local data shows that children
achieve well in our school and that standards achieved are good.
We believe that our children would benefit from the stability of a primary school
environment, its organisation and its ethos. National data shows that changing
school impacts negatively on pupils’ progress. National research and data supports
this view and consequently many Local Authorities have converted to a primary/
secondary model.
We also believe that all children and families in Lancot Lower School should have the
same choice as other families in the area who can choose to send their children to a
primary school until the age of 11 from September 2014.
The Governing Body has requested that Central Bedfordshire Council consider its
request to change the age range of the school to enable it to provide primary
schooling to pupils up to age 11.
PROPOSAL
The Governing Body has applied to change the age range of Lancot Lower School by
extending it from a 3 – 9 years lower school to a 3 – 11 years full primary school.

It is proposed that there would be two stages of implementation starting in
September 2014:
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•

September 2014 – Year 4 children to remain in current setting and move into
Year 5

•

September 2015 – Year 5 children to remain in current setting and move into
Year 6

•

September 2016 – Ensure pupils transfer to well established partner school

We intend to enable pupils in our current Year 3 to remain at Lancot in Year 5. Will
take children who have moved to the area from another school or who do not have a
school provision through the usual mid phase admissions process providing we do
not exceed our admission number.
SCHOOL CAPACITY
Lancot Lower School currently has an admissions number of 60 pupils per year group
from 4+ to Year 4, 300 pupils in total. In addition a 40 place nursery serves 80 pupils
part-time – with some accessing wrap around day-care provided by the school. We
also provide a 6 pupil specialist provision for pupils with severe social, emotional and
behavioural difficulties. A capacity of 386 pupils in total.
We propose that the above remains the same with the addition of 60 Year 5 places
in 2014 and 60 Year 6 places in 2015. The school would have a maximum capacity of
506 pupils.
This proposal would involve the provision of additional classrooms to accommodate
an increase in pupil numbers.
Any buildings required for these changes would be subject to the normal planning
permission process, which would include consulting local residents, the Highways
Agency and other interested parties.
OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSAL
•
•
•
•
•
•

To significantly improve the learning journey for pupils from 3 to 18 years by
ensuring the continuity of provision that two-tier systems bring.
To significantly improve the outcomes for children, ensuring that they achieve
higher standards in their social, emotional, behavioural and academic
development.
To sustain high standards of education and maintain children’s wellbeing by
offering only one change of school, thereby sustaining progress in all areas.
To ensure that we have responsibility for entire key stages, enabling full
accountability for progress and attainment.
To enable more collaborative working with other schools in the primary phase
structure, encouraging positive partnerships to ensure high quality localised
educational provision.
Offer all pupils in the Early Years Foundation Stage, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2
an exciting and innovative curriculum provision that meets their developmental
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•

and academic needs.
To improve parental choice by offering an alternative to the current
lower/middle and upper option in Dunstable.

We believe that this move to a two tier approach will also:
• Help to raise standards and improve outcomes by the end of Key Stage 2
• Ensure that particular attention is paid to groups of children who are
underperforming and exceeding in years 5 and 6
• Provide stability, consistency and continuity for children in their primary years,
through our ethos, curriculum, teaching and learning organisation
• Ensure our school is based around our community’s needs
• Provide equal access for all pupils to primary school education regardless of faith
• Provide specialist primary education for children in years 5 and 6
• Improve transition for children on transfer
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
If we are unsuccessful with this proposal the school will continue to operate as a
lower school for pupils aged 3 – 9 years.
TIMELINE
The alteration of a school’s age range must follow a prescribed democratic decision
making process. The following table outlines the indicative timeline to change the
age range of Lancot Lower School.
Action

Start Date

Completion date

Consultation starts

Friday 8 March 2013

Friday 3 May 2013

School parent and carer meeting

Wednesday 24 April 2013, in school at 3.30pm

Public meeting

Wednesday 24 April 2013, in school at 6.30 pm

Report on outcome of consultation
produced by school and submitted to
Local Authority
Statutory Notice period

By Friday 10 May 2013

Report submitted by School
Governing Body to Central
Bedfordshire Council to request
determination of proposal
Determination Meeting to decide
upon the proposal
Proposed implementation

Monday 3 June 2013

Monday 15 July 2013

Tuesday 16 July 2013

Tuesday 13 August 2013
1st September 2014

Attached to this proposal is a Consultation Response Form. Please complete the
form and return it to the address provided. Alternatively, responses to the
consultation can be made by e-mail to: consultation@lancotlowerschool.co.uk
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A consultation meeting will be held on 24th April 2013 at 6.30pm with the Governors
of the school to discuss the proposal.

LANCOT LOWER SCHOOL
Putting children first
Lancot Drive, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2AP
Telephone (01582) 667956 Fax number (01582) 477164
E-mail office@lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Website www.lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Miss H Shead: Head teacher

Consultation Response Form

Please read the consultation document and tell us what your views are. The questions on this
form are provided to help you do so, but you do not have to respond to all of them. If you
prefer not to use this form, you can also put your views in a letter.

Letters and forms should be returned to Lancot Lower School, or responses can be sent by email to: consultation@lancotlowerschool.co.uk

All responses must be received by 5.00 pm on Friday 3 May 2013

Questions relating to the proposal

How much do you agree with the following statements? Please tick as appropriate.

1a) I support the proposed changes to the age range at Lancot Lower School.

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Don’t
know

1b) I support the timescale plan of the age change at Lancot Lower School.

Strongly

Agree

Neither

Disagree
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agree

agree nor
disagree

disagree

know

Further comments:

Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?
¤ Individual r Organisation (Please tell us which
organisation)……………………………………..

Name: …………………………………………………………..………..
Address: …………………………………………………………..……..
…………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………….
Postcode: ……………………………………….
If you are responding as an individual, please tell us a little bit about yourself.
The following information will help us when considering your opinions and to make sure that
we are getting views from all sections of the community. All the questions are optional, and
you can give as little or as much information as you wish.
Please tell us if you fall into any of the following categories (please select all that
apply)
¤ Pupil (Please state at which school and in which Year Group)
…………..…………………………

¤ Parent/carer of child/children (Please state which
school/s)…………..…………………………….

¤ Parent/carer of pre-school child/children

¤ School Governor (Please state which school/s)
……………………..……………………………….
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¤ School Staff (Please state which school/s)
…………………...……………………………………….

¤ Other (Please specify)
…………………………………………………………………………………...

Gender
¤ Male ¤ Female ¤ Transgender ¤ Prefer not to say

Age
¤ Under 18 ¤ 25 - 34 ¤ 45 – 54 ¤ 65 and over
¤ 18 - 24

¤ 35 – 44 ¤ 55 - 64

Do you consider yourself to be a disabled person? ¤ Yes ¤ No
Ethnic Group
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

WHITE British
WHITE Irish
WHITE Other (Please write in)................................................
BLACK OR BLACK BRITISH Caribbean
BLACK OR BLACK BRITISH African
BLACK OR BLACK BRITISH Other (Please write in)..................................
MIXED White & Black Caribbean
MIXED White & Black African
MIXED White & Asian
MIXED Other (Please write in)...............................................
ASIAN Indian
ASIAN Pakistani
ASIAN Bangladeshi
ASIAN Other (please write in).................................................
CHINESE
OTHER (Please write in)....................................................

Data Protection Act 1998 Please note that your personal details supplied on this form will be
held and/or computerised by Lancot Lower School and/or Central Bedfordshire Council for the
purpose of the consultation. The information collected may be disclosed to school staff and
officers and members of the Council and its partners involved in this consultation.
Summarised information from the forms may be published, but no individual details will be
disclosed under these circumstances. Your personal details will be safeguarded and will not
be divulged to any other individuals or organisations for any other purposes.
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LANCOT LOWER SCHOOL
Putting children first
Lancot Drive, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2AP
Telephone (01582) 667956 Fax number (01582) 477164
E-mail office@lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Website www.lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Miss H Shead: Head teacher

Consultation Response Summary Report
Proposal to change the age range of Lancot Lower School from 3-9years to 3-11 years
Consultation Period 8/3/2013 - 3/5/2013
Informal consultation was carried out between 8 March and 3 May 2013
The following persons were consultedParents/Guardians of children currently at Lancot Lower School
Staff at Lancot Lower School
Parents/Guardians of children currently attending our stay and play group Cygnets
Local residents
The Chair of Governors of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
All schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
All members of Houghton Regis Town Council
All members of Dunstable Town Council
All Central Bedfordshire Councillors
Members of Parliament for South West Bedfordshire and Luton
Pre-school provision in Houghton Regis
Pre-school provision in Dunstable
Luton Borough Council
All relevant Trade Unions for both Teaching and Support staff
Head of Early Intervention and Prevention, Central Bedfordshire Council
Head of School Support, Central Bedfordshire Council
Based on written responses received via Consultation Response Forms during the
period 8/3/13 to 3/5/13 I summarise the following.
A total of 88 responses were received.
84 individuals, one of who speaks informally on behalf of Lancot Place residents and
1 indicating himself to be an MP. 4 others did not declare themselves to be from an
organisation or individuals.
Respondents described themselves as being in the following categories:
Parent/Carer of pupil at Lancot Lower School 78
Parent/Carer of pupil in Lancot Pre-School
12
Parent/Carer of a Cygnet
2
Lancot Lower School Pupil
4
Lancot Lower School Staff
4
Lancot Lower School Governor
1
School Governor (Studham)
1
Parent/Carer of pupil at Ashton Middle
3
Parent/Carer of pupil at Brewers Hill
3
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Parent/Carer of pupil at Priory
Parent/Carer of pupil at Streetfield
Parent/Carer of pupil at Queensbury
Gender
person?
Male
Female
Transgender
No Response

2
1
1
Do you consider yourself to be a disabled

13
69
1
5

Ethnic Group
White British
White Other (Polish)
Black or Black British
African
Black or Black British
Mixed White & Black
White Other (English)
Not declared

Yes
No
No Response

1
39
48

72
3
2
1
1
1
8

Question 1a) I support the proposed changes to the age range at Lancot Lower School
Strongly
Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly
Don’t
agree
agree nor
disagree
know
disagree
Number of
67
12
4
3
2
0
responses
% of total
76%
14%
5%
3%
2%
0
responses
% of total
responses by
90%
5%
6%
0
agree/disagree
category
Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.
Question 1b) I support the timescale plan of the age range at Lancot Lower School
Strongly Agree
Neither
Disagree
Strongly
Don’t
agree
agree nor
disagree
know
disagree
Number of
63
16
2
3
3
0
responses
% of total
72%
18%
2%
3%
3%
0
responses
% of total
responses by
90%
2%
7%
0
agree/disagree
category
Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.
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Responses are overwhelmingly in support of the proposal with 90% of the
respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. Three quarters of respondents
strongly agreed. Only 5 people disagreed with the proposal.
90% also agreed/strongly agreed with the timescale of the proposal. 6 people
disagreed with the timescale, 1 of whom was in support of the changes but
wished it had happened sooner.
In addition responses were also made in comment form.
Summary of the number of comments made and reasons given in support of the
proposal:
Limiting change/transition points
11
Finish a Key Stage in one school
Strong support/agree/best thing
12
Fantastic environment/adequate
space
Good school/caters for pupil need 3
Children do not want to
exceptionally well
leave/settled/ enjoy school
Trust/security
3
Parent convenience/fewer schools
to drop off at
Longed for change overdue
2

1
1
3
1

Summary of comments made not in support of the proposal/timescale and reasons
given :
Stay as they are
1
No science or food tech labs
2
Should have been sooner
1
Reduction in playing fields
1
Additional comments made/ issues raised:
Delay in change and decision making locally
Clarity required from council
Failure of proposal could see a good school close
Will partner school have same ethos and standards
Travel Plan concerns
Request that buildings be away from Lancot Place and no higher than
existing buildings

1
1
1
1
2
1

Questions raised in the Further Comments box (responses in italics)
•
•
•
•

•

Would the uniform be different? This has yet to be decided but it is currently our
intention to keep the swan logo.
Will it be up to middle school standard? We expect and intend for our standards to
remain high.
Who will be partner school? We currently work alongside middle schools and are
developing our links with emerging secondary schools.
Can I take a child out at Year 4? Parents will still be able to remove a child at the end
of Year 4 to attend a middle school of their choice. We will fully support this decision
and work on transition for the young person as we do now.
How will teachers cope with teaching prep for KS2 SATS? We do not teach prep. Our
pupils will have high quality teaching and learning opportunities as they already do
at Lancot. This will prepare them for life beyond primary school including
examinations. We have a number of KS2 teachers already on staff.
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•

How will we continue to put children first? This is our organisational moto. We will
continue to make decisions based on what is best for Lancot pupils both now and in
the future.

Following a staff meeting, where the consultation was discussed, all staff were given
the opportunity to respond. Four chose to do so, all positively in support for the
proposal.
We received one letter from a teacher’s union and this raised the following questions
(responses in italics)
•
•
•

•
•

The affect the changes may have on our members. We do not currently have any of
your members in our team.
What consultation has been had with the Heads/Governors of other schools?
Numerous meetings and conversations over a period of approximately 4 years.
Would we give recruitment priority to teachers from middle schools who find
themselves without a post in the future? All recruitment at Lancot is undertaken
transparently and following the safer recruitment guidelines. Should these teachers
believe they have the skills and experience that we require then I would strongly urge
them to apply when a post is advertised.
Will we be offering training for staff? Yes, we offer a range of professional
development opportunities.
Do we have the facilities and expertise to teach science, French and design
technology to a high standard? Yes, we have a number of KS2 trained and
experienced staff on our staff.

On the basis of this data we can assume that the overwhelming majority of
respondents are in support of the proposal to change the age range of Lancot Lower
School from 3-9 years to 3-11 years with phase one beginning in 2014.

Summary Report prepared by Helen Shead, Head Teacher, Lancot Lower School
7/5/13
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Proposal to extend the age range of Lancot Community
Lower School from 3 – 9 years to 3 – 11 years to create a
primary school.

Notice is given in accordance with section 19(1) of the Education and Inspections Act
2006 that Central Bedfordshire Council intends to make a prescribed alteration to
Lancot Community Lower School, Lancot Drive, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 2AP
from 1 September 2014.
The proposal is to change the age range of Lancot Community Lower School by
extending it from a 3 – 9 years lower school to a 3 – 11 years primary school
This is to be implemented in two stages:
September 2014 - year 4 children will be retained at the school and become a new
year 5. September 2015 - year 5 children will be retained at the school and become a
new year 6.
The current capacity of the school is 300 places in the main school plus provision for
80 part time nursery places and 6 places for pupils with Emotional and Behavioural
Disabilities. Following implementation the proposed capacity will be 420 places in
the main school plus provision for 80 part time nursery places and 6 places for pupils
with Emotional and Behavioural Disabilities.
The current admission number for the main school is 60 for each year group. The
proposed admission number will remain the same. Total capacity for September
2014 is expected to be 360 in the main school with 80 part time nursery places and 6
places for pupils with Emotional and Behavioural Disabilities. Total capacity for 2015
is expected to be 420 in the main school with 80 part time nursery places and 6
places for pupils with Emotional and Behavioural Disabilities.
This Notice is an extract from the complete proposal. Copies of the complete
proposal can be obtained from: The Information Manager, Central Bedfordshire
Council, Room DC2, Watling House, High Street North, Dunstable, Beds, LU6 1LF. It
can also be viewed on the Council's website at

www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/publicstatutorynotices
Within six weeks from the date of publication of this proposal, any person may object
to or make comments on the proposal by sending them to The Deputy Chief
Executive / Director of Children's Services, Central Bedfordshire Council, Priory
House, Chicksands, Shefford, Beds, SG17 5TQ.
Signed: Edwina Grant
Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children’s Services
Publication Date: 3 June 2013
Explanatory notes
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It is proposed that extending the age range of Lancot Community Lower School from
3 – 9 years to 3 – 11 years to create a primary school will provide improved
standards in years 5 and 6 and therefore at the end of Key Stage 2. National data
shows that changing school may impact negatively on pupils’ progress and may
result in a lack of curriculum understanding, continuity, and assessment agreement.
This proposal will remove the transition at the end of year 4.
The school cannot accommodate the additional pupils and two new classrooms will
be required from September 2014, with a further two new classrooms in September
2015. These will be funded from the school’s own resources plus a loan from the
Central Bedfordshire Council’s Asset Loan Scheme.
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PROPOSALS FOR PRESCRIBED ALTERATIONS OTHER
THAN FOUNDATION PROPOSALS: Information to be
included in a complete proposal
Extract of Part 1 of Schedule 3 and Part 1 of Schedule 5 to The School
Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools)(England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended):
In respect of a Governing Body Proposal: School and governing body’s details
1. The name, address and category of the school for which the governing body are
publishing the proposals.

N/A
In respect of an LEA Proposal: School and local education authority details
1. The name, address and category of the school .

Lancot Community Lower School
Lancot Drive
Dunstable,
Bedfordshire.
LU6 2AP
Category 2
Implementation and any proposed stages for implementation
2. The date on which the proposals are planned to be implemented, and if they are to
be implemented in stages, a description of what is planned for each stage, and the
number of stages intended and the dates of each stage.

Implementation will begin in September 2014 and will be phased over 2 years
•

September 2014 – Year 4 children to remain in current setting and move in to Year 5

•

September 2015 – Year 5 children to remain in current setting and move in to Year 6

It is intended that pupils in current Year 3 can remain at Lancot into Year 5. If there are
spaces the school will also take children who have moved to the area from another school or
who do not have a school provision through the usual mid phase admissions process.

Objections and comments
3. A statement explaining the procedure for making representations, including —
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(a) the date prescribed in accordance with paragraph 29 of Schedule 3 (GB
proposals)/Schedule 5 (LA proposals) of The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), by
which objections or comments should be sent to the local education authority;
and
(b) the address of the authority to which objections or comments should be sent.

(a) 15 July 2013
(b) any person may object to or make comments on the proposal by sending them to
Edwina Grant, Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children's Services, Central
Bedfordshire Council, Priory House, Chicksands, Shefford, Beds, SG17 5TQ.
Alteration description
4. A description of the proposed alteration and in the case of special school proposals,
a description of the current special needs provision.

It is proposed that the age range for Lancot Community School would be extended from a 3
– 9 years lower school to a 3 - 11 years primary school.

School capacity
5.—(1) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1 to 4, 8 , 9
and 12-14 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/paragraphs 1-4, 7, 8, 18, 19 and 21 of
Schedule 4 (LA proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to
Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), the proposals must
also include —
(c) details of the current capacity of the school and, where the proposals will alter the
capacity of the school, the proposed capacity of the school after the alteration;

Current Capacity
Pupils on
roll
Admissions
number

3+
69

4+
58

Y1
57

Y2
60

Y3
58

Y4
58

Inclusion
5

80

60

60

60

60

60

6

The current capacity of the school is 300 places , plus up to 80 pupils aged 3+ (see below)
and an additional 6 inclusion places for pupils with BESD (Behavioural, emotional or social
difficulties)The capacity within 3+ is part time, morning or afternoon sessions and access is via
a rolling intake.
The future capacity will be 420 places with the addition of an extra 60 places in both
Years 5 and 6. The capacity at 3+ will remain the same as will the provision for pupils with
BESD

(d) details of the current number of pupils admitted to the school in each relevant
age group, and where this number is to change, the proposed number of pupils
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to be admitted in each relevant age group in the first school year in which the
proposals will have been implemented;

The school currently admits up to 60 pupils per year into the main school. This will not
change. Lancot Lower School currently has an admissions number of 60 pupils per year
group from 4+ In addition a 40 place nursery serves 80 pupils part-time – with some
accessing wrap around day-care provided by the school. The school also provides a 6
place specialist provision for pupils with Emotional and Behavioural Disabilities (EBD) all of
whom have statements of SEN and are placed by the Local Authority.
It is proposed that the above remains the same with the addition of an extra 60 places in
Yr5 and YR6 to enable the pupils to remain at the school for the whole primary age range

(e) where it is intended that proposals should be implemented in stages, the number
of pupils to be admitted to the school in the first school year in which each stage
will have been implemented;

Whilst the proposal will be implemented in stages, this will not affect initial admissions
into the school since the proposal is to add additional places to enable pupils to remain at
the school for a further 2 years.
(f) where the number of pupils in any relevant age group is lower than the indicated
admission number for that relevant age group a statement to this effect and
details of the indicated admission number in question.
N/A
(2) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1, 2, 9, 12 and
13 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals) /paragraphs 1, 2, 8, 18 ands 19 of Schedule 4 (LA
proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools)
(England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), a statement of the number of pupils at the
school at the time of the publication of the proposals.

The current number of pupils on roll is 365 comprising 291 pupils plus 5 inclusion (BESD)
pupils and a further 69 pupils aged 3+

Implementation
6. Where the proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary controlled school a
statement as to whether the proposals are to be implemented by the local education
authority or by the governing body, and, if the proposals are to be implemented by
both, a statement as to the extent to which they are to be implemented by each body.
N/A
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Additional Site
7.—(1) A statement as to whether any new or additional site will be required if
proposals are implemented and if so the location of the site if the school is to occupy a
split site.
N/A

(2) Where proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary school a statement as to who
will provide any additional site required, together with details of the tenure (freehold or
leasehold) on which the site of the school will be held, and if the site is to be held on a
lease, details of the proposed lease.
N/A

Changes in boarding arrangements
8.—(1) Where the proposals are for the introduction or removal of boarding provision, or
the alteration of existing boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of
Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/7 or 14 of Schedule 4 to The School Organisation
(Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as
amended) —
(a) the number of pupils for whom it is intended that boarding provision will be made
if the proposals are approved;
N/A

(b) the arrangements for safeguarding the welfare of children at the school;
N/A

(c) the current number of pupils for whom boarding provision can be made and a
description of the boarding provision; and
N/A

(d) except where the proposals are to introduce boarding provision, a description of
the existing boarding provision.
N/A
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(3) Where the proposals are for the removal of boarding provisions or an alteration to
reduce boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of Schedule 2 (GB
proposals)/7 or 14 of Schedule 4 (LA proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended) —
(a) the number of pupils for whom boarding provision will be removed if the
proposals are approved; and
N/A

(b) a statement as to the use to which the former boarding accommodation will be
put if the proposals are approved.
N/A

Transfer to new site
9. Where the proposals are to transfer a school to a new site the following information—
(c) the location of the proposed site (including details of whether the school is to
occupy a single or split site), and including where appropriate the postal address;
N/A

(d) the distance between the proposed and current site;
N/A

(e) the reason for the choice of proposed site;
N/A

(f) the accessibility of the proposed site or sites;
N/A

(g) the proposed arrangements for transport of pupils to the school on its new site;
and
N/A
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(h) a statement about other sustainable transport alternatives where pupils are not
using transport provided, and how car use in the school area will be discouraged.
N/A

Objectives
10. The objectives of the proposals.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To improve parental choice by offering an alternative to the current lower/middle
and upper option in Dunstable.
To significantly improve the learning journey for pupils from 3 to 18 years by
ensuring the continuity of provision that two-tier systems bring.
To significantly improve the outcomes for children, ensuring that they achieve
higher standards in their social, emotional, behavioural and academic
development.
To sustain high standards of education and maintain children’s wellbeing by
offering only one change of school, thereby sustaining progress in all areas.
To ensure that the school has responsibility for entire key stages, enabling full
accountability for progress and attainment.
To enable more collaborative working with other schools in the primary phase
structure, encouraging positive partnerships to ensure high quality localised
educational provision.
Offer all pupils in the Early Years Foundation Stage, Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2
an exciting and innovative curriculum provision that meets their developmental
and academic needs.

The school believes that this move to a two tier approach will also:
• Help to raise standards and improve outcomes for end of Key Stage 2
• To ensure that particular attention is paid to groups of children who are
underperforming and exceeding in years 5 and 6
• To provide stability, consistency and continuity for children in their primary years,
through the school’s ethos, curriculum, teaching and learning organisation
• To ensure the school is based around the community’s needs
• To provide equal access for all pupils to primary school education regardless of
faith
• To provide primary education for children in years 5 and 6
• To improve transition for children on transfer
•

To address issues of recruitment and retention of good quality staff

Consultation
11. Evidence of the consultation before the proposals were published including—
(a) a list of persons who were consulted;
(b) minutes of all public consultation meetings;
(c) the views of the persons consulted;
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(d) a statement to the effect that all applicable statutory requirements in relation to the
proposals to consult were complied with; and
(e) copies of all consultation documents and a statement on how these documents
were made available.

Informal consultation was carried out between 8 March and 3 May 2013
(a) The following people / organisations were consultedParents/Guardians of children currently at Lancot Lower School
Staff at Lancot Lower School
Parents/Guardians of children currently attending the school’s ‘stay and play group’ Cygnets
Local residents
The Chair of Governors of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
The Head teachers of all schools in Central Bedfordshire (including Academies)
All members of Houghton Regis Town Council
All members of Dunstable Town Council
All Central Bedfordshire Councillors
The Member of Parliament for South West Bedfordshire
Pre-school provision in Houghton Regis
Pre-school provision in Dunstable
Luton Borough Council
All relevant Trade Unions for both Teaching and Support staff
Head of Early Intervention and Prevention, Central Bedfordshire Council
Head of School Support, Central Bedfordshire Council
(b) A parent/carer consultation meeting was held on 24 April 2013. Minutes of this
meeting are at Appendix A.
A public consultation meeting was held on 24 April 2013. The minutes of this meeting are
at Appendix B.
(c) The results of the informal consultation are at Appendix C
(d) All applicable statutory requirements in relation to the proposals to consult were
complied with.
(e) A copy of the consultation document is attached at Appendix D. This consultation
document was made available to all people listed in section (a) and was also publicised via
the school website and weekly newsletter. The school’s closest residential neighbours
were invited to the public meeting via leaflet drop. The consultation was also publicised
via Central Bedfordshire Council’s publication ‘Central Essentials’ which is emailed weekly
to head teachers and chairs of governors within Central Bedfordshire
Project costs
12. A statement of the estimated total capital cost of the proposals and the breakdown of
the costs that are to be met by the governing body, the local education authority, and any
other party.

The school was originally built as a two form entry Lower School with kitchen, hall and
swimming pool. This has since been expanded to include a library, ICT suite and new
classroom and office space. In addition there are two small temporary buildings and a
classroom used for the EBD (Inclusion) Provision.
The school would require a further four classrooms. This would give the school capacity
for 506 pupils in total by 2014.
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The school proposes to purchase a two classroom modular unit for use in 2014. This will
be funded from the school’s own resources at an estimated cost of £115k.
There will be a need for a further two classrooms. The earliest this will be needed is 2015.
Should the school budget remain at its current level the school’s preferred option would
be to purchase the additional classrooms from uncommitted revenue and by using the
Asset Loan Scheme. Realistically the school would expect to be in a position to borrow
approximately £40k from this scheme, repayable over 3 years. However, should the
school’s budget decrease significantly the school plans to lease the classrooms over an
agreed period of time; this would be without the need for any external funding support.

13. A copy of confirmation from the Secretary of State, local education authority and the
Learning and Skills Council for England (as the case may be) that funds will be made
available (including costs to cover any necessary site purchase).

NA
Age range
14. Where the proposals relate to a change in age range, the current age range for the
school.

The current age range is 3-9 years.
The proposed age range is 3-11 years.
Early years provision
15. Where the proposals are to alter the lower age limit of a mainstream school so that it
provides for pupils aged between 2 and 5—
(i) details of the early years provision, including the number of full-time and part-time
pupils, the number and length of sessions in each week, and the services for
disabled children that will be offered;
N/A

(j) how the school will integrate the early years provision with childcare services and
how the proposals are consistent with the integration of early years provision for
childcare;
N/A
(k) evidence of parental demand for additional provision of early years provision;
N/A
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(l) assessment of capacity, quality and sustainability of provision in schools and in
establishments other than schools who deliver the Early Years Foundation Stage
within 3 miles of the school; and
N/A

(m) reasons why such schools and establishments who have spare capacity cannot
make provision for any forecast increase in the number of such provision.
N/A

Changes to sixth form provision
16. (a) Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the
school provides sixth form education or additional sixth form education, a statement of
how the proposals will—
(i) improve the educational or training achievements;
(ii) increase participation in education or training; and
(iii) expand the range of educational or training opportunities
for 16-19 year olds in the area;
N/A

(b) A statement as to how the new places will fit within the 16-19 organisation in an area;

N/A

(c) Evidence —
(i) of the local collaboration in drawing up the proposals; and
(ii) that the proposals are likely to lead to higher standards and better progression at
the school;

N/A

(d) The proposed number of sixth form places to be provided.
N/A
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17. Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school
ceases to provide sixth form education, a statement of the effect on the supply of 16-19
places in the area.
N/A

Special educational needs
18. Where the proposals are to establish or change provision for special educational
needs—
(n) a description of the proposed types of learning difficulties in respect of which
education will be provided and, where provision for special educational needs
already exists, the current type of provision;

The current provision for up to 6 pupils with Emotional and Behavioural Disabilities (EBD)
will not change

(o) any additional specialist features will be provided;
N/A

(p) the proposed numbers of pupils for which the provision is to be made;
6

(q) details of how the provision will be funded;
N/A

(r) a statement as to whether the education will be provided for children with special
educational needs who are not registered pupils at the school to which the
proposals relate;

N/A
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(s) a statement as to whether the expenses of the provision will be met from the
school’s delegated budget;
N/A

(t) the location of the provision if it is not to be established on the existing site of the
school;
N/A

(u) where the provision will replace existing educational provision for children with
special educational needs, a statement as to how the local education authority
believes that the new provision is likely to lead to improvement in the standard,
quality and range of the educational provision for such children; and
N/A

(v) the number of places reserved for children with special educational needs, and
where this number is to change, the proposed number of such places.
N/A

19. Where the proposals are to discontinue provision for special educational needs—
(w) details of alternative provision for pupils for whom the provision is currently made;
N/A

(x) details of the number of pupils for whom provision is made that is recognised by
the local education authority as reserved for children with special educational
needs during each of the 4 school years preceding the current school year;
N/A

(y) details of provision made outside the area of the local education authority for
pupils whose needs will not be able to be met in the area of the authority as a
result of the discontinuance of the provision; and
N/A
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(z) a statement as to how the proposer believes that the proposals are likely to lead
to improvement in the standard, quality and range of the educational provision for
such children.
N/A

20. Where the proposals will lead to alternative provision for children with special
educational needs, as a result of the establishment, alteration or discontinuance of
existing provision, the specific educational benefits that will flow from the proposals in
terms of—
(aa) improved access to education and associated services including the curriculum,
wider school activities, facilities and equipment with reference to the local
education authority’s Accessibility Strategy;
(bb) improved access to specialist staff, both educational and other professionals,
including any external support and outreach services;
(cc) improved access to suitable accommodation; and
(dd) improved supply of suitable places.
N/A

Sex of pupils
21. Where the proposals are to make an alteration to provide that a school which was an
establishment which admitted pupils of one sex only becomes an establishment which
admits pupils of both sexes—
(ee) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the
provision of single sex-education in the area;
N/A

(ff) evidence of local demand for single-sex education; and
N/A

(gg) details of any transitional period which the body making the proposals wishes
specified in a transitional exemption order (within the meaning of section 27 of
the Sex Discrimination Act 1975).
NA
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22. Where the proposals are to make an alteration to a school to provide that a school
which was an establishment which admitted pupils of both sexes becomes an
establishment which admits pupils of one sex only—
(hh) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the
provision of single-sex education in the area; and
N/A

(ii) evidence of local demand for single-sex education.
N/A

Extended services
23. If the proposed alterations affect the provision of the school’s extended services,
details of the current extended services the school is offering and details of any proposed
change as a result of the alterations.

Lancot Lower School is currently part of the Living and Learning extended schools
partnership and this will continue. This provides opportunities for parents and carers to
access parenting support, academic support linked to their child’s learning, family
learning, Family Support Workers, support around drug and alcohol misuse and domestic
abuse for example. In addition families are able to access many other bespoke services
and holiday provision as well as support and guidance relating to accessing other
agencies. Parents and carers make good use of the services provided through the
partnership and indicators suggest that they would continue to do so. This is a
commissioned service and increased pupil numbers would mean a rise in cost. However,
this is in line with other larger schools as the school pays per child on roll.
The school offers wrap-around care for all pupils from 3+ to 9 years. This would be
extended to provide spaces for Year 5 and Year 6 pupils.
The school offers a range of extra-curricular out of hours clubs and activities. These
would be extended and to meet the needs of Y5 and Y6 pupils.

Need or demand for additional places
24. If the proposals involve adding places—
(jj) a statement and supporting evidence of the need or demand for the particular
places in the area;

The proposal will create 60 new places per year group in Years 5 and 6, i.e. a total of 120
additional places.
• To improve parental choice by offering an alternative to the current lower/middle
and upper option in Dunstable.
• To significantly improve the learning journey for pupils from 3 to 18 years by
ensuring the continuity of provision that two-tier systems bring.
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•
•
•

To significantly improve the outcomes for children, ensuring that they achieve
higher standards in their social, emotional, behavioural and academic
development.
To sustain high standards of education and maintain children’s wellbeing by
offering only one change of school, thereby sustaining progress in all areas.
To ensure that the school has responsibility for entire key stages, enabling full
accountability for progress and attainment.

(kk) where the school has a religious character, a statement and supporting evidence
of the demand in the area for education in accordance with the tenets of the
religion or religious denomination;
N/A

(ll) where the school adheres to a particular philosophy, evidence of the demand for
education in accordance with the philosophy in question and any associated
change to the admission arrangements for the school.
N/A

25. If the proposals involve removing places—
(mm)
a statement and supporting evidence of the reasons for the
removal, including an assessment of the impact on parental choice; and
N/A
(nn) a statement on the local capacity to accommodate displaced pupils.

Expansion of successful and popular schools
25A. (1) Proposals must include a statement of whether the proposer considers that the
presumption for the expansion of successful and popular schools should apply, and where the
governing body consider the presumption applies, evidence to support this.
(2) Sub-paragraph (1) applies to expansion proposals in respect of primary and secondary schools,
(except for grammar schools), i.e. falling within:
(a) (for proposals published by the governing body) paragraph 1 of Part 1 to Schedule 2
or paragraph 12 of Part 2 to Schedule 2;
(b) (for proposals published by the LA) paragraph 1 of Part 1 to Schedule 4 or 18 of Part
4 to Schedule 4
of the School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended).
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N/A
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5 July 2013
Dear Edwina
I am writing to you to express my support for Lancot Lower School, Kensworth
Lower School and Ashton St Peters Lower School in respect to the proposals
that are out for public consultation to extend their age range to become full
primary schools.
The schools mentioned above are just three of the many schools in Dunstable
and Houghton Regis who have already changed or hope to change to a twotier system. I support this change and believe that standards of education
within our area will not improve until we have a properly accountable school
system that genuinely secures the best learning journey for children and
young people. There are several reasons why I feel Councillor Mark
Versallion should look upon these proposals favourably at the determination
meeting to be held on 13th August 2013.
There is increasing evidence that the current three-tier system operating in
Central Bedfordshire is not achieving results that compare well with our
neighbouring local authorities. The current progress measure for value added
progress from key stage 2 to 4 is just one indication that we need to do
something different. The average value added score from key stage 2 to 4 in
Central Bedfordshire last year was 988 – only two upper schools achieved a
score of more than 1000. In Milton Keynes the average score was 1014 and
in Luton 1020. I appreciate that this might be considered a crude judgement
but it remains an uncomfortable fact that these two neighbouring authorities
(both have similar numbers of upper/secondary schools) are out performing
Central Bedfordshire by a considerable margin.
Perhaps it is not a coincidence that progress between these two measuring
points is so different between the three neighbouring authorities. At the
moment the accountability for progress from age 11 to age 16 is split between
two phases of education – the middle schools and the upper schools. There
is a much heard argument that upper schools believe that middle schools
spend all of their time preparing the pupils for SATs in year 6 and therefore do
not deliver in year 7 and 8. The middle schools believe they do deliver in year
7 and 8 and the lack of onward progress is down to the upper schools.

From listening to middle and lower school colleagues discussing progress
from Key stage 1 to 2 there are similar arguments raised. We know that split
accountability for progress through the key stages is at best unhelpful but is
also responsible for developing mistrust in the system which in turn has a
negative impact upon the progress that children make. I think that a
primary/secondary model will go some way to removing this mistrust and in
doing so improve the transition and progress of students.
I have now been Head teacher at Manshead for 7 years. During this time I
was convinced that I would be able to achieve two things. First, I thought I
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would be able to transform teaching and learning to mean that by the time the
students reached key stage 4, they would have reached the required level of
progress, no matter what their previous experience. Seven years on, and
although monitoring by Ofsted and other external validation suggests that
teaching is consistently good; that attitudes to learning are good; attendance
is improving and the quality of leadership and management is good, results at
key stage 4, are still not yet good enough. At key stage 5 results are excellent
– proof perhaps of what we can do with students when we work with them for
longer? The second thing I thought I could achieve was to develop a network
of local schools that worked together to achieve seamless transition; that
secured excellent pupil progress from age 4 to 19 and in the process negated
the need to discuss the wearisome three-tier to two-tier argument. We
achieved part of this goal. The Learning Partnership has been established
and it remains a strong coalition of schools focussed on improving teaching
and learning and in securing the pupil journey through a group of schools that
have a common link with Manshead. Much had been achieved but the real
benefits of true partnership working will not be realised until some schools
within the partnership engage in discussion to commit to more formal links - a
key part of successful, sustainable collaboration. As we cannot achieve this
across all schools in the partnership then our aims of securing outstanding
progress will be limited.
I hope that this personal perspective illustrates an important point. When I
was asked, 7 years ago, by colleagues who had been in the authority longer
than I, whether I thought two-tier was better than three, I would have replied
“no”. I saw no compelling argument that would make it sensible to change or
even that the number of tiers made a great difference. Seven years on,
despite the huge improvements that many schools have made, my view is
that the system must now change as the evidence that three-tier works is
increasingly difficult to find.
The context in which schools are now working has also changed dramatically
in this period that at times has caused uncertainty and anxiety. It is clear that
the new political environment in which we work, delivers greater freedoms and
flexibilities for school leaders to develop an education system that they
believe provides the very best for the children and families that they serve.
For a number of Lower Schools, including those that I write in support of, this
means a belief that the needs of the children and families are best served by
offering a full primary education up to the end of year 6. The natural
consequence of this is to continue the education journey to a secondary
school of their choice.
I believe there is now a compelling argument to allow schools to move
towards a two-tier, primary/secondary model of education in Dunstable and
Houghton Regis. Accountability for pupil progress is much clearer when a
school has the opportunity to deliver two full key stages and I believe, as a
consequence, pupil progress will accelerate. Removing a transition point will
also help to secure better pupil progress and enable schools to act more
quickly to intervene with any child or young person who falls behind. It is
clear that standards of education attainment and achievement are falling short
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of our neighbours and as a consequence we are putting our young people at
a disadvantage in a very competitive world beyond school.
The proposals that a number of schools are making will enable us to adopt a
two-tier system that will lead to better education outcomes for our community.
I support the applications that Lancot, Kensworth and Ashton St Peters are
making to become primary schools as I believe this change will make the
difference needed. Manshead, as you know, has ambitions to become a
secondary school so that we can play our part in continuing the education
journey for the children who live in Dunstable, Houghton Regis and the
surrounding area. I appreciate that the decision to agree to the proposed
changes is a difficult one and that there will be great challenges ahead for the
schools involved and the Local Authority. I really believe that this is the right
time to allow schools to design a structure that they believe works best for the
children and young people that they serve. This is why I urge you to support
the proposed changes.
Yours sincerely
Jim Parker
Head teacher
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LANCOT LOWER SCHOOL
Putting children first
Lancot Drive, Dunstable, Beds. LU6 2AP
Telephone (01582) 667956 Fax number (01582) 477164
E-mail office@lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Website www.lancotlowerschool.co.uk
Miss H Shead: Head teacher

19th July 2013

Dear Deputy Chief Executive/Director of Children’s Services

Re: Consultation regarding proposed age range changes for Lancot
Lower School
There have been 14 submissions to the Deputy Chief Executive/Director of
Children’s Services following the publication of the statutory notice regarding
the school’s proposal.

1 In Favour of the proposal
From Jim Parker, Head teacher of Manshead Upper School, and is fully
supportive of our proposal.

13 raised concerns regarding the proposal, summarised as below
These concerns have been reviewed by the governing body of Lancot
Community Lower School. Many of the issues raised within these
submissions are covered within the governing body’s original proposal and
Prescribed Information which accompanied the Statutory Notice.

3-2 tier debate – where is the evidence that standards will rise Key Stage
2? Results have risen considerably before the proposed changes have
taken place.
Our proposal is based on the evidence that we are a good school with good
standards. We hope our children can remain with us for the entire Key Stage
so that they benefit from this good learning environment. In addition our
education system, curriculum and assessment in England is organised in Key
Stages. Disrupting a child’s education part way through a key stage is
therefore not ideal. The Sutton Trust recognises transition as a key factor in
the success of young people. In their report ‘Premium Policies, January 2012,
they state, ‘Students face several important transition periods during their
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school life, all of which can have an adverse impact on learning as they adjust
to new friends and environments…..and they take time to get used to new
staff and different approaches to teaching.’ By moving to 2 tier, removing one
key transition event and completing the key stage in one school they are
increasing their chances of achieving well over time.

Parents voted overwhelmingly previously to retain the 3 tier system –
have all parents and prospective parents really been consulted with
regarding these proposed changes.

Our recent consultation process was transparent and advertised both locally
and through our school communication systems. In addition we have taken
every opportunity at events, gatherings and through our website and school
newsletter to inform and engage stakeholders in the process. We advertised
the public meeting held at All Saints and the additional meeting in town. A
number of our parents and staff attended the meetings. As the informal
consultation summary shows, we are overwhelmingly supported by our
families.

The proposed changes will create an over supply of places at Primary
level. School will be competing for children when they should be
working together. Some schools may have to close.
Our parents and carers have made it clear that they overwhelmingly support
our proposal to continue until the end of Key Stage 2. Providing good schools
and parental choice is paramount. We work closely with our neighbouring
schools in our clusters. We do not envisage any good or better school being
under threat due to pupil numbers.

Does the school have the facilities and specialist teachers for the
curriculum for years 7 and 8? How often will children have to travel off
site for certain subjects?
We propose to educate pupils in years 5 and 6 in addition to those we already
have on roll.
We are well placed to support the education of pupils across the full primary
range. The Head teacher and a number of other staff are trained and
experienced in primary teaching and specifically in KS2. We have the on-site
facilities and expertise to deliver the full primary curriculum to a high standard
in all subjects.

Conclusion
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It has been the position of the governing body of Lancot Lower School to seek
to increase the age range to 11 years since 2011. This has been clear and
transparent since the time of an earlier application in 2012. The proposal
follows many meetings and discussions both within local clusters of schools
and in the wider Dunstable area. It is thoroughly considered.
The decision is based on moving forward educational provision at Lancot to
better meet the needs of our pupils and families. We are a school of choice
with good outcomes academically, socially and emotionally in addition to
providing for statemented pupils with EBD from across the county. We believe
in increasing parental choice to allow our pupils to remain with us and
complete the Key Stage should they so wish. Transition will always be
supported regardless of when a child moves on and we acknowledge that
some may still choose to move into the 3 tier system at age 9 years.

As we await the decision of the Council in relation to our proposal, I request
that the above is taken into consideration. Whilst we understand that some
schools in Dunstable may be finding it difficult to realise their aspirations and
some parents in other parts of the town may disagree with the changes, we
feel it necessary to continue on our path and secure a positive future for our
children at Lancot and feel well supported in this by our families.
I look forward to the decision at the Determination Meeting on 13 August 2013

Yours sincerely

Mrs Janet Hughes
Chair of Governors
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Generic responses received within representation period

From: Karen miller
Sent: 25 June 2013 22:39
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: Keep the Three Tier System
Importance: High

Dear Edwina Grant
From a personal view I would like Dunstable to stay as it is - the three tier system!!!
This works perfect as it is why change it. The transition from lower to middle to
upper is better. If my middle child was not able to do the three tier system I am
100% sure he would not get on as well as he is now and get swolled up. The middle
system helps the transition seem less frightening!!!!
Kind regards
Karen Miller
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
From: JoannaLSullivan
Sent: 03 July 2013 20:29
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: Proposed age range changes in Dunstable
Dear Mrs Grant
I am writing to register my strong objection to the age range changes proposed by some
schools in Dunstable.
My objection is on the grounds of educational standards. Standards must be at the heart
education and I understand that one reason given for schools wanting to change their age
ranges is to raise educational standards. Upper Schools in Dunstable have not performed as
well at GCSE as other Upper Schools in Central Bedfordshire. However, as excellent results
have been achieved in other parts of the Authority it cannot be the three-tier system that is at
fault and therefore is not the answer. It seems clear that the priority for Dunstable Upper
Schools is to invest their energy and resources into examining their own leadership
and teaching and learning styles to see how they can improve and do the best for their
students, rather than planning to admit younger students.
Added to this is the experience of Northampton, Suffolk and Norfolk where standards actually
fell for an extended period when age range changes were implemented. For students in
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education in Dunstable during any transition period the outcome of the proposed changes is
likely be the very opposite of the stated aim of raising standards. In my view it would be wrong
to jeopardize the education of these students.
Thank you for reading this email. I trust that you will give my views your consideration.
Yours sincerely
Mrs J Sullivan
Caddington Resident

…………………………………………………………………………………….
7th July 2013
Dear Edwina
Response to age range consultations in Dunstable
I hope you will accept this letter as a general response to the current consultations. I do not
propose to direct my response to any particular school change.
I write in the following capacity. As chairs of Streetfield Middle School, and a Dunstable
resident and as a local businessman. I am tired I suspect like many others of devoting my
spare, volunteered time to dealing with this aspect instead of improving teaching and learning
and standards in my school. I am tired of not having the opportunity to co-operate with other
schools of defending the rumour that the school is closing, that Manshead will take us over. I
am tired of asking why Upper School subject co-ordinators don’t turn up to meetings, of
having it implied that the problem is the Middle School when the data will show that
inconveniently it is the strength, but I am not going to go away.
It has taken me some time to decide to write to you with regard to the current proposals to age
range changes in Dunstable. My views about these changes are well known and have been
well aired in public and with other school leaders. Those views I suspect have been made
public by others and indeed make difficult and upsetting reading for some. They are my
opinion based on what I know about the situation in Dunstable and I am saddened that for
stating these issues I have and the school I represent has become a pariah. What we have said
represents the situation as we believe it to be. It is time for others to be honest with
themselves over what the believe.
The practicality of those schools wishing to change being able to deliver the current
curriculum have not been considered. Teaching science and PE without appropriate facilities
and specialists is a backward step. It is not as some suggest practical to bus children across
town to enable this teaching to take place. The list is endless. Changing facilities need to be
different as children mature, these changes now happen earlier, how are the costs of change
going to be funded. Perhaps by school closure?
Pupil numbers show that if the changes take place there will be a massive overcapacity at
primary. Again will this lead to closure.
Restricting entry to form 7 at the “new” secondary provisions does not equate to choice. It is
also apparent that Caddington Village School who wish to remain as a Middle School
provision are being told that their children will have places at Manshead where Streetfield and
Ashton Middle have been specifically told that they will not have a place.
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It is interesting to note that every original document of consultation started with the phrase,
we must change because everyone else has. This is not an educational imperative. Central
Bedfordshire and Dunstable in particular need to be able to attract inward investment in order
to provide jobs, housing and quality of life for its residents. We will throw out what ought to
be a unique selling point. Other areas are beginning to look at a Middle School format that
separates year 7 and 8 into stand alone provisions. Central Bedfordshire is already there.
The interests of the child should be paramount. Aspiration targets should be set, trust is
needed. I’m afraid that even amongst those who say they co-operate the sad reality is that they
don’t.
My business needs Dunstable to be a place that people want to make their home in. To live
and work and start their own businesses in. Education and educational achievement is part of
that equation. Sadly while results and standards have and are improving under the current
system this achievement has been down played.
So what to do? You have a alternative proposal on the table, I suspect that it won’t be
considered hence the reluctance in writing. The political winds blow entirely in the direction
of academies and free schools. But what of the future, who will pick up and be accountable
for the future. It may be that to have that alternative work governing bodies will need to
change. Certainly they will need to improve as the current state of this process is a sad
reflection on that leadership function. We are all part of the problem but the “I’m alright
Jack” solution being proposed looks no further than the end of their noses. The stakeholder
group that will suffer the most are the children and it is this that saddens me most. There is as
I have previously stated no evidence that change will lead to anything other than a drop in
standards.

Yours in hope
Donald Brown FCA
Chair Streetfield Middle School

………………………………………………………………………………………
From: jmhoy
Sent: 12 July 2013 08:40
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: Age Range Change in Dunstable school

Good morning Ms Grant
I am writing with regard to the above issue currently occuring in Dunstable. I am not
in favour of this change, I have had children go through the current system and both
have excelled and may well have not done quite so well had they changed schools at
11years old - I know you may say unless tried we would not know but I feel
personally my children benefited so much from a middle school education.
I am concerned that the new curriculum will not be implemented correctly in primary
schools - middle schools have specialised teachers, rooms and equipment able to
deliver this with no major upheaval or expense. Our children currently in the
Dunstable system receive a very good standard of education within middle schools.
Can the Local Authority afford to train existing teachers to teach specialised subjects
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in-depth? I understand that across the Country a two-tier exists but our current system
works - let us lead by example and show how good our system works, that our Y8
children leave middle school with levels above the national average.
I feel the current upper schools will not do a better job by changing to secondary, their
grades currently take a large tumble and this needs to be addressed before we start
sending younger children to them and they can go on to ruin their education.
I hope you make the right decision in August, one that will benefit all children in
Dunstable.
Yours sincerely

Joanne Hoy
Parent of children who have passed through the system but have great nephews and
nieces who still have their education in front of them.
………………………………………………………………………………………..
From: Kim Fraser
Sent: 12 July 2013 08:25
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: Proposed age range changes in local schools

For the attention of: Edwina Grant, Director of Children's Services
I wish to register my deep concerns about the proposed changes.
It is widely accepted (and has been the case in other local authorites recently)
that a change from 3 tier to 2 tier or any age range change in an authority will
not benefit children already in the system (especially those in Year 7 and and 8).
We cannot affort to dismiss their education. Education is regularly in our news
headlines and it is vital to support the staff and schools already in place to
improve standards for all children not just those who MAY or MAY NOT benefit in
the future. Pupil progress is how we measure success and the middle schools
regularly show this is where the difference is made.
K. Fraser
Local Resident and School Governor
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Dear Edwina Grant,
Even after going to a number of meetings and reading all the consultation documents I
still cannot see the educational reasons for changing the age ranges of schools in
Dunstable.
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The main reason given is that by changing schools age range educational standards
will rise as well. However this is not backed up by any of the present data. Is it not the
case that exam results are improving at all key stages with the present system?
At KS2 the middle schools in Dunstable are doing a good job in fact Priory is the
highest achieving school in Central Bedfordshire. According to the latest Ofsted
reports for Priory, Streetfield and Caddington pupils are leaving year 8 attaining
above the national average but this attainment is not being harnessed by the Upper
schools who quite frankly have a very poor pass rate at GCSE – Manshead only 48%
5 x A-C at GCSEs, Queensbury 54% 5x A-C at GCSEs, All Saints 44%.
These schools cannot blame the 3 tier system as other upper schools within Central
Bedfordshire and Bedfordshire produce much higher results at GCSE, eg Redbourne
74% 5 x A-C , Harlington 70% 5 x A-C, Cedars 68% 5 x A-C. All above the national
average.
Dunstable upper schools also cannot blame the number of feeder schools as
Harlington Upper has pupils from approximately 20 different middle schools and their
results are well above the national average.
Surely if it is all about raising standards then the upper schools need to concentrate
inhouse first and look at the teaching and learning in year 9 and above and raise
attainment here and focus on becoming an outstanding upper school, rather than a
satisfactory one in Manshead case.
It has been proven that there is a significant fall in results for 7 years when schools
have been changed to the 2 tier – look at the results in Northampton. And Manshead’s
results are already very low and below the national average! Will you have the next
generations’ poor results on your conscious!
I am also concerned with Manshead’s plan of phased entry with some pupils starting
in year 7 while the pupils in year 8 at middle school will not start till year 9. This
surely cannot be conducive to raising standards.
Mr Parker, Head teacher at Manshead, in answer to a question at the consultation
evening stated that a pupil who decides to go to a middle school may not have a place
in year 9; this is tantamount to blackmail as it is not true – there is capacity, especially
if Priory also changes to a secondary school. What about the pupils from Caddington
Village school which is an R to year 8 school. Where will they go in year 9? Or is it a
backdoor way to change Caddington into a primary school. Are the parents, staff and
pupils at this school aware of this inevitable change? Especially as Councilor R. Stay
is on the board of Governors at Caddington and he is a very vocal supporter of the 2
tier system and has publically supported Manshead’s proposed change.
Both Streetfield and Ashtons’ Governors have now voted to stay middle schools
surely Manshead proposal is no longer viable – where would their 210 proposed Year
7 intake come from?
Manshead also don’t seem to have taken into account the raising of the school leaving
age to 18 in their VIth form figures. They will have to provide / offer a place to all
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students, I know some will go into vocational training but in theory there could be
over 400 students from Manshead wanting a place and that is not taking into account
any students from Priory if they change to a 9-16 school.
To me it is a great shame that Manshead wants to follow the model of the other 2
failing upper schools in the town – Queensbury and All Saints, instead of
concentrating on becoming a good / outstanding upper school with good GCSE
results.
Regarding the proposed changes to lower schools, again I am very concerned that this
is not being thought through on educational standards – it is all being financially
driven and each school is looking after itself instead of thinking what is beneficial to
the pupils.
Middle schools have specialized facilities, specialized teachers and are geared up to
delivering a good balanced, broad curriculum with the educational and social
development of each child to the fore, and are producing good results at both at KS2
and the progress being made by end of year 8.
Can the lower schools deliver this? Do they have specialist science teachers and labs,
specialist food / textiles teachers and facilities, specialist modern languages teachers
and facilities, specialist P.E. teachers and facilities, specialist music teachers and
facilities, specialist art/ design teachers and facilities? Being bused once a week / once
a term to another school for science or P.E or any of the above subjects is time
consuming, expensive and not in the best educational development/ progress of the
child. Surely this is wasted time and money – time which should be spent in teaching
and learning and money which should be spent improving existing facilities.
My final questions are:
Why are the 3 “Christian” schools within the Ashton foundation all fighting against
each other rather than working together as a unit / partnership?
How many of the schools involved have REALLY openly consulted with their parents
and kept the parents fully informed of their proposed changes and what it will really
mean for the educational development of their child?
Are you sure that these proposed changes are for educational reasons and not
politically motivated?
Are you sure these proposed changes are for educational reasons and not financially
motivated?
Will these proposed changes benefit not only the present generation of children within
the system but also future generations?
I hope you can find the time to reply to my questions and take into account the above
comments when debating the future of the schools in Dunstable.
Yours faithfully,
Jean B. Large (Mrs
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Head of P.E. Streetfield Middle School
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
From: Jane Cross
Sent: 12 July 2013 11:48
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: Proposed Age Range Changes

Dear Mrs. Grant,
Proposed Age Range Changes in Dunstable

I am writing to express my deep concerns regarding the proposed age range changes
in Dunstable and the consequent effect it will have on pupils and the town.
It would appear that the real reason for many of the schools to change their age
range is financial as pupil numbers have been falling and the shortfall will be
overcome by admitting or keeping pupils for a further two years. If these proposals
are all approved then middle schools will be at risk of being squeezed out by the
primary and secondary schools.
My concerns are:•

How are primary schools and secondary schools going to improve standards
when they will be working with a wider age range and a larger number of
pupils who have very differing needs?

•

How will primary and secondary schools ensure that the pastoral care for
their pupils is not diminished? At present middle schools are ideally
equipped to care for those who are vulnerable and/or have special needs. In
a larger, secondary school some of these children are in danger of becoming
lost and overlooked.
At the Manshead community and stakeholders’
consultation meeting Jim Parker admitted that dealing with the needs of
younger pupils was not covered in their proposal and was something they
would have to address. It was worrying that this issue had not occurred to
them.

•

Middle schools cater for pupils at a key time during their adolescent
development in a smaller environment where they can develop, mature and
be prepared for a large upper school in a nurturing and supportive way. I am
not confident that this will happen in a primary school to the same extent.

•

The differing choices for parents are overwhelming and baffling especially to
parents moving in to the area from other authorities where the transfer
process is much clearer.
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•

I feel that this whole process has been rushed and, to a certain extent,
driven by a feeling of panic that if a school doesn’t change it won’t survive. A
lot of money will be involved in making the necessary changes which I feel
could be better used to improve the existing system with less disruption to
learning.

•

If the proposals all go through then schools will be in direct competition with
each other to gain pupil numbers. Schools should be working together not
against each other.

•

There will be a period of change which will undoubtedly affect pupil progress
as staff have to adapt to different ages and teach parts of the curriculum they
have not delivered before.

•

Primary schools do not have the specialised facilities that a middle school
can offer – e.g. science laboratories, design, textile and food technology
workshops or specialised teachers for P.E. and French.

•

The whole process has caused stress and uncertainty amongst parents (as
clearly demonstrated at the public meeting at All Saints Academy and the
Dunstable Conference Centre) as well as making school staff anxious about
their job security.

I work at Streetfield Middle School where both my children were educated. I am so
glad they are through the education system which served them so well at the time.
If my children were of school age now I would be looking to send them to Leighton
Buzzard where the schooling system is more stable and I could be sure that they
would get a good education. Sadly, the ever-changing picture and uncertainty within
Dunstable does not inspire any confidence in the education system. Children only
have one chance at a school education – as adults we must take responsibility and
ensure that we make the right decisions for them so their future is not
compromised. Their future is in your hands. History and current pupils will look
back and judge the consequences of the decision you are about to make so please
consider my concerns as part of that process and make the right decision for our
pupils.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs. J. A. Cross
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
12th July 2013
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Dear Mrs. Grant,
A great deal has been said and written with regard to the various proposals put
before you for consideration. I would like to offer a few thoughts about some of the
aspects of these suggestions but preface it by expressing my deep dismay that this
situation in Dunstable has come to pass.
Given the long, close association between schools and the local authority I am
saddened by the disruption and division these proposals will inevitably cause.
•

This period of uncertainty will in turn impact on learning pathways in the area
through choices that parents may be forced to make and ultimately on standards
– the very aspect schools espouse to improve.

•

The proposals, by their very nature, cast aspersions upon standards in other
schools and infer that others do not have the same aspirations. This is both
unfair and contentious.

•

Given the current, ever-changing educational climate with imminent changes to
the national curriculum, changing the local structure of schools at the same time
will only cause further confusion and place increased pressure on schools to
deliver quality education and raise standards.

•

Yet schools which serve the middle years age range are already well-placed to
meet the demands of a changing curriculum as they have a blend of specialist
and general teachers with the subject knowledge and background to deliver the
revised curriculum – much of which is already taught.

•

Middle schools combine the very best of primary and secondary practice. They
provide secure, happy, fulfilling teaching and learning environments with
facilities which offer broad, balanced and richly diversified curriculum
opportunities for all pupils.

•

The raising of standards is cited by most schools seeking to change their age
range as their raison d’être – however it should be noted that KS2 results have
risen significantly already, before any changes have taken place, which begs the
question – why is there a need to go through such an upheaval?

•

Manshead has submitted at least two proposals with vastly different reasons for
its action – ranging from having insufficient funds, low projected pupil numbers,
pupils leaving the sixth form to raising standards. It would appear that most of
these issues no longer exist leaving raising standards as the main reason for its
proposal. Standards can be raised without changing age range.
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•

Currently pupils change school after two years of KS3 i.e. two thirds not midway
as Manshead’s document suggests. Middle schools teach an agreed accelerated
curriculum in the core subjects to enable upper schools to get a head start on
KS4; this should enable upper schools to concentrate on preparing for G.C.S.E.s
early with an uplift in results. Are they doing this successfully? If not, why not?

•

The wealth of information exchanged on all national curriculum subjects provides
for far greater continuity of curriculum, assessment data and prior learning
information at present with just a few feeder schools. Changing the system
would mean liaising with 15 or more different schools – all with different
systems, assessment procedures and curriculum organisation making for an
unwieldy process – hardly coherent, let alone consistent and conducive to raising
standards.

•

Manshead’s proposal to change to admit pupils into Year 7 is an interesting one.
It has three principal feeder schools – Ashton Middle, Streetfield Middle and
Caddington Village School; all three belong to the Learning Partnership. In May
the governors at Ashton Middle voted overwhelmingly not to change to a
primary school following a consultation and intend to remain a middle school for
the time being. Streetfield actually asked its parent body first what they wanted
to do before even considering a top down consultation. The parents voted
overwhelmingly to i) remain as a middle school and ii) remain within the Local
Authority. Caddington Village School and its parents wish for their pupils to leave
at the end of Year 8 as at present.
The question for consideration therefore is – where are the Manshead Year 7
intake pupils going to come from?

•

There are already 3 upper schools (2 changing age range) serving older pupils –
add to this Kings Houghton’s changing status, the UTC, Priory Academy’s
proposal plus a change at Brewers Hill and all of a sudden there is a plethora of
choice for a cohort of pupils – which is not even large enough to fill the existing
schools. This will surely lead to future surplus places with associated financial
and staffing problems. Not the best use of taxpayer’s money.

•

Compounding all of this is a steady trickle of Year 8 pupils leaving for upper
schools outside Dunstable and Houghton Regis. Clearly parents value the work
of these upper schools and are prepared to make the effort to get their children
there. Note that they are choosing to remain in a three tier system.

•

There is also the distinct possibility that even more parents will in future look
elsewhere at 13+ if denied entry to Manshead of a time of their choosing i.e.
Year 9.

•

Manshead’s proposal is misleading by stating that ‘From September 2014 Year 7
pupils will be admitted to Manshead School as well as Year 9’ as page 4 in the
consultation document indicates that there will be a single admission point in
Year 7. How are these statements compatible?
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•

One of the reasons cited for younger pupils to stay on at lower school is because
the prospect of moving to a big middle school is daunting. Yet how is an 11 year
old from an entire school of 100-150 pupils going to feel upon entering an
establishment of 1,350? Hardly a stepping stone approach which meets the
sequential, emotional and developmental needs of a child.
Parents,
understandably, don’t want their young children mixing with 16-18 year olds.
Equally nor do 16-18 year olds wish to share a Learning Guide with an eleven
year old; their respective needs are quite different.

•

It is well known that other authorities such as Northampton and Norfolk
experienced a large drop in results following reorganisation. Do we want this to
happen here? Surely not.

A consultation is a time for true reflection, discussion and deliberation. The
education of all young people in our care is priceless and should be a precious
entitlement for their successful future. Let us not lose sight of that key principle in
the pursuit of change for change sake – pursued by a few people whose actions will
surely have far-reaching consequences and deny many others the choice they have
already taken and wish to retain.
I submit my thoughts to you for serious consideration as I do believe that is only by
working together that we can achieve success for all pupils in our care.

Yours sincerely,
Mrs. A.M. Phillips
Headteacher
………………………………………………………………………………………..
12th July 2013
Dear Ms Grant,
I write to you to express my great concern about the proposed changes to the age
ranges in Dunstable. I am very concerned at a number of levels.
If all the lower schools are allowed change there will be a chronic oversupply of
primary places in the town. According to figures that I have seen there will be a 36%
oversupply. This will mean that some school will have to close. The question is will it
be you closing schools or will you expect the DfE to be doing the closing.
The suggestion from Manshead Upper school that they have to change due to the
changes that are going on in other parts of the town is false. Ashton Middle school,
Caddington Village school and Streetfield Middle school have all stated that they
intend to remain middle schools for the foreseeable future which leaves no source of
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pupils apart from the approximately 10 pupils who will be at St Mary’s Primary.
(Assuming that they do not go to JFK)
The key information from the past couple of Local Authorities to attempt the change
is that there is a great impact on the pupils for over five years. This combined with the
fact that OFSTED have said that there is no difference between the three tier and
primary secondary system.
I hope that you will consider all of these things when you are weighing up the
decision that you will make prior to Councillor Versallion’s formal announcement
during the summer break.
Thank you for the consideration for my thoughts.
Yours sincerely
Mr Alex Robinson
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
13th July 2013
Dear Mrs. Grant,
We are writing to express our serious concerns and disagreement at the changes
proposed and those which have already been allowed to happen in Dunstable
schools. It seems to be that decisions are being made based solely on individual
schools needs without considering the impact on the rest of the town.
The Middle school system in the town has been hugely successful and having both
passed through the three tier system we were only too happy for our children to do
the same. This choice is now being taken away from parents with some schools
current proposals , which are not thought out, not all options have been considered
and sadly it’s the children that are to be the losers in this mess. Our eldest son has
benefited beyond doubt, from going to a Middle school where he has had the
opportunity to grow and develop as a person, find his strengths and weaknesses and
have his voice heard as an individual. How could this be achieved with such large
numbers in the proposed secondary schools? Education at ages 9-13 is more than
English, Maths and Science. The social skills he has gained from being in this age
range are second to none, he has blossomed and begun to turn into a confident
young man. Had he not gone through the middle school system, we feel he would
have been lost and his individual needs would simply not of been met. We fail to see
how Secondary schools can provide a wide curriculum to children right up to age 16.
Parents voted overwhelmingly in Dunstable in the past to keep our three tier system
and this is still possible if you agree to work together and listen to your parents.
Parents like us, who are being left out of critical decisions in our children’s
education. Ultimately, it is our children who will suffer and carry the burden of these
rash decisions.
Yours sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs. Cartwright
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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From: Carla Stachini
Sent: 14 July 2013 20:57
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: Save our middle schools
Dear Edwina
I'm a science teacher at a middle school in central beds & wanted to
put my view forward about the proposed changes to the 3 tier system.
First of all I really don't understand the need to change the current
system as the majority of teachers, parents & children would like our
school to stay as a middle school...surely they are the most
important people in all of this? I believe the main reason given by
Councillor Versallion was that we needed to raise standards but what
is he comparing this to & where is the proof? And why will the 2 tier
system work better? Our pupils are taught by specialist teachers &
make very good progress...not just academically but I have seen
children's lives turned around by the work we do with them. I love
working at a middle school & would hate to see them disappear.
Carla Stachini
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
From: Julia Worrall
Sent: 14 July 2013 20:55
To: Edwina Grant
Subject: What I believe is the best for the children of Dunstable

Dear Ms. Grant,
I am writing to you to express my deep concern about the changes and
proposed changes taking place with regard to the change in status of
some of the schools in Dunstable.
It seems to me that many schools are panicking and making changes or
proposing to make changes that will affect the lives of future generations
with little regard to the children, but they are doing so in order to
preserve their school by keeping numbers up.
I have been a Learning Support Assistant since 1991 and have been at
Streetfield Middle School for 18 years. I would appreciate it if you
would answer the following questions.

I understand that the proposed changes regarding changing from 3 tier
to 2 tier is to raise the standards and thus benefiting the children.
•

What is the evidence that this would be the case?
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•
•
•

What percentage of parents and future parents vote on these
proposed decisions?
How will some schools cope with teaching a full and rich curriculum
e.g. Priory Middle?
Is it fair that children will have to spend school time moving off
site in order to study e.g. P.E. Science?
Some schools who are proposing to or have already changed
status do not have the facilities to adequately provide the children
with education that they should have.

I can only really comment from first hand experience and will use
Streetfield as my example. Streetfield does an amazing job with
integrating Yr. 4 pupils from a large amount of Lower Schools. A very
high number, approximately 50%, are from deprived backgrounds and the
change at this age undoubtedly helps them immensely by nurturing them
so that they can progress socially and emotionally and therefore
educationally. These children would find it very difficult to handle moving
only twice in a 2 tier system. The 3 stages are ideal for them to grow
into confident young adults and our pupils are ready to move to a larger
school, with pupils up to 18, at the end of year 8.
I believe parents and children should be given the choice of whether to
use a 2 or a 3 tier system and that both could run together. There
should be a choice as children have different needs and these needs can
be accommodated both systems.
Children are our future.
Yours sincerely,
Julia Worrall (Mrs.)
………………………………………………………………………………………..
Dear Mrs Grant,
I am writing to express my thoughts and concerns to you regarding the age
range changes in Dunstable over the coming years.
Having attended many of the consultations and public meetings I believe that I
have an understanding of the situation across the town and still remain
unwavered in the view that the proposed changes will not result in any better
education for the children of the town.
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My concerns:
• It was shown at the public meeting at All Saints that the results of Key
Stage 3 are significantly below the expected national levels. The Lower
and Middle School in the town perform averagely or above average.
My concern – it is the Upper Schools that are clearly performing worst
yet it is them that wish to expand their intake. How do they expect to
raise their results when clearly the education they are providing is not
good enough?
• It is clear and has been stated by at least three Head Teachers at
consultations or public meetings that they are actually proposing the
changes in age range because other schools are and they are wishing
to save their school and compete with others. They would not have
proposed the changes had the likes of All Saints and St. Marys not
done so. Do they really believe in what they are proposing and have
the skill to deliver their promises? Should Head Teachers and
Governors really propose such radical changes for the town just
because others are, to be on their band wagon? This is the reason I
was so pleased with Ashton Middles not to continue with their proposal
and stand firm with the opinion of their parents.
• Schools are presenting information that is misleading. They stated how
many parents replied to questionnaires and how many of these said
yes. Instead shouldn’t they be stating how many of ALL the parents
said yes – therefore a non reply means no or impartial. Just because a
small percentage replied should we take it that the others don’t matter?
How far did they go to get the views of all parents? How well publicised
were the consultation and public meetings? Did all schools share the
information regarding the second public meeting? I believe they didn’t.
Is it right that schools censor and manipulate the information shared on
such an important matter?
• There is no real evidence to show that one system – two tier or three
tier works better than the other. Why do we need to change the current
system? Why do we need to condemn 7-12 years of school aged
children (the number of negative years experienced by Norfolk,
Bedford and Suffolk) to disruption because of the unnecessary change
in age ranges.
What concerns me the most about the whole issue is the distinct lack of
unity and consistency amongst the schools. Why has Dunstable not
followed the paths of Leighton Buzzard and Houghton Regis and worked
together to make a unified decision. Is the current situation fair on our
children and parents – how can they be expected to choose?
I appreciate you taking the time to read my letter and I hope you will bear
these considerations in mind when making decisions.
Kind Regards,
Coralie Shaw
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